What imagination can do for you
Enchanting rooms, refreshing colors
Provocative houses
24 original window treatments

Country kitchen in town
THE FRUIT COOK BOOK
The floor, naturally, is Tessera Corlon—one of the famous Armstrong Vinyl Floors. Write for free sample. Armstrong, 6008 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. In Canada, Dept. 80-K, Box 919, Montreal, P. Q.
Woo on Crane’s

“I love you everywhere I look. Must see you. Phillip.”

When it comes to love, a letter on Crane’s paper does more to impress her than abstract poetry. Phillip’s most urgent note was written on a Crane’s engraved naturel parchment calling card, Club size. Crane’s Fine Papers are made in Dalton, Massachusetts, and have been for one hundred and fifty-nine years. Crane makes only 100% Rag Extra No. 1 Quality Papers for currency, securities, carbons, scientific and architectural drawings and stationery.
On the cover:
A roomful of white is as invigorating on a hot summer day as a plunge into icy, sparkling water. In this garden room designed by Michael Taylor, white flows lavishly across walls, floor and furniture, yet the whites are unexpectedly unmatched since they differ with the differing textures of paint, tiles and fabrics. Color accents are few and splashy: masses of plants, milky blue table china, a deep blue chair cushion. Their colors were keyed to the painting "Scrub Jays" by Bryan Wilson. Soaring, uncurtained window emphasizes loftiness of room. Other eye-lifters: the tall bird cage near window. This room was designed specially for the San Francisco Museum of Art's recent "Tour de Decors." For a parade of other ideas culled from the "Tour" that can make your rooms sparkle with imagination, please turn to p. 51.
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Modern YORK Gas Fired Furnace keeps your home "spring-time" warm even on coldest days!

'Round the clock comfort... Day in, day out, you enjoy soft, warm air springtime-sweet with a modern York Gas Fired Furnace. York gives you gentle, yet thorough circulation with clean filtered air, no drafts or overheating. See your York dealer today.

Best of all... it uses Gas. Modern, dependable Gas gives you so much more... for so much less. It's clean... no smoke, grime or grit! It's automatic... always ready and waiting! It's economical... costs less to buy, maintain and use. For a cleaner, brighter, always-comfortable home... depend on safe, dependable Gas.

ONLY GAS heats so much better...for less!
H&G's Newsletter

What's in store for your home: new products, ideas and trends

- A mid-summer word to the lawn-wise: The growing trend toward underground sprinkling systems usually leads to higher moisture conditions on your turf. So take advantage of the special sweepers and mower attachments to rake and collect grass clippings. Point: Mats of soggy grass clippings induce lawn disease.

- The built-in exposure meter of the new Brownie Starmeter camera makes picture-taking almost foolproof for those of us who don't want to fiddle with a dozen dials. A fixed focus and true center readings in this seven-ounce banjo-weight help you take successful black and white, Kodacolor and Ektachrome pictures. Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.

- You need no longer be a lawn watcher when it comes to sprinkling chores. The unique corrosion-resistant Watertimer turns off the water automatically can be fastened to any 3/4" hose bib or faucet, runs up to 60 minutes. Richdel, Inc., 10804 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.

- A new lightweight hand-size cleaning tool with sponge and bristle cleaning head speeds up washing walls, woodwork and tile, just to name a few jobs. The Wagner-Wand's plastic handle can be filled with any all-purpose liquid detergent and squeezed to release cleaner as you need it. E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Co., 4611 North 32nd St., Milwaukee 9, Wis.

- Cut fingertips need no longer to clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- Woolite, the famous cold-water soap, now comes in liquid form packaged in a plastic container. No right-minded traveler would be without it, for it is as efficient at laundering synthetics and cottons as it is with wools. Woolite, Inc., 10614 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, Calif.

The Vacu-Magic, a Lilliputian vacuum cleaner for record players, is mounted in tone arm in front of stylus to remove dust from record grooves, maintain sound quality, preserve records. General Electric.

- Cut corners need no longer to be clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- A new lightweight hand-size cleaning tool with sponge and bristle cleaning head speeds up washing walls, woodwork and tile, just to name a few jobs. The Wagner-Wand's plastic handle can be filled with any all-purpose liquid detergent and squeezed to release cleaner as you need it. E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Co., 4611 North 32nd St., Milwaukee 9, Wis.

- Cut corners need no longer be clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- Woolite, the famous cold-water soap, now comes in liquid form packaged in a plastic container. No right-minded traveler would be without it, for it is as efficient at laundering synthetics and cottons as it is with wools. Woolite, Inc., 10614 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, Calif.

- Cut corners need no longer be clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- Woolite, the famous cold-water soap, now comes in liquid form packaged in a plastic container. No right-minded traveler would be without it, for it is as efficient at laundering synthetics and cottons as it is with wools. Woolite, Inc., 10614 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, Calif.

- Cut corners need no longer be clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- Woolite, the famous cold-water soap, now comes in liquid form packaged in a plastic container. No right-minded traveler would be without it, for it is as efficient at laundering synthetics and cottons as it is with wools. Woolite, Inc., 10614 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, Calif.

- Cut corners need no longer be clumsily covered with bulky bandages. Form-fit plastic bandages are shaped and cut to fit smoothly, to provide waterproof protection. U. S. Plastic Bandage Co., 323 Niagara St., Buffalo 1, N. Y.

- Woolite, the famous cold-water soap, now comes in liquid form packaged in a plastic container. No right-minded traveler would be without it, for it is as efficient at laundering synthetics and cottons as it is with wools. Woolite, Inc., 10614 Riverside Drive, North Hollywood, Calif.
Vote for your choice and save!

PEOPLE'S CHOICE SALE
Get both at big savings during July and August!

SPRING AIR

"PEOPLE'S CHOICE" 100% FOAM RUBBER MATTRESS
The luxurious comfort of costly GOODRICH TEXFOAM 100% latex foam rubber mattress at this unheard of low price! Smooth top with 159 perforations per sq. ft. for cooler sleeping ... greater density where necessary for extra-firmness. Heavy-textured rayon damask ticking in shimmering antique gold. Paired with firm 10" high box spring for maximum comfort.

"PEOPLE'S CHOICE" Extra-Firm INNERSPRING MATTRESS
Resilient, gentle surface with extra-firm inner support for more comfortable, more relaxing sleep. Additional support at edges and other areas where wear is greatest. Handsomely patterned, lustrous rayon damask ticking in stunning antique gold. Same innerspring unit used in famous Model "70" that sold thousands at $69.50

One Low Money Saving Price!

Save on foam rubber!

$44.95*

Suggested Retail

mattress or matching box spring

*Foam rubber sold in sets only.

Save on Innerspring!

Full size foam $20 more per set.

©1960, Spring Air Company, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, Illinois
A resilient core of soft, durable polyether foam made with Du Pont HYLENE®

Wrapped in fluffy layers of self-plumping DACRON® Fiberfill

Gives you old-fashioned comfort the modern way:
the Du Pont DUET cushion construction

THE DU PONT DUET
... new cushioning idea for fine furniture

The soft, self-plumping Du Pont DUET is more than luxurious. Wonderful new polyether foam is tough enough to stand the hardest use. Household cleaning agents won't harm either polyether foam or DACRON Fiberfill.

When you buy furniture, be sure you get the advantage of modern downlike comfort and durability. Ask for Du Pont DUET cushion construction.

THE HEART OF COMFORT IN THE DU PONT DUET CUSHION CONSTRUCTION IS POLYETHER FOAM

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

* Du Pont does not make the cushion. Quality furniture manufacturers make this cushion from polyether foam made with Du Pont HYLENE® organic isocyanate, wrapped in Du Pont DACRON® polyester fiberfill.

Connoisseur's Corner

CLOCKS
Decorative guardians of your schedule

If getting places on time is your problem, we can guarantee that any of these new clocks will serve you steadfastly—up to the point of teaching you how to be punctual. Each timepiece here is distinguished for its good looks, accuracy and readability. The choice of designs spans four centuries and the sizes range from small portable alarm clocks to handsomely encased pieces that strike the hour and deserve a special place on mantel or chest, in a niche or bookshelf.

1 A folding travel clock paired with a thermometer and a barometer will give you an up-to-the-minute rundown on the day's conditions wherever you go. In red, pigskin or brown leather case. $15.* Sheffield.
2 Man's travel alarm in a miniature leather trunk case carries a small compartment for cuff links, studs and tiepins. It comes in luggage tan, black or gray leather. $13.* Sheffield.
3 Picture frame alarm clock, bordered in red, green, white or tan leather with gold filigree tooling, would be a pretty and practical accessory on a dressing table. $7.* Sheffield.
4 Diminutive ladies' travel alarm is enclosed in a petit point case. Face of the clock is scalloped, flower fashion. In red or black. $13.* Sheffield.
5 English bracket clock, reproduced from a seventeenth-century timepiece, is handsomely illuminated with 18K gold. Its resonant striking mechanism, housed in a solid mahogany case, sounds the hours and half hours. Electric or key-wound works. 10¾" x 7¾" x 3¼". $50.* Seth Thomas.
6 Paperweight clock designed after a traditional eighteenth-century French piece reveals a visible movement in back of its Plexiglas sphere. A band of brass runs around the sides, 3½" diameter. $16.* Sheffield.
A brass-framed table clock will tick away the hours without winding; its battery-run works are housed in an elegant case reminiscent of the Edwardian era. With roman numerals and delicate finial feet, $110.* Sessions Clock Co.  

An adaptation of an old pocket watch with a slim eight-day movement can be hung on the wall or set on the desk or at bedside. Brass-trimmed case measures 5 1/4" in diameter. $17.* Sheffield.  

The “Eyeball” clock perched deftly on a tapered white pedestal base is encircled with brilliant bands of color—white, mauve and yellow; white, yellow and green; or white and two tones of green. Battery-operated inner workings “float” behind a protective bubble covering: the plastic face is molded to a three-dimensional sunburst to mark off the hours. 9 1/2" high; clock has 6" diameter. $35.* Howard Miller Clock Co.  

A glass dome houses a contemporary version of the perpetual clock. The stationary indicator ticks off the hours and minutes on two rotating, numbered discs. Whirling topknot of colored metal ribbons, operating on the same transistorized motor, is a purely decorative touch. In white and satin brass, 8 1/4" high, 5 1/4" in diameter. $60.* Howard Miller Clock Co.  

An Early American pendulum clock with a gabled case in mahogany finish strikes the hours behind a flowered face. A garland of greenery decorates clock’s lower panel. Called the “Sharon,” it comes with a choice of key-wind or electric works. 15” high, 9” wide, 4 3/4” deep. $60.* Seth Thomas.  

Contemporary whimsy takes over in a tall, table-top clock set on a spindle pedestal of walnut. Clock’s face is set in a walnut and maple frame with brass inlay. Movement is battery powered. 17" high. $45.* Howard Miller.  

*Plus 10% Federal Tax

DISHWASHER NEWS FROM PROCTER & GAMBLE

Look! Cascade’s dramatic water-sheeting action ends spots, streaks and film!

Water-sheeting action like this... Means sparkling dishes like this...

Only Cascade contains Chlorosheen to change water drops into clear-rinsing “sheets”... stops spotting as no other leading detergent can! You'll see a sparkling clean difference when you put Cascade in your machine. These dramatic photos show why. Notice how the water on the plate at left is rinsing off in clear “sheets” to slide away food particles and grease. No water drops left behind to dry into messy spots and film! Cascade’s exclusive Chlorosheen is the secret. Cascade with Chlorosheen in your dishwasher will mean visibly cleaner dishes and silverware, visibly brighter glassware. For best results, always get Cascade.

Cascade is safer for fine china patterns, too!

WASHED 1000 TIMES IN CASCADE  

WASHED 1000 TIMES IN ANOTHER DETERGENT

Cascade protects finest china patterns as no other leading detergent can. Everyone knows even finest china patterns can fade with time and use as shown by plate at right washed with another dishwasher detergent the equivalent of every day for 3 years! But see at left Cascade preserves the clear-cut beauty of this pattern. No wonder Cascade is rated best for safety by the American Fine China Guild.

CASCADE IS ENDORSED BY EVERY LEADING DISHWASHER MANUFACTURER
new fashion idea with the magic of United's

**SALON COLLECTION**

PASTIMES and WEATHERED WOOD are combined. Voila! A mural effect. Two of 143 washable, fadeproof wallpapers in a collection that makes old rooms sparkle as new. All plasticized for soil resistance . . . many with related fabrics. About $2.25 to $4.50 the roll. Fabrics about $2.79 and $2.99 the yard.

new free book—"FASHION! THE MAGIC OF WALLPAPER" Many ideas for up-dating your rooms to present fashions. Magical ideas you'll cherish. Ask for booklet E3.

**INTERIORS TODAY FOR TOMORROW'S LIVING**

UNITED WALLPAPER

Distributed by DE SOTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.

Nation's Leading Wallpaper Manufacturer • 3101 South Kedzie Ave. • Chicago 23, Ill.

**New Refreshment Sets**

Expertly hand-crafted of radiant seamless crystal, this delightfully new and original 7-pc. Refreshment Set adds a fabulous touch to modern living. Happily, it's available in three fascinating decorations: "CAFE", a blended Smoke lustre with bright gold trim; "BONANZA", blended Golden lustre, bright gold trim; "PINK GLOW", blended Pink lustre, bright gold trim . . . Also your choice of these three decorations in 7-pc. Water Sets, Juice Sets, Martini Swirler Sets, Martini Sets, Cocktail Shaker Sets, Tall Martini Sets, Wine Sets, Cordial Sets. Likewise in 8-pc. Hi-Ball Tumbler Sets, 22-oz. Giant Ice Tea and 15-oz. Tumbler Sets, plus sets in Coupettes, Footed Pilsners, Footed Parfaits, Handled Beer mugs . . . Choose—today!

**WEST VIRGINIA Glass**

**FUN UNDER FOOT**

A collection of gay and whimsical rugs to delight the youngsters in your family

Teddy bear winsome enough to be a playmate is fur-like Acrilan and Verel from head to toe. Brown and black. 34" x 35". $10. Cabin Crafts.

Leo the Lion resplendent in a mane and tail of Zefran makes a handsome addition to a young sahib's trophies. Tufted cotton in two-color combinations; machine washable. 3' x 5'. $27. Regal.

Big base drum etched in high and low cut cotton pile would be a bright accent in a playroom. Top and sides are gray, bands are red, the lacing black and gold, with black tassels. 30" x 36". $10. Cabin Crafts.

Leaf-topped lemon woven of Spanish esparto grass would add a dash of color to a little girl's room. Yellow, of course, with green leaves. Washable with mild soap. 4" 6" x 6". $40. From Spanish Trading Center.

Wise old owl traced in raised white Zefran on a background of gray, aqua, green or gold cotton might inspire a young scholar. Washable. 3' x 5'. $25. Regal.
Captured — the most priceless combination in tableware — a classic modern pattern in today's miracle lifetime metal!

In sterling every deserving person could not afford it. So Saladmaster had it sculptured of stainless steel . . . and called it Elisa.

Each of the satin finish handles is hollow — a feature not found in the finest sterling. Handles and blades are wedded together and will never come apart.

The solid glistening blades, bowls and forks are forged — not a stamping. Perfectly balanced. So light — so exquisitely designed! If you're just beginning . . . or adding another set, you'll want Elisa. Will never rust, stain or tarnish. Always in perfect taste, for formal or informal service.

Luxury Merchandise—Sensibly Priced

Elisa... for all Moderns

Luxury Merchandise—Sensibly Priced

Captured — the most priceless combination in tableware — a classic modern pattern in today's miracle lifetime metal!

In sterling every deserving person could not afford it. So Saladmaster had it sculptured of stainless steel . . . and called it Elisa.

Each of the satin finish handles is hollow — a feature not found in the finest sterling. Handles and blades are wedded together and will never come apart.

The solid glistening blades, bowls and forks are forged — not a stamping. Perfectly balanced. So light — so exquisitely designed! If you're just beginning . . . or adding another set, you'll want Elisa. Will never rust, stain or tarnish. Always in perfect taste, for formal or informal service.

Luxury Merchandise—Sensibly Priced
Look how glass from PPG lets you live better

...protects your furniture...brings the outdoors indoors

...adds a decorative touch to your walls

It's the beauty of PPG glass that sets a tasteful tone in modern homes. Polished plate glass tops protect against spills, stains, cigarette burns on furniture and tables...yet let the texture of the material come through without disturbing its natural color. In windows and PITTCO Sliding Glass Doors, the clear transparency of PPG glass is an open invitation to all outdoors. And on walls, a decorative HIGH-FIDELITY Mirror...made with fine, twin ground polished PPG Plate glass...adds a bright, gay touch to your decorating scheme. When you buy glass, buy the best—glass from PPG. Send for our free booklet, "Glass Brings Beauty to Every Room of Your Home." Write: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
VINTAGE... Another classic by the famous designer, John Van Koert, for the new way we live and the old way we feel about furniture that never goes out of style. Richly-grained pecan mellowed to the warmth of fine old Cognac... accessory pieces in Celadon Green and Rusty Black.

For the whole fabulous collection, send 10 cents for color brochure—"Vintage", Dept.HG-80.
NEW PRODUCT

Homebuilder's scrapbook

Here are four new products to consider when building, remodeling or repairing your house

New type filter stops five times the fine dust

A new type of air filter is now available throughout the country. It will especially interest those who've found many popular kinds of filters unequal to the demands of modern forced-air heating and air-conditioning systems.

Replaceables Not Replaced. Filters designed for periodic replacement are probably the worst offenders. Since the need to change them frequently is rarely emphasized, users merely take them out and shake them off every once in a while. Under such conditions, they cannot filter properly.

Expensive Filters No Answer. Even when more expensive, so-called "permanent" filters are used, there are problems. Many of them require regular reoil — a messy proposition at best. And they're only permanent in comparison with the short-lived throwaway types.

Traps Fine Dirt. It's easy to see, then, why the new PLIOTRON CR Filters have created so much enthusiasm among the technicians who put them through their paces. Trapping dirt with the help of electrostatic action, they stop as much as five times as much fine dust. And their full filtering efficiency can be restored by an easy vacuum-cleaning or simple water rinse.

Lifetime of Filter Service. Best of all, PLIOTRON CR Filters are really permanent — serving at full filter-power for the life of the heating or air-conditioning system. You can get complete information by filling out the coupon below—or see your heating or hardware dealer.

GOODYEAR

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, P.O. Box 52, Akron, Ohio

Please send me full information on the new PLIOTRON CR, the permanent type filter that traps up to 5 times as much fine dirt.

Name__________________________
Street_________________________
City__________Zone__________State__________

PLIOTRON — T. M.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Sliding screen doors for garages can turn this little-used part of the house into a pleasant outdoor retreat. Lightweight but rugged, each door has glass fiber screening attached to an aluminum frame. Regular garage door need not be removed. Raynor Mfg. Co., Dixon, Ill.

Fire hose box is equipped with a 3/4" linen hose in a choice of 30' or 75' lengths. The cabinet can be wall-mounted or recessed and should be located next to a water supply pipe. Unit is 15"x13" and door can be painted or papered to match wall. W. D. Allen Mfg. Co., Bellwood, Ill.

New styled garbage disposer has a streamlined casing made of plastic to cover an acoustical inner liner that deadens sound. Other engineering improvements include: continuous feed operation (no electric wall switch needed); mounting assembly that is self-aligning, self-locking; jam-free grinding action in ordinary use. In-Sink-Erator Mfg. Co., 1225 14th St., Racine, Wis.

Hammer with changeable heads performs a wide variety of jobs. The model comes with a nail head, ball peen head and a plastic head to use with fine woods. The hatchet head is optional. A knockout pin is used for releasing heads. Dumas Co., 1 Jackson St., Worcester 8, Mass.

“Stratford”

The china colored table cloth is found at these fine stores

CALIFORNIA

San Bernardino—The Harris Co. San Diego—The Marston Co.
San Francisco—City of Paris San Mateo—Levy Bros.

CONNECTICUT

Hartford—G. Fox & Co. Waterbury—Bedford, Inc.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington—Woodward & Lothrop

ILLINOIS

Dixon—Eichler Bros. Evanston—Lord's

INDIANA

Michigan City—Carsteins Bros., Inc. South Bend—Robertson Bros.

MARYLAND

Baltimore—Hochachild, Kohn, & Co.

MASSACHUSETTS

Springfield—Forbes & Wallace

MICHIGAN

Detroit—*J. L. Hudson Co.

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis—Dayton Co.

NEW JERSEY

Asbury Park—Steinbach Co. New Brunswick—P. J. Young D. C. Co.
Perth Amboy—Reynolds Bros. Plainfield—Tepper's Trenton—Nestor Voorhees

NEW YORK


Troy—Sim & Co.

OHIO

Cincinnati—The McAlpin Co. Mansfield—H. L. Reed Co.

OREGON

Eugene—Bon Marche-Russells Portland—Meier & Frank Co.

SALEM—Meier & Frank Co.

PENNSYLVANIA

Albama—W. M. F. Cable Co.
Philadelphia—*John Wanamaker Pittsburgh—*Joseph Horne Co.
Wilkes-Barre—Isaac Long

TENNESSEE

Clarksville—McNeal & Edwards Co.

TEXAS

Fort Worth—The Fair

UTAH

Salt Lake City—Auerbach Co.

WASHINGTON

Bremerton—Bremner's Dept. Store
Seattle—Shop of China

WEST VIRGINIA

Huntington—The Anderson, Newcomb Co.

WISCONSIN

Madison—Harry S. Manchester, Inc.

*Available at main stores and branches.
new "china-colored" tablecloths with Avisco rayon

For the first time, a truly co-ordinated look for your table: your fine china and your new "Stratford" tablecloth in harmonizing colors. Colors rich and elegant: antique gold, mocha, green, blue, white, purple, pink or beige in a luxuriously-textured fabric of Avisco rayon and acetate. Exquisitely woven with an embroidered effect... finished to resist soiling, little or no ironing needed. It carries the Avisco Integrity Tag, symbol of performance-tested fabric quality. For store nearest you, see the facing column.

American Viscose Corporation makes the Avisco rayon fiber.
Fallani & Cohn, 14 E. 38th St., N.Y. 16, N.Y., makes the tablecloths.

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N.Y.
My walnut chest measures 47 inches long, 27 inches high and 24 inches wide. It has strap hinges with pewter coated iron handles and keyhole escutcheon which has the date 1722 in the scroll work. We bought the chest without any information as to its history. Can you help us?


Your domed chest appears to be an early eighteenth century piece of European origin. The hardware indicates it is probably French, Dutch or German.

Enclosed is the sketch of the mark on two sets of handleless cups and deep saucers decorated with an oriental print. Where were they made?

A. N.—Somerville, N. J.

This was the mark used by Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Etruria, Staffordshire, England, about 1850 when for a time the firm made some of the popular ironstone dinnerware.

Please help me find out something about this bust. It is hard porcelain and has a diamond-shaped mark with a crown at the top bearing the letters “R.W.” Impressed is the number “No. 2539.”

J. R. D.—Glenside, Ill.

The mark is that of the L. Straus & Sons porcelain factory in Rudolstadt, Germany, which opened in 1882 and closed during World War I. This bust depicts an imaginary Roman warrior.
Could you tell me approximately when and where this covered dish was made? It is part of a set purchased at an auction in South Germany and is marked "J Z & Co."
A.N.H.—A.P.O. 326, New York, N. Y.

Your set was made at the porcelain factory of Jacob Zeidler & Co., Selb-Bahnhof, Germany. This factory was founded in 1866 but closed some time ago.

What information can you give me about this bisque doll, recently inherited from an 85-year-old aunt? It is 17 inches long with a painted-on, pale pink dress which has floral decorations and gold trimmed lace. There is no mark.
N.H.—Imperial, Neb:
The doll was made by some minor German porcelain factory which did not mark its products, between 1875-90.

I would appreciate knowing the period and style of my chairs. Although I cannot find an identical illustration in Wallace Nutting's Furniture Treasury, I believe they are early American.
A.E.O.—Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

They are American, of no period design, dating between 1790 and 1820. Chairs like these were made in New England, New York, Pennsylvania.

Is there any way of telling approximately how old this cradle is?
The first cradles in the eighteenth century were made either with simple rockers or suspended between upright posts to swing above the floor. Your cradle, rocking on a platform base, is Victorian, of the type made by American factories between 1870 and 1880.

Where and when was this teapot made? It is marked “Quadruple Plate, Adelphia Silverplate Co., New York, N.Y.”
V.F.W.—Danneille, Ill.
The teapot was made, 1890-1900, by the Adelphia Silverplate Company in New York City. Quadruple plate was a trade term used to indicate the best grade of electroplating.

Can you tell the age and origin of this table with cast metal trim? The glass is hand formed and hand chipped. The top is hinged with a lock at one side.
K.A.D., Sr.—Detroit, Mich.
You have a vitrine or display cabinet for small art objects in the form of a three-legged table. From its design and type of ormolu mounts, it appears to have been made in France about 1875.

Is there any way of telling approximately how old this cradle is?
The first cradles in the eighteenth century were made either with simple rockers or suspended between upright posts to swing above the floor. Your cradle, rocking on a platform base, is Victorian, of the type made by American factories between 1870 and 1880.

this is the MONTICELL0

... from the Famed Scholz Design Collection... just one of dozens of the renowned Don Scholz award winning designs shown in this breathtaking collection, nearly all of which have been featured in national magazines. Your copy is now available. If you plan to build, you can’t afford to miss seeing this group of post war America’s most outstanding homes before you do.

Available through leading custom builders in your community, other Scholz Homes start as low as $18,000. They maintain an incomparable quality and craftsmanship, in addition to their design distinction, which provides a superior house at less cost than by any other building method. Contact your local Scholz Homes builder through your telephone directory or mail the coupon below today.

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Enclosed find $1.00. Please send me the 36-page, full color "Famed Scholz Design Collection"

Mail to: SCHOLZ HOMES, Inc., P. O. Box 156, Toledo 7, Ohio
To make your lovely home still more livable...

Home-wide Telephone Convenience

Your family probably uses the telephone a lot—most families do these days. So you can be sure they'll enjoy the comfort of handy extension phones.

Extensions where they're needed make living much easier and less demanding of everyone's time and energy.

A look around should tell you quickly where extension phones can serve your family best—in living areas, bedrooms, the kitchen, perhaps a den or workshop.

And a look at the phones themselves will tell you which colors will go where most attractively. To order, just call or visit your Bell Telephone business office. The cost is pleasantly low.
Our delight at the beauty of the Netherlands began on this highway and increased with every mile. We arrived in Breda at noon—just in time for a Sunday parade. All of Breda—toddlers, their parents and grandparents—were promenading, and a band, unidad, was heard for hours. 

Between Brussels and Amsterdam, country roads roll gently through Bruges-like scenery—inland canals, thatched-roof farmhouses, lovely country homes, the traditional windmills floating on endless seas of tall grass and flowers. Often, the road becomes so narrow you see travelers in their big American cars squeezing themselves together, as though it might help them reach the upright rows of spic-and-span houses.

Our delight at the beauty of the Netherlands began on this highway and increased with every mile. We arrived in Breda at noon—just in time for a Sunday parade. All of Breda—toddlers, their parents and grandparents—were promenading, and a band, uniformly dressed in primary colors, dodged cars in the main square. The riot of color everywhere was breathtaking and certainly eloquent proof that there are no colors that do not "go together." Baskets of red and pink flowers surrounded by red, green, yellow and blue flags hung from every lamp post. We paused long enough to take pictures, thinking it would be fun to duplicate one of the flag-and-flower-decked poles for a patio party at home. Then we hurried on to 't Zuid for luncheon.

The marvelous food—oxtail soup, crusty fried liver, and rich, smooth ice cream engulfed by mountains of whipped cream—was doubly satisfying served on snow white linens, under dozens of cabinets bulging with a handsome collection of Delftware.

The enchantment of our six-hour drive could have easily made any other city an anticlimax, but not Amsterdam! Virtually snatched from the North Sea, and linked to it by the great North Sea Canal, Amsterdam is a city of ninety islands strung like the jewels they are on a chain of over 400 bridges. The quayside canals spread fan-like from the center of the city, and are crossed by three large canals in a semicircle—an arrangement which no doubt pleased Mondrian.

Cyclone of cyclists

There are 700,000 bicycle riders in Amsterdam, and you feel you are in constant danger of being run down by at least half of them, especially on the busy, narrow shopping streets of Kalverstraat and Leidsestraat. We discovered the only escape is to take to the canals in one of the colorful glass-top boats. Even so, bicycles and cars often roll into the canals, to be fished out by a city department maintained specifically for that purpose.

Characteristic Pension

Our headquarters in Amsterdam was a proud little pension, scrubbed within an inch of its life, which was located just behind the Rijksmuseum and only a few minutes from the Damrak thoroughfare lined with the big hotels and sidewalk cafés. All during our trip we hunted for neat, attractive pensions, because they were inexpensive and provided a contact with the local people which the big hotels did not. The proprietress of this particular pension did not speak one word of English, so I tried "Guten Tag," which must have hit home, because she embarked upon a three-day conversation in Dutch. We laughed, frowned, and shrugged, and agreed to heaven knows what.

When we arrived at our pension that first afternoon, we barely had time to drop our bags and run to the jetty for the evening "Climax Trip" through the canals. As the boat slipped away from the dock we learned—in four languages—that we were passing the old homes of the wealthy merchants and shippers of the East India Tea Company (now diminishes and consults)—the smallest house in Amsterdam—just the width of its door and window; the awesome church where Rembrandt lies; house boats in which families smiled tolerantly as our waves rocked their dinner tables; the floating flower market. Leaving the lighted town, the boat finally chugged out into the North Sea Canal. Black hulls, dotted here and there by cabin lights, loomed before us. When our eyes became adjusted to the darkness, we could distinguish the ocean liners of the Holland-America Line, the floating dry docks and the diamond cutting houses at the water's edge. Tipped off to the fact that we would not be arrested if we took a streetcar in Amsterdam, we fared back from the landing stage to the Leidseplein for a typical, and typically fine, Netherlands meal.

Continued on page 43
The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS

is to examine them in your own home

Hundreds of rare antique, inexpensive antique, semi-antique, and new rugs in antique designs. Each moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and COLORED PICTURES. Select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL without obligation to buy. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES. NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval.

1000 antique rugs $10 to $1500
Small to Giant Sizes.
Over 1000 Savonnerie rugs from India to pile (Kirmen) colors 2 x 3 ft. to 12 x 24 ft.
9 x 12 ft. $500. 12 x 20 ft. $1210.

Many giant and unusual sizes.
For sale by America's foremost authority and expert on Oriental Rugs, and largest concern dealer in novelty, antiques, rugs.

CHAS W. JACOBSEN
401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
TEL. MA 2-7832

QUANT AS THE DICKENS

Beloved characters from the pages of Charles Dickens are embossed on each of these unique branch hooks. Handsome accessories to hold things and paper on a hearth, coat, hat, umbrellas in the hall. Imported from England, these extra-heavy solid-brass hooks are polished and lacquered, come in assorted motifs. 4½" long, each $1.95. 3 for $5.50, 6 for $10.00

Charles Dickens are embossed on each of coats, hats, umbrellas in the hall. Imported from England, these extra-heavy solid-brass hooks. Handsome accessories to hold things and paper on a hearth, coat, hat, umbrellas in the hall. Imported from England, these extra-heavy solid-brass hooks are polished and lacquered, come in assorted motifs. 4½" long, each $1.95. 3 for $5.50, 6 for $10.00

We sincerely believe our rugs are the best values on the market today. Many customers from all parts of America say that similar rugs are offered at double our prices. For 25 years we have been eliminating the element of gamble in buying Oriental Rugs for thousands of customers all over America. Patents registered and inquiries from outside Countries G. B. are answered.

LINDA

LUCKY OMEN

A sterling silver ring circled with messages of good fortune in Chinese (good health, happiness, prosperity, success) with your first name engraved in English. Send string to show ring size $1.50

Send for free catalogue of unusual silversware and women's and men's jewelry.

The Jamaica Silversmith
79-32 164 St., G-8, Jamaica 32, N. Y.

"Yard Boy" AMERICA'S FINEST

OUTDOOR INCINERATOR

Endorsed by Fire Prevention Authorities

BURNS GARBAGE, LEAVES & LITTER
to a Powdered Ash!

Quickly! Safely!

SAFE—Sealed-in fire chamber prevents sparks! PATENTED—All riding thru perforated flue forces top-lighted fire to burn downward! Can't smother! HEAVY CAST-IRON CONSTRUCTION for long life. Weather-proofed with fused-on vitreous porcelain enamel. PER-FECT for homes, estates, camps, clubs.

J. W. Fiske
ARCHITECTURAL
METALS, INC.
115 Pennsylvania Ave.
Paterson 3, N. J.

1/10th Second Timer

Accuracy is guaranteed with this Swiss made 1/10th second timer. Records elapsed time up to 15 minutes. Timeout buttons allow extended timing of interrupted events. Bright chrome finish. Waterproof for lining all sports and outdoor activities. $11.95 Ppd.

M. D. Comodier & Buckley

Dept. HGC, 1181 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

Perfect record

Keep informal snapshots near at hand in the Flip It album. Covered in leather-like tan vinyl printed in gold, the ring binder will hold twelve pages, each with ten transparent sections which turn easily. Over-all size is 10" x 7", $1.98 with two pages, $9.25 for each additional page. Postpaid. Order from Carol Beatty, HG8, 24 Beatty Bldg., Culver City, Calif.

Washballs

Reminiscent of the 18th century, deliciously scented soap is hand-made and hand-rolled into textured balls. The six scents include: lemon (yellow), lilac (blue), pine, (green or red), lavender (beige), orange blossom (orange) and magnolia (deep pink). $1.25 the box of three balls; $5 for five boxes. Ppd. Carolina Soap & Candle, Southern Pines, N. C.

Open sesame

Add a decorative note to all the doors in the house with handsome doorknobs. Designed in a Provincial style, each is made of cast metal finished in heavy brass plate. Knob comes with matching escutcheon, standard spindle and screws, and is easy to install, $4.95 for one set; $8.95 for two. Ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG8, Northport, N. Y.
**ARDW**

A ROUND

with Ann McLaughlin

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

** Terrace tricks**

Add a garden effect on a sun-screened terrace with this 5-foot orange tree. Tripod iron stand is finished in black and festooned with clusters of bright oranges and glossy green leaves made of plastic. (Fruit looks good enough to eat.) In the fall and winter it will add spice to the sun room. $40. Exp. coll. Edith Chapman, HG8, Nyack, N. Y.

** A la Orient**

To achieve an unusual effect on the luncheon table, serve soup, sea food cocktail or sections of fresh fruit in Imari rice bowls. Made of fine china, each is embellished with a heavy overlay of jewel color enamel. Reminiscent of cloisonné, the bowls are rimmed with gold. 4½" in diameter. $4.95 for four. Ppd. Down's, HG8, 816 University, Evanston, Ill.

** Bright delight**

Dress up a festive buffet table with a fruit and candle centerpiece. Spiral of burnished brass, 10" high, holds artificial oranges, leaves and blossoms and five glass candle cups filled with orange candles. Remove the fake fruit and add bunches of fresh flowers for a change of pace. $4.33 ppd. Foster House, HG8, 6523 N. Galena, Peoria, Ill.

** 1000 and 1 lights!**

Add sparkle to entrance hall or dining room with an exquisite chandelier imported from Europe. Designed like a basket, it has a hand-etched crystal top bedecked with pear-shaped prisms. Available in three sizes. 13" high x 8" in diameter. $24.95, 10" x 10", $32.95; 17" x 12", $37.95. Express collect. Paulen Crystal, HG8, 296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
TROPHY DOME

For Watches, Medals! $2.50

Dust-Free Display!

For heirloom pocket watches, medals, roses of all kinds! Hand blowned of brillian crystal with mahogany base, brass hook; dome is 4½" tall. 3" wide. Ideal for grandpa's big watch! Perfect on mantel, desk or table. Add 25¢ for postage.

Ask for FREE Gifts 'N Garden Catalog

CUSHION CADDY

CC-4188

New innovation for cushions. Rich brass plated Cushion Caddy holds your 18" sq. Yearling vinyl cushions, one each color: turquoise, white, black, pink. Turn Caddy upside down — replace one cushion for modern hamock, 18" high (see sketch). Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipped excess collect same receipt of check or money order.

$4.95

Golden Leaves Shade Pulls $1.00 per pair.

Refurbish an old shade or add beauty to a new one with these stunning 18K Gold Plated brass shade pulls. Copied from an antique French design, these gold beauties will add charm and grace to your shades. Gold plated so that they will not tarnish. Pulls measure 2" overall, have a fluted ring and Florentine finished spray leaves. Matching screws are included. Easily mounted. Golden Leaves Shade Pulls $1.00 for a set of 2. $2.75 for 3 sets.

Postpaid, return to Dept. HGB

MERCURY PRODUCTS, INC. Dept. HGB
1285 Broadway, New York 1, N.Y.

COUNTRY CLUB LABELS — $500 for $1.00

Choice of 3 styles — Free plastic gift box

Mrs. Stephen Y. Beckwith Pine Grove
2134 South 22nd Ave.
Colorado Springs, Colo.

No. 5742 Coyote — 500 for $1.00

Mrs. Jonathan N. Rand
2134 South 22nd Ave.
West Highland Park
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

No. 5744 Copperplate — 500 for $1.00

Make your labels extra personal by selecting the Country Club style that suits you best. Choose from Script (up to 3 lines), Monterey (up to 4 lines) or Copperplate (up to 5 lines). A thoughtful gift, Country Club labels are beautifully printed with each line centered on de luxe gold stripe paper. Use ANY name and address or ANY wording you want. Free two-tone plastic gift box with every order. About 2" long. 48-hour service.

Money-back guarantee. We pay the postage.

Walter Drake & Sons
208 Drake Bldg.
Colorado Springs 11, Colo.

FACIAL MIRRORS — $5.95

Satin Shop, 1209 W. Balmoral, Chicago, 111.

Who" whoo

The wise owl, translated into a hand-hooked cotton rug, makes a delightful accent for the nursery or family room. Background is worked in shades of gray; solemn eyes are bright orange. Color-fast and washable. Overall size is 20" x 29". Any family will regard this possession with affection. $5.95 postpaid. Deer Hill Co., Dept. HG8, Flushing 52, N. Y.

CLOSET GLAMOUR

Hang this colorful satin hag in a well ordered closet to hold a rainbow of chiffon scarves, a wardrobe of nylon hose, or an assortment of lingerie. Lining is gold color satin, cover comes in fuchsia, pale blue or pink. Spaghetti strings are of contrasted satin. A perfect back-to-school gift. $3.95 ppd. Satin Shop, 1209 W. Balmoral, Chicago, Il.

BOTTOMS UP

Serve generous portions of beer, hot coffee, bouillon or milk, in a semi-porcelain mug, ornamented with the famous dark blue and white Staffordshire scenic design. It is a nice accessory for informal alfresco meals or for use at the children's table. A set of six is only $2.74 postpaid, Bancroft's, Department HG753, 2170 So. Canalport Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Ronnie's MONEY SAVING BOOK OF Fiberglas CURTAINS, DRAPES, & YARD GOODS

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO DECORATING EVERY WINDOW AND WALL IN YOUR HOME BEAUTIFULLY AND ECONOMICALLY

Exciting highlights you'll discover in these 32 idea-packed pages, many in full color!

* The world's largest selection of Fiberglas curtains, draperies and yard goods!
* 931 ready-made sizes—including Superwide drapes to cover windows up to 21 feet wide with one pair!
* 52 colors in solids and patterns—magnificent panel prints!
* Interior drapery arrangements—printed in vivid, life-like colors!
* Actual swatches of Fiberglas fabric bound in so you can see and feel their texture!
* The miracle of Fiberglas—the fabric that stays ironed forever—never needs dry cleaning—fabric that washes and hangs in 7 minutes.
* 1003 practical, easy ways to help solve every window decorating problem including complete instructions for sewing your own.
* Simple, accurate guides for measuring ready-made or "do-it-yourself" draperies!
* Complete selection of rods, and accessories for hanging curtains and drapes like a professional!
* How to enjoy all the curtains and draperies you want now—under Ronnie's easy time-payment plan!
* All backed by Ronnie's famous 5-year guarantee.

Save Up To ½ On Fiberglas, Curtains, Drapes, Yard Goods!

Ask any question about window or wall decorating—and you'll find professional answers in this amazing guide. Every secret of beautiful windows is revealed—to show you how to dramatize your home with the look of luxury, at prices that save you ½ or more against made-to-order curtains and drapes.

SEE AND FEEL ACTUAL SWATCHES OF MATERIALS
FEEL actual swatches of versatile Damasks, rich Boucles, airy Marquisettes, textured Stratford, linen-like Nautilus, "home-spun" Crochet, sheer Nubbinet, and more. SEE why leading decorators choose Fiberglas fabrics for new texture and color excitement!

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE WORLD!
As the world's largest exclusive distributor of Fiberglas curtains, draperies and yard goods, Ronnie offers you the widest selection anywhere of styles, sizes, textures, colors and patterns—931 sizes and colors! It's easy to fit tall windows, wide and narrow windows, corner and picture windows, and especially, YOUR windows! Even windows 21 feet wide can be fitted with just one pair!

SEND FOR THIS AMAZING GUIDE NOW!
Don't miss out on this exciting forecast of windows and wall decorating fashions. Just mail the coupon below to get your valuable Guide, FREE! Do it today!

RONNIE, Dept. 4E-15, Ronnie Bldg.
145 Broad Avenue, Fairview, Bergen County, N. J.

Please rush me, ABSOLUTELY FREE, Ronnie's COMPLETE GUIDE TO DECORATING WITH FIBERGLAS CURTAINS, DRAPERIES AND YARD GOODS. I am not obligated in any way.

Name:
Address:
City____ Zone____ State____

AUGUST, 1960
1000 Name & Address Labels $1
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your name and address handsomely printed on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Conveniently mailed. Packets with FREE useful Plastic GIFT BOX. Use them for stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality gummed paper—1000 labels only $2.00 postpaid. SPECIAL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don’t agree this is the buy of the year we’ll refund your money in full. HANDY LABELS, 811 Jasperon Bldg., Calaver City 1, California.

EBONY SWALLS hand-carved in AFRICA

Magnificent plaques bring the excitement of a jungle beast to your walls. Trim of graceful swallow was carved of blackest ebony by natives in Tanganyika. Arrange them in a drift to fit your wall area. Each is 18” long. At this low price, you’ll want several sets—for yourself—for gifts.

SET OF 3 Only $1.95 ppd.
Free Magazine-Catalog on request (subscription—free with order)

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
Dept. 336, 25 Lafayette Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

PORTRAIT IN OILS

Magnificently painted on canvas from old or new photos, by outstanding European and American portrait painters. A superb living likeness in full color is executed in rich oils.

THE PERFECT GIFT

Unbelievable works of art $39.95 to 299.95 all unbelievably low prices. Canvas sizes from 12” x 16” to 30” x 40”. 19 Academy Trained Artists to choose from. Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, painted on pure linen canvases from your photograph and NPG painted on top of an enlargement of your photo, as is the method of other commercial portrait services. No longer need you envy those fortunate enough to own a family oil portrait. Have we a photo of some loved one whose memory you wish to perpetuate? Compare our works of art with others selling up to $1,000. Living Likeness Guaranteed.

FREE! 28 PAGE BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
“Every Painting a Masterpiece”

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd., Dept. RF, 86 W. 56 St., New York, N. Y.
In Canada, 1565 Villiers, Montreal, P.Q.

 seusued erjne. Order from Cedar Products, Dept. HG8, P.O. Box 84, North Baldwin, N. Y.

Pamper the palate

Serve home-cooked Chinese meals on appropriate oriental-type china. A starter set (service for four) contains four dinner plates, four bowls for rice or soup, four tea cups and four pairs of chopsticks. Plates, bowls and cups are fine white china decorated with yellow and black. $9.95 ppd. Add $1 west of Miss. Jack’s Mail Box, HG8, 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Hold the fort

For realistic bouts with villains of all descriptions, this split fort is easy to assemble by youngsters. An impressive compound 5’ wide x 7’ long x 5’ high, it contains a blockhouse, a sturdy shooting platform, a hinged gate and a flagpole (flag not included). $27.95 express collect. Order from Cedar Products, Dept. HG8, N. Y.

Coming up roses

Unusual setting for salt and pepper, this clear Lucite block is embelished with a spray of bright roses. At either end of the block the salt and pepper shakers look like short candles. Unbreakable and easy to use, shakers will not tip or spill. $2.98 for one block; $5.50 for two. Postpaid. Scott-Mitchell, HG8, 415 South Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

FLATWARE CADDY
This specially designed plastic tray stores up to 100 pieces of silverware. Recessed compartments hold 12 piece settings in neat order. $1.95 * 18” x 8” x 7/8” tray fits all drawers, making old fashioned bulky chest unnecessary. Silver Cloth Liner fits tray exactly, prevents tarnish. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order 280W. Complete with Liner $3.98 plus 25c handling postpaid.

DOWNS & CO. Dept. 14, 1959
816 University Pl., Evanston, Ill.
**AUGUST, 1960**

**Featherbeds** converted into cloud-soft, feather-like, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesmen will call!

**DOOR MARKER**: (any wording you want) in silvered brass. A mirror in miniature is 2½" square. Larbey miniature is 2½" square. Each frame is 11" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish.

Callery's, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Tight treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap. Leave oven open. The baked-on grease is within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap. Leave oven open.

Johnny Appleseed, HG8, P. O. Box 701, Beverly, Mass.

**Jardiniere**

Modern version of the old-fashioned plant stand, this sleekly designed tripod bracket is fitted with swivel casters. Made of metal finished in gleaming brass, it is 20" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish. A gentle push takes it from room to room. $19.95 exp. coll. Colorific House, Box 325, Evansville, Ind.

**AROUND**

**Autumn fashion point**

Look chic and charming through fall and winter in an attractive wash-and-wear calico print cotton. Background color is Wedgwood blue or barn red with multi-color designs. Neckline is convertible, will set off chunky necklaces. Dress has button front, self belt. Sizes: 10 to 20. $8.95 postpaid. Johnny Appleseed, HG8, P. O. Box 701, Beverly, Mass.

**Tiny treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap, leaving oven spotless. Nonflammable. 79c ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Featherbeds** converted into cloud-soft, feather-like, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesmen will call!

**DOOR MARKER**: (any wording you want) in silvered brass. A mirror in miniature is 2½" square. Larbey miniature is 2½" square. Each frame is 11" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish.

Callery's, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Tight treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap, leaving oven spotless. Nonflammable. 79c ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Featherbeds** converted into cloud-soft, feather-like, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesmen will call!

**DOOR MARKER**: (any wording you want) in silvered brass. A mirror in miniature is 2½" square. Larbey miniature is 2½" square. Each frame is 11" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish.

Callery's, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Tight treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap, leaving oven spotless. Nonflammable. 79c ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Featherbeds** converted into cloud-soft, feather-like, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesmen will call!

**DOOR MARKER**: (any wording you want) in silvered brass. A mirror in miniature is 2½" square. Larbey miniature is 2½" square. Each frame is 11" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish.

Callery's, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Tight treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap, leaving oven spotless. Nonflammable. 79c ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Featherbeds** converted into cloud-soft, feather-like, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesmen will call!

**DOOR MARKER**: (any wording you want) in silvered brass. A mirror in miniature is 2½" square. Larbey miniature is 2½" square. Each frame is 11" high and holds a terra-cotta pot 12" in diameter. Pot is available in black or white marbled finish.

Callery's, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Tight treasures**

Anyone who collects miniatures will take pride in this set of six copper and brass kitchen utensils, and a double shadow box in which to display them. Shelves are made of wood with a maple finish. Over-all size of each frame is 11½" square. Largest miniature is 2½" high, $3.95 ppd. complete. Artisan Calleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.

**Make magic**

End the drudgery of cleaning a grease-filmed oven by using "Vapor Brite." Fill can with boiling water, then set it into the oven. Within 30 minutes, with oven door closed, the baked-on grease is chemically turned into soap. A damp cloth removes soap, leaving oven spotless. Nonflammable. 79c ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.
The Satin Shop, U09 W. Balmoral C, Chicago 40, Ill.


10 THROWAWAY APRONS
Ten pretty disposable aprons that eliminate laundering problem and delight "I want to help" guests. Crisply printed on parchmentized, semi-waterproof paper; strong and soft as fabric. Re-usable. Choice of green ivy or red strawberry border. Set of 10. $2.99

CASUAL LIVING (Dept. 0-8)
108 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N.Y. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

DOLLS!
LEARN WORLD'S MOST FASCINATING BUSINESS
We teach you to make, repair, and sell all kinds of Dolls and accessories. Study at home. Excellent money making opportunities in every locality. Start a business part or full time. Easy to learn. Low monthly payments—many pay for their course out of earnings made while learning. We show you how. May we send FREE and without obligation our informative booklet? No salesman will call. For an exciting future, ACT NOW!

NORM and SUE MORRIS
THE DOLL HOSPITAL SCHOOL
11826 SAN VICENTE BLVD., STUDIO HG-30
LOS ANGELES 49, CALIFORNIA

MIRACLE IN LACE
PLACEMATS (Polyethylene, that is) for your summer tea and luncheons. These snowy white placemats are handsome reproductions from fine old lace patterns in durable polyethylene, 15" in dia., with scalloped edge. You'll love them for their beauty and durability: washable—odorless—won't crack, mildew or stain. Wonderful for your own party entertaining or gift giving. You'll love the price too, in handsome gift box. Set of 8. $1.00

Never too young
Interest a child in world affairs with this colorful world globe. As it revolves on its sturdy base, a music box plays Around the World in Eighty Days. Background of globe is blue, countries are painted in vivid multicolor. Globe measures 6" in diameter x 8½" high. $4.95 p.p.d. Medford Products, Dept. HG8, P. O. Box 39, Bethpage, N. Y.

Simply corking!
Protect fine wood surfaces from hot serving dishes with cork and wood mats in a classic design. Cork surface absorbs condensation from hot platters and insulates wood base prevents heat from penetrating to table. Set of three (5½" x 8½"; 7" x 10½"; 8¼" x 13¾") is $6.95. Ppd. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG8, 1057 Crane, Falls Church, Va.

Beauty in the bath
Add interest to the lavatory with a decorative soap dish designed like a sea shell. Made of cast metal, it is finished in gold plate. Three-letter monogram is an added bonus. Available in two sizes: 6" (for the family bathroom), $1.95 ea.; and 3½" (for individual ashtrays), $1.95 a pr. Ppd. Vernon Specialties, HG8, 276 E. Third, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Trompe l'oeil
Good copy of an old-fashioned apothecary chest, this three-drawer reproduction looks just like a six-drawer commode. Beautifully made of knotty pine finished in light or dark color, it is embellished with six white porcelain knobs. 24" high x 23½" deep x 21½" wide. $59.95, express collect. Order from Templeton Craftsmen, HG8, Templeton, Mass.

Swing it
Pin-up lamp on a wall bracket which swings into easy position puts a comfortable light on the subject. Copied from the old-fashioned kerosene lamp, it is made of plastic which looks like wrought iron. 14" high. Extends 12". Available in white or black. Linen crush shade has an organza ruffle. $5.75 p.p.d. Meredith's, HG8, Evanston, Ill.
The ladies who ride in Cadillacs appreciate those *extra* touches of luxury that surround them in the "cars of cars". There is its wonderful interior spaciousness, for instance... the soft buoyancy of its seat cushions... its generous center arm rest... windows that operate with a touch... individual ash receivers and lighters... and those wide-opening doors that make entering and exiting the most graceful of motions. In company with the car's many other virtues, they make a journey in a new Cadillac the most *luxurious* distance between any two points.
SHOPPING AROUND

Full swing
For comfortable action at work or play, wear a good-looking pair of culottes. Gracefully cut in velvet-smooth corduroy, they look like a full skirt, have two pockets and a concealed zipper. In black, avocado, desert tan, pink coral, red, blue and "flannel" gray. 10 to 22. $9.95 plus 50c. Pueblo Traders, 622-HGC, So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz.

For foul weather
Good protection for the entrance hall, this 27"-wide Laminate floor runner is made with a foam rubber base, a layer of sturdy fabric and a top cover of beige or green embossed vinyl plastic. The design gives the textured effect of carpeting. Will not curl, slide, split or show heel marks, $1.98 a yard, ppd. Bard Products, Dept. HG8, Evanston, Ill.

Quick as a wink
Keep your silverware sparkling with Silver Plus. It imparts a beautiful gleam in less than a minute and, when used on plated silver which has worn down to the base metal, it will leave a silver deposit over the bare spot, considerably improving the appearance. $1.10 for 1½ oz. ppd. Order from Empire Merchandising, HG8, 140 Marbledale, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Stars in her eyes
For a languid snooze on a lazy afternoon, wear this pretty satin dress. Made of black satin, it is lined with gold and decorated with gold color stars. Softly padded, easy to adjust and comfortable to wear, it makes a glamorous hostess gift or bridge prize. $1 for one mask. Postpaid. Scintilla, Dept. HG8, 1209 Balmoral Ave., Chicago, Ill.

True to life
Have a handsome portrait painted on canvas from a favorite photograph. Executed in oil by expert artists, these paintings make cherished possessions. Send photo (which will be returned) and check for $24 ppd., for a 9" x 13" portrait. Other sizes up to 24" x 30" wear a proportionately higher. Write to Leonardo Studios, Dept. HG8, Box 201, Great Neck, N. Y.
This mirror of twin-ground Parallel-O-Plate Glass, with fine-grained maple frame and gold-finished inside molding, is recommended for its fine fashion viewpoint. Mirror (about $75) by Toledo Plate & Window Glass Company. Dress by Ceil Chapman.

Fashion Viewpoint...

Mirror styles like this — elegantly simple — bring a magic touch to today’s home decorating. A new decorative mirror can give your whole room a fresh fashion viewpoint. For greatest satisfaction, be sure the glass is Parallel-O-Plate® ... there is no finer plate glass made. Only Parallel-O-Plate, twin ground for truest reflection, has earned the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal.

LIBBEY • OWENS • FORD, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio

Labeled for your assurance. Look for it on the mirror you buy.
Your choice...at Sealy's Once-a-Year

GOLDEN SLEEP SALE PRICE

The Coronation—Graceful traditional, with smartly curved back, slim straight arms and T cushions. Stunning bouclé fabrics designed for years of use and enjoyment. $299.95

Next best thing to an extra bedroom for two

Sealy Redi-Beds
YOUR CHOICE
$239.95
WITH $79.50 QUALITY POSTUREPEDIC® MATTRESS
ALL WITH LUXURIOUS FOAM CUSHIONS

The Claremont—Detailed tailoring, angled arms and welted back give the Claremont an important look, beautiful in contemporary rooms. Washable Botanical Silks plastic covers. $229.95

The Lyric—By day, a sleekly styled sofa with slim-wedged arms, squared back, in iridescent textured fabrics. By night, like all Sealy Redi-Beds, an easy-to-open luxury sleeper. $239.95

Sealy
America's Fastest-Growing Bedding Manufacturer

Prices slightly higher in Canada
Portable comfort
For summer stopovers at un-air conditioned motels and hotels, be equipped with this sturdy portable fan. Less than 7" high when closed, it opens into a practical fan which brings fresh cooling breeze into a room. Blades are safe polyethylene. Operates on standard electric socket, $10.95 ppd. Camaliel & Buckley, HGB, 1141 Connecticut N.W., Washington, D. C.

Appointment of merit
Cast iron five-branch candelabrum adds a decorative touch on a summer terrace, in an entrance hall or sitting room. Finished in black, it looks stunning with either tall or short candles. Over-all height is 9½" x 9¼" in diameter. Suitable to use singly or in pairs. $8.95 for one; $16 the pair. Postpaid. Order from Taylor Gifts, Department HGB, Wayne 2, Pa.

None too soon
Beat the holiday rush by selecting Christmas cards now. Send for Kimball's catalogue which contains a selection of wonderfully imaginative ideas. (For example, a reproduction of one of George Lichty's drawings for only $3.95 the box of twenty-five.) Or, an artist's sketch of your house makes a fine, inexpensive greeting. Kimball, 400 Bond, Oshkosh, Wis.

Cars a hobby?
Decals of famous horseless buggies lithographed in full color will delight ancient car admirers. Perfect to use on highball and cocktail glasses, on china plates and ashtrays, on tole or wooden boxes. One set of twelve decals with 3½ wide cars is $1. The cars on the other set of twelve are 4" wide. $1.50, Ppd. Authentics, HGB, Box 546, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SHOPPING AROUND

HONG KONG VICTORIAN RATTAN
Exquisite with a "budget" price. Fashioned by hand in the British Crown Colony from handsome rattan. Has a fascinating heart design woven in each piece. An outstanding addition to indoor or outdoor groupings. Tilt in color or wave natural. Lightweight but extra sturdy.

A. Heart Design BASKET CHAIRS
With sturdy black wrought iron frame and legs. 27" Seat Dia. $5.88 ea. 2 for $11.00 30" Seat Dia. $6.88 ea. 2 for $12.00

B. Heart Design TABLE — Round. 21¾" Dia.

C. Rattan Heart Design HEADBOARDS —
No. 113 Twin Bed HEADBOARD. 19½" wide x 48" high
No. 111 Double Bed Size — 54" wide x 48" high
No. 112 King Size — 72" wide x 48" high

D. Heart Design 3 PANEL SCREEN — A gorgeous decorative piece. Total width of 3 panels is 60", height 72". No. 113
23.88

E. PEACOCK VICTORIAN CHAIR
With delicately contoured heart design. An outstanding addition to any decor. Seat dia.: 19½" seat height. 16½" back height, 48".

DOWNS & CO.,
21/2" wide, deep. Order No. 1753W.
98 plus 45c handling Postpaid.

Edith Chapman
NOTE NEW ADDRESS: Route 303, Rockland County, Blauvelt, N. Y.

AQUARIUM
... a new rug with a very different motif. This is sturdy hand hooked cotton twist with a warm beige background and the fish are in tones of fan, red-brown with a few of the smaller fish in black. Approx. 2 x 3 ½ ft. size $19.95, 4 x 6 ft. $27.00; 5 x 8 ft. $47.50. Prices include post and pay. No C.O.D.'s, please.

EDITH CHAPMAN

OVERDOOR

SHOE RACK

OVER 5000 STYLES
$50 TO $100.00
1 CARAT BRILLIANT
WHITE DIAMOND
$395.

Wear This DIAMOND Solitaire
At Home—For Free! For 10 Days
One of America's well known Diamond Cutters is offering to place a solitaire diamond of the value you require on your finger. If it doesn't please you, you are under no obligation. If it isn't appointed for at least 1½ more than the purchase price, we refund double your out of pocket expenses. A $500000 insurance policy covers all stones of 1 carat and larger. Order now or send $10 C.O.D. to pay full price. Order No. 1547.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORPORATION
Empire State Bldg., New York I., N. Y.

AUGUST, 1960

29
COMPLETE OR IN 1 HOUR KIT

SHOE CHEST
Armoire, Lavered Cabinet Holds 24 Pairs. Women's Shoes or 10 Pairs Men's Shoes. Add your choice finishing in canvas, polished, varnished, or beaded finish. Each shoe is pre-fit, drilled, and ready for finishing. Simple instructions. Can be built in any version with extra finishing. Complete picture is shown. spaceship in lovely maple finish. Complete line of shoe holds neatly in one place. Our lovely Shoe chest, an investment you can make in your home now!

RAINBOW BRACELET
Ankle strap of colorful ribbons made from this bracelet. Each is a beautiful color, handled, designed with precision. Each one is a perfect fit. Black, turquoise, crystal, rose quartz, carnelian, carnelian, etc., ready for finishing. Simple instructions. Can be used as a decorative element in any room. Milled honey tone knotty pine, crafted, hand polished, with a hefty duty canvas color: natural, black, turquoise, tangerine, gold, green, coral, white, turquoise, tangerine, gold, green, coral, etc.

ORIENTAL HEAVY- DUTY CANVAS
Heavy-duty canvas colors: natural, black, turquoise, tangerine, gold, green, coral, white, turquoise, tangerine, gold, green, coral, etc.

DUSTPROOF-ZIPPED PLATE CASE
Your finest plates will be ready to use at a moment's notice. Protect them from dust and chipping by storing in lovely satin-finish, washable plastic. Each case will hold your choice. Three sizes to fit: 11 1/2", 9", 7 1/2" dia., in black, turquoise, yellow, or white. Each: $3.95 plus $1.25 for mailing. Add $1.00 per case for single unit to either charcoal or navy.

Set of 26 washable protective dividers (112 ea. for some 3 sizes), $2.00. A thoughtful gift for SUMMER BRIDES

SMALL INTERIORS
RMS
214 W. Ontario Street
Chicago 10, Illinois

EGYPTIAN FAVORITE
Well loved Queen Neferite is represented in composition finished in a choice of black, chalk white or antique ivory. About 7" high, it is set on a matching pedestal which is padded with felt to prevent marring. Use one as an ornament or get a pair to use as bookends. $3 each; $5 for two.
**EAGLE WALL DECORATOR**

**Old Pueblo Traders**, 100-B8 N. Hasell St., Lincoln, Nebraska

**LINCOLN STEEL CORP.**, 1648 Dept. H, Lincoln, Nebraska

**SOUTHERN SHOWCASE**, 1538 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C.

**35" EAGLE WALL DECORATOR**

In Antique Gold or Black, $16.95 postpaid

**SOUTHERN SHOWCASE**

Dept. N3 P.O. Box 547 Memphis, Tenn.

**CATALOG**

Send 10¢

**40 pages of antique**

**Early American**

**Decorative Accessories**

**AUGUST, 1960**

**DEPT. N3 P.O. BOX 547 MEMPHIS, TENN.**

**AUGUST, 1960**

**WALL DECORATOR**

**EAGLE**

**SOUTHERN SHOWCASE**

In Antique Gold or Black, $16.95 postpaid

**AROUND**

The party's choice

New do-it-yourself project: the Vice Presidential Kit. An amusing and colorful poster made of heavy white paper printed in red, white and blue comes with an assortment of gummed letters. For "Your name" insert the name of a friend.

A fun gift for a jovial host, it is $1.95 p.p.d. The Game Room, HG8, 1538 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C.

Danish import

Good addition to a tray wardrobe, this large round teakwood tray (17" in diameter) will set off a round of drinks, a platter of sandwiches or cookies, or a pretty china tea set. Imported from Denmark, it comes with or without cut-out handles. Alcohol and heat resistant, $3.95 plus 50c. From Scandicrafts, Dept. HG8, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Who's who?

Identify an individual or a department with a "Hall-and-Wall" marker. Name plate is solid aluminum; backing is solid walnut block. Engraved letters or numbers in one or two lines (up to 20 characters), on one or both sides. $3.95 x 1 1/2", $3.95 marked on one side; $4.95 on both. Ppd. From Spear Engineering, HG8, Colorado Springs, Colo.

What's under foot?

Disposable paper bathmats, gaily decorated with a winsome sea horse designed in black, pink and gray, are absorbent and skid-resistant. "Footprints" dry for reuse, and, since they eliminate laundry, are perfect for children's bathrooms, dormitory baths or showers. $2.95 for 24 (14" x 20") Ppd. RMS Interiors, HG8, 214 West Ontario St., Chicago, Ill.

**Portable JIFFY-ROD**

installst with a twist of the wrist

The most dependable, portable utility rod we've seen. Installs easily between walls and doorways . . . any place you need an extra tuba . . . for bathroom towel rod as a temporary or permanent-closet rod. Put it up or take it down in a jiffy . . . no tools or screws needed. Top quality construction . . . nickel chrome finish on heavy gauge steel, rubber ends that cannot mar or scratch. Money back guarantee. Immediate delivery, we pay postage. Send check or money order, Jiffy-rod sent by return mail.

32" extends to 42" . . . $4.95

23" extends to 39" . . . $3.98

**Panda Products**

1200 Niagara R28, Buffalo 12, N. Y.

**At Last...**

**AN ELECTRIC HOT POT THAT REALLY WORKS!**

Just plug in the cord and you have boiling water for instant coffee or tea in 2 1/2 minutes. Base stays cool. For use right on the table. 6-cup pot is completely immersible. In fine transfusion white china (to go with your best dishes). Fully guaranteed, listed by Underwriters Lab., Inc. A.C.I.D.

$3.95 postpaid

Send for free gift catalog

**SALTWATER FARM INC.**

Damariscotta 27, Maine

I enclose my check. Please send me

**LOBSTERBAKES**

• 8 Live Lobsters $13.95 seafood catalogue

**CLAMBAKES**

• 16 Live Lobsters $25.45

• 8 Live Lobsters + 1 peck clams $16.95

Address

Town State

WANTED

Month Day Time

**3 LIVE LOBSTERS**

all ready to cook in a disposable Lobster Steamer

An authentic Lobster Bake direct from Maine all set to cook on arrival. Maine lobsters — 1 lb., meaty best eating size — in sea-chilled rockwood for real steamed flavor. Fed all the way, live delivery guaranteed within 1800 rail miles. Easy to cook, just punch hole in strainer lid, add water, straining bowl ready to serve. Clambake complete with 5 pck steamer clams $14.95. Esther plus express changes collector. Every order acknowledged. All cooking directions included.

**36**
A Fountain or an Ornament

In your garden, loge or patio this winsome cherub of Pompeian stone adds gaiety and charm, and the frog the cherub holds is piped to serve as a fountain.

Small size—20" high—$20.00
Large size—36" high—$85.00

Prices F.O.B., New York

Write for Catalog (10 cents please for mailing), illustrated are Bird Baths, Pedestals, Benches, Wall and Center Fountains and Figures. Largest available stock. Unusual finds in many rare imports.

Erkins Studios
6 West 40th St.
New York 18, N.Y.

For BIG MEN ONLY!

SIZES 10-16 WIDGETS

AAA-EEE

Sizes only—sizes 10 to 16 and widths AAA to EEE. Dress, sport, work, athletic shoes. Also boots, slipper, too, overshoes—all in your hand-to-find large size! Top quality at sensible prices. Complete satisfaction Guaranteed! Not sold in stores—by mail only! Write for FREE complete Catalog!

written to you in $14.95

write today for complete catalog

3390 Brockton, Mass.

KING SIZE, INC.

IMPROVE YOUR FIGURE, $1.98

Stretch your way to a trimmer YOU with new, sturdy rubber STRETCH-A-WAY. Make any room your private gym in which to use this scientific exerciser. Complete with special chart to show you the safe method of toning muscles. Improve your figure—tummy, thighs, hip and bust measurements—this natural way! Keep fit and trim. Stores away in any drawer. Guaranteed to do the job or your money back! Only $1.98, postage paid. Order STRETCH-A-WAY from SUNSET HOUSE, 600 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

BURNS TRASH SAFELY OUTDOORS!


ALSTO CO., Dept. HG-8, 4007 Detroit Ave., Cleveland 13, Ohio

Easy does it

Anyone who buys milk by the half-gallon carton will appreciate a Beemak handle. Made of bright-finished metal, it is easy to attach, makes a well balanced pitcher of the carton. Cleans with soap and water. For families with children, one should be standard equipment. $1.25 ppd. Beemak Handles, HGC, 7425 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Serve it in style

Be a perfectionist and serve your sizzling steaks right on the pan they were broiled in. Polished aluminum platter, with a deep well for pan juices, comes with a handsome solid walnut serving tray. Tray measures a healthy 21" long; platter is 17" long. $12.95 complete. Plus postage. Lord & Taylor, Department HGC, 424 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

On your toes

Save energy and avoid accidents with this "tote" step stool finished in decorator colors. Keep one handy in the closet for easy access to out-of-reach shelves. Available in gold, all black, or natural finished in gold. Treads are covered in black rubber. Over-all size: 13½" x 22" x 10¾". $13.50 ppd. Thomas-Young, HGC, 30 West Lockwood. Webster Groves, Mo.

Need pull?

Delightful addition to a well decorated kitchen; cabinet pulls made of cast metal finished in heavy brass plate. Leaf, bamboo and scroll designs are about 4" wide, should be used on two-hole openings. Butterfly, Indian head penny and fish are 2" wide, to be used on one-hole openings. 1 ppd, a pair with screws. Giftware Specialties, HGC, Northport, N. Y.
AROUND

Kitchen counterfeit
To give as a fun gift or use in the family kitchen, this Belgian linen towel is printed in green and white to resemble a U.S. one-dollar bill—and this bill won't shrink! Humorous touch: the American eagle clutching the mortgage in one talon, a sheaf of money in the other. 22" x 16". $1.00. Order from Miles Kimball, HCB, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Day to remember
Sentimental charm, this 14K gold calendar has the red letter day marked by a semi-precious stone. For the newly engaged, the just married or the young mother it is an excellent momento. 1" by 1". Please specify year, month and the important day. $37. In sterling silver it is $9. Postpaid. Tax included. Charm & Treasure, Dept. HS9, 509 Fifth Ave., New York.

On an even keel
Thermal line ceramic mug imported from Austria will keep cold drinks frosty and hot drinks piping. The shaded gray background of each is highlighted by a colorful crest. You'll enjoy these marvelous mugs for leisurely drinking on the patio or around the pool. Each holds 20 ounces, is $3.70 ppd. Landing Co., HCB, 14-16 150th St., Whitestone, N. Y.

On your mark
Identify your country house with your mark. The double 26" stand is wrought aluminum, plate is rustproof aluminum finished in black baked enamel. Letters and numbers are reflecting white enamel. $4.95 with 6 letters or numbers on top line, up to 17 below. Ppd. Spear Engineering, HCB, Colorado Sprs., Colo.

For utter relaxation—A HAMMOCK
In old Mexico, where people really know how to relax, there is nothing to compare with the peace and comfort of a hammock at siesta time. This one is 12 feet long—of ultra-strong hand-laid natural cotton twine in fishnet pattern. Tie it between two trees or set it up on the porch—then fall into blissful, gently swaying oblivion. $7.95 ppd.

Johnny Appleseed's
Box 700, Beverly, Mass.

HEAVENLY COMFORT
BLEUMETTE BRA
PAX No. 220910
"JUST TWO CUPS TO LIFT SAG TO DESIRABLE HIGHLINE"

- no shoulder straps
- no back straps
- no wires, no bones
- no strap bulges

The ultimate in bountiful breasts Made for wearing 24 hours a day. Designed by top women. Comfortable without binding lines or edges. Thicker, softer, plushier, cup material. Find color.

Specify Size A, B or C
Satisfaction Guaranteed

2 Pairs only $2.00 ppd.

EARLY AMERICAN

Bring the past into your home. The Thermal line ceramic mug is a beautiful memento. 1" by 1". Each is highlighted by a color sliding in a shaded gray background. You'll enjoy these mugs for leisurely drinking on the patio or around the pool. $2.98 and $2.90. Bueette, Inc., 285 5th Ave., Dept. A-226, New York 17, N. Y.

WOMEN
DISCRIMINATING FOR

Unique fur service
For discriminating women
DIRECT N.Y. FACTORY
FOR

Send for Free 3D Viewer with color slides showing "before and after" fur remodeling. See for yourself before you order.

Send 25¢ for postage and handling, 1960 FUR STYLE BROCHURE included.

Abco Furs
Member Master Furnishers Guild of America
312 7th Avenue, Dept. G-1, New York 1, N. Y.

HORMONEX
Beauty Serum
OFFERS 10-DAY SAMPLE

BORMONEX with penetrating Sesame Oil, extracts wrinkle-smoothing female hormones beneath skin's surface, to work most effectively. Just apply 7 drops daily to face and throat. See wrinkles fade quickly, safely. Hormone is the product of a trusted, highly-respected laboratory. It is sold in over 500 leading department stores and recommended by thousands of pharmacists at $3.50 for a 10-day supply. NOW a special 10-DAY SAMPLE will be sent you postage paid, without obligation, so that you can see the outstanding results it brings. To get your 10-DAY TRIAL SAMPLE write to address below. Please send 25¢ in coin or stamps to cover postage, handling charges.

MITCHEM CO. - Dept. 5-JS, Paris, Tenn.

TAKE COVER
in the DASHING "DON"

For campus, town or country—fur ski slope or sports coat—this flattering JKX hot sensation adds distinctive dash. Casually chic, really warm. Luxuriously styled to simulate gray Broadtail or black Persian lamb. An inspired gift idea! For men or women. Specify hat size and color.

Specially priced at only 3.98 postpaid

Available in children's sizes (stated price) 2.98
Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DEER HILL CO., Dept. 800, Flushing 58, N. Y.
Gossamer touch
Highlight an arrangement of flowers or leaves with delicate jungle butterflies. Attached to natural transparent leaves that are tinted in a pastel color, each multicolor butterfly is permanently mounted midway. These make delightful decoration for trays or frames, too. $1 for ten, ppd. Shopping International, Dept. HG8, 25 Lafayette, White Plains, N. Y.

Shock tactics
Protect a newly seeded or experimental lawn by displaying lawn signs strategically. Made of weather-resistant Masonite, the signs have a white background highlighted with red and green lettering. Each sign is attached to a sturdy redwood stake which inserts easily into the ground. $1.25 ea. Ppd. Pinesbridge Studios, HG8, Ossining, N. Y.

Mariner’s delight
Fine reproduction of an antique sailmaker’s bench was copied from an original in Mystic, Conn. Made of mellow brown stain pine, it is 16" w. x 45" l. x 18" h. Used as a table, it adds a seafaring touch to a country room. Covered pot of brown glaze stoneware (for tobacco or plants) is included. $89.50 exp. coll. Lennox Shop, HG3, 1127 Bdw, Hewlett, N. Y.

Watch the wicket
This solid brass croquet set will delight a collector of miniatures. Beautifully made, it contains nine wickets which stand securely by themselves, four sturdy little mallets and four croquet balls. While away the time with a stirring game on a desk or table. $1.50 complete, $2.50 for two sets. Ppd. Barilen Corp., HG6, 11 E. 47th St, New York, N. Y.

Shop for... or enjoy at home
FAMOUS STEAKS
served by America’s luxury restaurants!

PFAELZER FILLET MIGNON

You can’t buy them in America. Pfaelzer’s U. S. Prime filet mignon is served in America’s finest restaurants, hotels and clubs. Tender and flavorful...aged to mellow perfection...a wonderful gift for friends or family. Quick-frozen; perfect arrival is guaranteed! Allow two weeks for delivery. Attractive gift box.

Box of 16 Filet Mignons $33

Railway Express 6 oz. ea., 1 1/4 lb Prepaid

Write for free booklet describing many other Pfaelzer gift items.

PFAELZER BROTHERS (pronounced FELZER)
Dept. LC • Chicago 9, Ill. • Y.Arc, 7-1100
©1960 Pfaelzer Brothers

restyle your furniture in the new Oriental trend
Hand-crafted and engraved in the Orient by skilled craftspersons, available in fine quality, heavy brass decorative hardware. Available in gleaming solid brass and antique silver finishes, clear lacquered. You’ll be delighted! Send 25¢ for color illustrations and prices. Include $1 for hardware sample of each finish.

HOUSE & GARDEN
Summer coolers
For devotees of the graceful, easy-to-wear Bermuda skirt, sheer mesh stockings made into a leotard will fill the bill. Standard knit leotards are too warm for summer wear, but these are cool and just as flattering as the sheerest nylon stocking. Available in sizes 8½ to 11 in a neutral beige. $3.50 paid a pair. Frances-Morris, HG3, 125 Ashland Pl., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Eating in the open
Newest aid for alfresco meals: the Kabob'n Grill. Powered by electricity, the grill is fitted with eight vertical skewers which rotate over a conical firebox designed to hold charcoal. Stainless steel pan collects drippings. Easy to clean, it can be used for large or small gatherings. $29.95 plus 50c. Page & Biddle, HG8, 1038 Lancaster, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fairy light
Earthenware lantern imported from the Far East adds a distinctive note in the garden or on a terrace. Finished in stone gray, the miniature temple-like lantern blends with outdoor greenery, or with any interior color scheme, and any short candle will fit into it, 9" high x 9" in diameter. $1.99 postpaid. Palley, HG8, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

Highlight for fall
Inexpensive accessory for entertaining, elegant place mats which contain, elegant place mats which table tops. White or gold. $1.25 each. Made in the garden or on a terrace. White or gold. $1.25 ea. Pd. Order from Hob, Dept. HG8, Flushing 52, N. Y.

AROUND

Playing with one of these is more fun than swimming! Actually a brand-new government surplus meteorological balloon, it's made of the finest long-lasting neoprene rubber, inflates easily with gas or air to from 12 to 18 feet high. Really great fun for everybody! $2.50 ppc.

MADISON HOUSE
Dept. HG-8, 305 Madison Ave., New York 17
AN AMAZING TOY BARGAIN!
40 FOREIGN & AMERICAN CARS only
These are actual photos of models
EACH CAR MARKED CLEARLY WITH ITS OWN NAME!
NOW, with these perfectly scaled models, you can give any child of any age a world of pleasure—all made of unbreakable plastic. 40 in all—brilliant colors, beautifully finished with no assembling necessary. Each car is clearly marked with its own name like Jaguar, Cadillac, Mercedes, MG and all the cars kids dream about. Never before has $1 bought so much REAL PLAY VALUE! All comes in an attractive gift package. ORDER NOW! Send only $1 for each collection of 40 cars. Add 25c per set for handling, MONEY BACK GUARANTEED.

SPORTS CARS, Dept. M-2
11 E. 47 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

FREE BROADLOOM Color Catalog

Your OLD RUGS, Carpets, Clothing
• Sold on a cash basis
• Collected from you


Mail Coupon or Postcard Lovely Tweeds to Nearest Address • Save 1/2
FACTORY-TO-YOU
Write for big, new FREE "An Amazing Toy Bargain!"
In Colors

NEW, MONEY SAVING

BROADLOOM Rug & Carpet Book

WRITE TO:

Mail for big, new FREE
OLSON RUGS, wool-wall Carpet Book


AUGUST, 1960
Triple threat

Save time, space and money with a three-compartment skillet which fits on one burner. An ideal utensil when heating baby food, warming up leftovers or cooking a quick meal for one, it is made of heavy gauge steel finished in chromium, has deep dividers and a black heat-resistant handle. $2.29 ppd.

Sunset House, HG8, 81 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Works-of-art

Now available at reasonable cost are excellent reproductions of famous paintings processed on canvas. Brush strokes and highlights are added by trained artists. Choose from modern or classic schools, Van Gogh, Rembrandts. Each canvas comes in an appropriate frame. Send 50c for catalogue: Van Dyke, HG8, 26 W. 56th St, New York.

Under cover

This good-looking compact storage cabinet, which takes up very little room, is made with a sturdy pine frame, back and sides. Louvered doors add decorative interest, allow air to circulate throughout the chest. 29" x 15" x 36"; it comes in mellow pine or maple finish. Shelves are movable. $42.50 exp. collect. From Yield House, HG8, North Conway, N. H.

For easy travel

To foist over weight charges and the lack of porters at terminals, use handsome rattan hat boxes to carry travel gear. Available in four sizes: 8½" in. diam. x 5" deep, $3.98; 11" in. diam. x 6½" deep, $4.98; 13" in. diam. x 7" deep, $5.98 and 15" in. diam. x 8" deep, $6.98. Plus 50c postage. Helen Gallagher, HG8, 413 Fulton St., Peoria, Ill.

FOILED AGAIN! . . . by an easybaby car belt

- Here is the answer to safe driving with young children on long drives or short trips about town.
- Child can stand, sit, or lie down in comfort and safety.
- It need never be removed—is not in the way when not in use, replaces cumbersome car seats.
- Made of strong blue webbing, this adjustable belt fastens around the child's waist, replaces cumbersome car seats. It need never be removed—is not in the way when not in use, replaces cumbersome car seats. It need never be removed—is not in the way when not in use, replaces cumbersome car seats.
- The easy way to rid your pet of fleas, ticks, lice. Stops scratching—allergy dog more restful sleep. Protects children from flea-bites or snap with your chairs and rugs, ending soiled cushions, dog hairs and odors. It is stain resistant and moth-proof. Economical, long lasting, has zipper to remove inner pad. Measures 14 x 18 in. $3.95

Order Today—Send check or money order and save mailing costs. We mail postpaid.

Money Back Guarantee.

CHAPERONE Box 1165, Sudbury, Mass.
AROUND

Toy cart
An easy-to-pull toy chest will teach a youngster neatness and save a mother's footsteps. Sturdy frame is made of natural-finished wood. Door is hardboard finished in cream, red, yellow and green. Large plastic swivel casters roll easily, leave no marks. 23" x 16" x 14". $5.95 ppd. Order from Harvest House, Dept. HG8, 1200 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

Asian influence
Complement contemporary or traditional decoration with classic wall plaques imported from the Orient. Beautifully cast in iron, each plaque is finished in antique green and marked with the name of an Emperor of China, plus the name of the Province from which it originated. $10.95 each. ppd. Ziff, HG8, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.

Fingertip touch
Simplify kitchen work by installing "glide-out" steel shelves in cabinets. Easy to pull out, they are sturdy, will not tilt. Available for shelves 8" high x 21 1/2" deep in these widths: 9 1/2" wide ($5.98 for one "glide-out"), 12 1/2" wide ($7.98), 14 1/2" wide ($8.98), 16 1/2" wide ($9.98). Postpaid. Panda Products, Dept. HG8, 1200 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

Knock, knock
Add sparkle to the entrance door with a beautifully polished solid brass knocker. Nicely cast, the knocker comes in three different designs: American Eagle (5 1/2" x 3 1/2"), Scotch Thistle (5 1/4" x 2 1/2") or French Fleur de Lis (5 1/4" x 2 1/4"). $4.95 ea. Your name included free. Postpaid. Order from Jamaica Silversmiths, HG8, 50 Delancey, New York, N. Y.

NEW GARDEN BEAUTY LIGHTS
These Caladium Leaves change your garden into a beautiful night-time fairyland. Made of aluminum and finished in enameled leaf green, they blend perfectly with garden foliage by day. Each leaf measures 11" x 7" and has a concealed light which casts a soft, gentle light on flowers and foliage at night. Shown is 31/4" and comes complete with waterfright, safe cord and socket. 1 Leaf and 12" cord $15.00
2 Leaves and 12" cord $28.00
(One sold at same price)
Dept. HG8

TARNISH-PROOF STICK-UP
FEUERS-DE-LIS FIXTURES
The lifetime quality of these elegant fixtures adds to your interior decorating effect. Your choice of classic Fleur de Lis, with choice of brass or nickel, brass or nickel, can be secured in nickel, antique brass or nickel-plated. $10.98 each postpaid. Order from Harvest House, Dept. HG8, 1200 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

MAGAZINE RACKS
These unique magazine racks present "magazine news." Magazine will not "slip-out" or bend. Each is held upright. Each is visible for newsstand or floor use. Each is made of beautiful gold-colored brass. Perfect in office, den, or recreation room. Complete range in antique brass, bronze, blackened brass, and silvered brass. Sizes from 6 1/4" to 27 1/2". Kits, $25.00 to $30.00. Order from Harvest House, Dept. HG8, 1200 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

BAROQUE BRASS DOOR SLIDERS
$1.95 per pair
New idea to delight the home decorator. Remove your ugly sliding door handles and replace them with these golden brass beauties. Hand-cast and polished to exacting standards, they add an extra touch of beauty and elegance to any door. Each slider contains brass door knob. Available in sizes 2", 2 1/2" or 3" in antique brass or polished brass. Order from Harvest House, Dept. HG8, 1200 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

SHEER "Throw-away" Hankies
Elegant, hand-made, imported sheer handkerchiefs look as lovely and dainty as the finest silk . . . but they're made of strong rice paper! Magnificent white-on-white designs are copied from rare European lace, with dainty scalloped edges for extra finery. Ideal for blow or show! Pack of 50 DISPOSABLE HANKIES only $1, postage paid. 3 packs for $2.79. You must be pleased or your money back! Order from Sunset House, 690 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California.

SCINTILLA
120 W. Burlington, Chicago 40, III.

Send 25¢ for this truly complete catalog
FROM EVERY CONTINENT . . .
AND CONTEMPORARY LIVING!

Baroque Brass
BAROQUE BRASS
$1.95 per pair

HANKIES only $1, postage paid. 3 packs for $2.79.

Sheer Throw-away Hankies
Elegant, hand-made, imported sheer handkerchiefs look as lovely and dainty as the finest silk . . . but they're made of strong rice paper! Magnificent white-on-white designs are copied from rare European lace, with dainty scalloped edges for extra finery. Ideal for blow or show! Pack of 50 DISPOSABLE HANKIES only $1, postage paid. 3 packs for $2.79. You must be pleased or your money back! Order from Sunset House, 690 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California.

From every continent...treasures for decor and contemporary living!

One of the most fascinating catalogues ever published . . . imaginative and colorful imports to bring added charm and interest to your home and spice to your gift-giving. Over 1000 items - completely illustrated . . . many in full color . . . all available by mail at pleasing prices.


Send 25¢ for this truly complete catalog

Seven-Seas House
83 Danbury Tpke. U S. Route 7
Wilton, Conn.

Elegant, hand-made, imported sheer handkerchiefs look as lovely and dainty as the finest silk . . . but they're made of strong rice paper! Magnificent white-on-white designs are copied from rare European lace, with dainty scalloped edges for extra finery. Ideal for blow or show! Pack of 50 DISPOSABLE HANKIES only $1, postage paid. 3 packs for $2.79. You must be pleased or your money back! Order from Sunset House, 690 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California.
WHALER'S SET

STOP RAIN WASHOUTS—$1.98

RAIN-DRAIN eliminates gutted, gulled, washed out, lawn areas around downspouts automatically! RAIN-DRAIN is a 12 ft. rolled up green plastic sleeve ... easily attached to downspouts. When water flows through downspout, RAIN-DRAIN unrolls, carrying away the rushing water. Sprinkler holes at end soak and spray without damage. Wearproof! Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back! RAIN-DRAIN, only $1.98, postage paid. Order from Sunset House, 800 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California.

Come and get it

Gather the family at meal time with a Chinese dinner gong. Imported from the Orient, it is beautifully made of polished bronze. Supporting stand is black wrought iron. When struck with padded mallet, it sounds a musical note. $11.88 for 7" diam.; $14.88 for 10" diam. ppd. Palley's, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

Antique-ing?

To learn the just price to pay for Early American pictures, glass, china, furniture, metal and pewterware, patchwork quilts and other treasures, use the antique dealers' handbook. Profusely illustrated, it contains 356 pages of sound information which will help you buy with intelligence and profit. $4.95 ppd. Madison House, HG3, 305 Madison, New York.

The simple life

To placate the temper of calorie watchers or to tempt the appetite of shy eaters, serve Spartan or Lucullian desserts in these charming white china dishes. Decorated with colorful raised fruit designs, they make a pretty note on the table. Each is 4" in diameter x 3" high. $2.20 for six; $4 for twelve. Ppd. Order from The Added Touch, Dept. HG8, Wynnewood, Pa.

For a lush effect

Accent the bathroom with living green plants and vines which will thrive with little care. Replace the standard top of the water tank with a white plastic top which fits perfectly. In well of cover plant vines and greens. Tape which hangs into water in tank keeps plants moist. 22 1/2" x 8 1/4", $3.95 ppd. Beemak, 7424 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

SHOPPING
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Plant walker
Don't let choice house plants grow lop-sided. This redwood plant stand, fitted with easy-rolling casters, permits plants to be regularly turned for even sunning. Wheels have ball bearing action, run smoothly. Stand is 11½" square, has a removable clear plastic liner. $4.95 plus 55c postage. Here's How, Company, Dept. HG-9, 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Ahoy, mates
Brilliant color ashtrays designed like life preservers will appeal to poolside sailors. Covered in red, white and blue vinyl, each has a beanbag bottom to keep it topside. One version, covered to defy the wind, is $3.95. The other is open and fitted with a cigarette rest, $2.95. Postpaid. Order from Patio Sales, Dept. HG-8, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

The bare leg look
Have smooth legs and arms by using the French depilatory, My Epil. Easy to use, you merely press one of the cloth strips on leg or arm, pull it off and the skin is beautifully smooth. This cosmetic aid helps to retard hair growth, too. Strip may be used more than once. $3 for three strips. From Ella Baché, HG-8, 24 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Commemorate the day
Gift for the bride and groom: an exquisite crystal goblet to use on the memorable date. In diameters of 2½" and 3½", the goblets are $17.95 postpaid. Order from The Hill Shop, HG-8, Lyons, N. Y.

Colonial Candlestand

CATALOG
Write for catalogue of 100 authentic antique reproductions, 25c in the U. S. (no stamp).

Visit our SHOWROOMS
in Durham

Newcomb's Reproductions
P. O. Box 1269 C
DURHAM, N. C.

Catalog

Exact handmade copy of the original created in 1783. Now popular as a cigarette table. May be used equally well with Early American or formal 18th Century groupings. Ideal for any place where a small accessory table is needed. Available in finest solid light brown satin finish mahogany or natural finish walnut or cherry, $17.50. No COD's. Shipping charges collect. Shipping weight, 12 pounds. Here's How, Company, Dept. HG-9, 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Beauty item

Beauty aid helps to retard hair growth, too. Strip may be used more than once. $3 for three strips. From Ella Baché, HG-8, 24 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Catalog

Exotic as the 7 Seas
BEACHCOMBER
PARTY KIT

Intrigue your guests with this fascinating display! Dramatic on a table or wall in dining room, patio, playroom. Display the big 34" gauze fish net; then arrange the cork floats, seaman's twisted rope, seaweed fans and sea shells in decorative arrays. Complete kit.

1.99 ea. post 35c shipping

Exotic as the 7 Seas

Pasha-Pillow

a versatile accent on elegance

Fashion key to any room. Durable poly foam filled "PASHA-PILLOW" wipes clean with a damp cloth. May be used indoors and outdoors. Birds nest stand makes "PASHA-PILLOW" handy additional seating at coffee table, vanity, boudoir, patio, poolside or fireside. Covered in rich "LUXOR" vinyl with a brushed silk or 'YEARLING Calfskin Effect. Your choice of 9 decorator colors:

- Pasha Pink
- Sand-Tan
- Sea Green
- White
- Coral
- Black
- Old Gold
- Turquoise
- Brown

"PASHA-STAND" — $5.95 each
"PASHA-PILLOW" — $5.95 each
BRASS BLACK SATIN FINISH

Send name and address and check above
ADD 50c ea. for handling.
PERY CO. 315 ILL. AVE. N.Y.C. N.Y.

Fun going
with Fredericks's jump-in

Leisurely lovely Nivada, Dacron, rayon and silk skillfully blended to a one-piece glamour-all. Deluxes sleeved, slip front. White, Malt, Shrimp, Black. $12.99

Catalog

Newcomb's Reproductions
P. O. Box 1269 C
DURHAM, N. C.
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Don't let choice house plants grow lop-sided. This redwood plant stand, fitted with easy-rolling casters, permits plants to be regularly turned for even sunning. Wheels have ball bearing action, run smoothly. Stand is 11½" square, has a removable clear plastic liner. $4.95 plus 55c postage. Here's How, Company, Dept. HG-9, 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.
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Have smooth legs and arms by using the French depilatory, My Epil. Easy to use, you merely press one of the cloth strips on leg or arm, pull it off and the skin is beautifully smooth. This cosmetic aid helps to retard hair growth, too. Strip may be used more than once. $3 for three strips. From Ella Baché, HG-8, 24 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Commemorate the day
Gift for the bride and groom: an exquisite crystal goblet to use on successive anniversaries. Double-size bowl is hand etched with the first few bars of the Lohengrin March, the first names of the bride and groom, and with the memorable date. In diameters of 2½" and 3½", the goblets are $17.95 postpaid. Order from The Hill Shop, HG-8, Lyons, N. Y.
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Of stump. Final removal's a cinch.
tips. Simply pour it into the center
on your property. Remove them like
chemical which quickly decomposes
to get rid of those ugly tree stumps
You must be

Beverly Hills, California.

Magic Stump Remover - $1.98
Don't dig! Don't chop! Don't blast
to get rid of those ugly tree stumps
on your property. Remove them like
magic with this wonderful new
combination which quickly decomposes
wood fibres all the way to the root
tips. Simply pour it into the center
of stump. Final removal's a cinch.
Harass to nearby planting, 8 on
(10-12 stumps). You must be
pleased or your money back.
STUMP REMOVER, only $1.50.

Send check or money order to—
VANITY VIEW PRODUCTS COMPANY
17220 Ventura Blvd., Encino, California

Shoo fly
To enjoy blissful comfort from mosquitoes, flies and other winged
insects, use this electronic lantern
(makes handsome decoration, too). All metal parts are anodized
including the decorative
grille which protects the light
bulb. Matching bracket holds the
lantern 7" from wall. Lamp is
10" x 14". $24.95 ppd. Down's,
HC8, Evanston, Ill.

Par avion
Highlight envelopes on air mail
correspondence with attractive
labels specifically designed for
this purpose. White gummed
paper marked with bright red and
blue printing adds a gay note
to the message, insures prompt
delivery. 75c for 250 air mail
labels plus 50 "Personal Peace" labels. Ppd. Bolind, H68, Bolind
Bldg., Montrose 55, Calif.

Dinner à deux
Fine gift for the bride and groom
or for any gourmet couple, this
box of Pfaelzer steaks contains
two 12-ounce prime boneless strip
steaks, two 6-ounce filets mignon,
two 12-ounce boneless rib steaks
and two Boucher top sirloins. This
finest of beef comes fresh frozen
for immediate use or for freezer.
$25.95 ppd. Pfaelzer Brothers,
Dept. 1EK, Chicago 9, Ill.

Doctor, lawyer
Give your professional friends
handsome jewelry marked with the
symbols of their trade. Engineer,
pharmacist, dentist, architect,
chemist, you name it, and it will
appear on sterling or gold-filled
cuff links. $7. On tie bar (2" long)
or tie tack, $4. A set of links and
tie bar or tack is $10. Ppd. Tax
incl. Wayne, H89, 546 So. Broad-
way, Yonkers, N. Y.

VERMONT DEACON'S BENCH
All the charm of Old Colonial Vermont is captured in this hand-crafted,
custom-built reproduction. Seat is hand-carved by master
craftsmen at our sturdy New England Pine. Legs and back are of hardwood, 72" long; 32"
high, seat 13" deep. Completely nailed and
assembled, $44.95. Finished in antique maple
or dark plus $5.95. Dazily trimmed in
black and gold with hand-staining $39.95. Also
available with stain, $14.95. Faintly in antique maple or dark plus $49.95;
18" length, unfinished, $28.95, completely
refinished $39.95. Express Collect.

TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN
Dept. 681, Templeton, Mass.

SHOPPING

1. After 2 hours
2. After 4 hours

Kills Flies on Contact,
Works for Entire Season!
Quick death to disease-bearing flies with
amazing new FLY CAKE! Perfected scientific
frightful discovery lures flies like a magnet. kills
them instantly! (See actual photos above.)
Termite. Places anywhere flies accumulate
indoors or outdoors. No fear, no mess.
Works equal control power because solid
aerosol bombs because solid chemical cakes
give complete, unvarying protection for so
long. Works on both, too. Safer than sprays.
Can't taste food, clothing, furniture
because insect-destroying chemicals are
sewed in! Won't attract pets. Not harmful if
ouched or even tasted by humans.
69 each
10 postpaid—limit 1 by mail only.

SPENCER GIFTS
AV-13 Spencer Bldg.
Atlantic City, N. J.

BILD and SAVE With Proved Plans These Home Plan Books

Custom-styled Plans
How Building Helps
Cost-saving Construction
Special Designs

Quick death to disease-bearing flies with
amazing new FLY CAKE! Perfected scientific
frightful discovery lures flies like a magnet. kills
them instantly! (See actual photos above.)
Termite. Places anywhere flies accumulate
indoors or outdoors. No fear, no mess.
Works equal control power because solid
aerosol bombs because solid chemical cakes
give complete, unvarying protection for so
long. Works on both, too. Safer than sprays.
Can't taste food, clothing, furniture
because insect-destroying chemicals are
sewed in! Won't attract pets. Not harmful if
ouched or even tasted by humans.
69 each
10 postpaid—limit 1 by mail only.
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Bright beacon
In house or office, a good reproduction of an old-fashioned coach lantern is ideally suited for table or desk. Base is polished brass finished in tarnish-resisting lacquer. Glass shade is finished in black. An old-fashioned key is used for the switch. Overall height is 34". $6.95 postpaid. Order from Glasscraft, HG8, 920 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Slipper chair
Delightfully feminine, this heart-shaped chair is covered and flounced in velvet. Frame is hardwood and seat has coil spring construction. 34" x 24", with seat 18" from floor. Rose, gold, turquoise, mauve, Wedgwood, topaz, purple, flame, red, sage, leaf or emerald. $41.25 each; $80 a pair. Exp. coll. In stock.

In the best circles
Add a pair of sterling silver hoops for $2, or in solid copper for $1. $3.95 ppd. Write for Free Catalog.

WEDGIE MOCCASINS
Foot flatterers that are exquisitely comfortable. Hand-leather, washable glove elk moccasins with built-in wedge heel and pebbled sole make walking a delight. Hand beaded with authentic Indian designs. Exciting colors: turquoise, red, pale orange, gold, black or white. Sizes 4 thru 10—$7.95 ppd. Send for FREE new fashion catalog.

JAPANESE FLOWER ARRANGER
The art of flower arranging is within the reach of the amateur who can easily make garden club arrangements with a new flexible, needlepoint holder that can be bent at will. Individual pins can be removed or added to holder, chain style, to create size and shape desired. Comes in plastic case for safe storing. $3.95 ppd.

NEWTANK TAP
Metal construction, plain, 3" or cabinet. Turn waste space into storage space right where it's needed most! Hugely国民经济 section with 3 smooth-sliding doors holds toilet tissue, towels, tissues, etc.; tray has two smaller metal compartments—one for crops, cosmetics, the other— for bobby pins, nail files, scissors, etc. Extended lip holds sheet holder. Perfect for storing toilet brush holder, footed with rubber disc, 9" x 21/4" x 8. Black, white, turquoise or pink baked enamelled finish. $7.98

ERY'S HOW CO. (HG-82), 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

Ladies: SLIM your waist...relieve your BACKACHE
with new Non-Slip

PI Pe R PRINCES BEAUTY BELT
Strictly for the ladies! New Princess relieves strain on tired back muscles—hugs you up firmly yet gently—gives you that welcome "rested" feeling that lets you work or play without nagging, energy robbing discomfort. Tapers inches of your tally without that bound, "corseted" look. Delicately feminine in style. Weight just 4 ounces—hugs your hips like the skin itself. Adjusts in seconds. Foam rubber back pad for extra-gentle support. Only $4.98 postpaid. Give hip measurement. Removable long garter attachments available—$1.98 for set of 4. 30 day money-back guarantee.

Piper Brace Co., Dept. HNG-30L 811 Myronland St., Kansas City, Mo.

MILLER'S OF TUCSON
622H GL So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Arizona

FINE CHINA "Irish Coffee" CUPS
Serve "IRISH COFFEE" Authentically! Irish Coffee Cups: New, finest china like your own! Delicately designed to please any eye. Hand-painted, intricately detailed with special iridescent finish. Those high. Delightfully sold for irishy purposes, one cup, or cups or boxes in the choice numbers. Set of four only $6.95 plus 35c postage handling. FREE IRISH COFFEE RECIPE

PERSONALIZED CHINA LIGHTER
Flux American China, ivory, trimmed in gold, personalized with 1" script letter in gold. Guaranteed Evans lighter mechanism. ONLY 7.95 plus 35c postage.

* SEND FOR GIFT CATALOG * "...the unusual by mail"

Debra Dale
Drewar 337, Sierra Madre 8, California

FREE! ABYSSINIA to ZANZIBAR
Big Valuable collection of genuine postage stamps from more than 30 different countries in exciting forth African Novel spectacular stamps from the terror-ridden jungles of Dibouti, Congo Coloni, the Congo, Liberia, Tanganyika, and many, many more. Available as singles, sets, and albums. Issues, Ancient 19th Century . . . fabulous varieties picturing savages, native warriors, ferocious jungle beasts, man-eating reptiles. EXTRA! Big Value Collection of genuine postage stamps from more than 30 different countries. Letters picturing savages, native warriors, ferocious jungle beasts, man-eating reptiles. EXTRA! Big Value Collection of genuine postage stamps from more than 30 different countries.


MORTON'S, Dept. HNG-80L
Morton's World's Largest
Fur Restyling Service.

YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO
NEW CAPE-STOLE-JACKET $22.95

Morton's remolds your old, worn fur coat, jacket or cape into a glamorous new fur fashion for only $22.95. Includes restyling, new lining, interfiling, monogramming, cleaning, glazing, etc.

Order from Morton's, World's Largest
Fur Restyling Service.

Get greater value, unmatched selection (36 styles). Nothing similar by Harber's图案, Glamour, other fashion leaders. Send No Money! Just mail old fur, state dress size, height. Pay postman, plus postage when new redrafted fashion arrives. Or write for Morton's new FREE Style Book.

Morton's, Dept. HNG-80L, 95 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

FIN洋 CHINA "Irish Coffee" CUPS
Serve "IRISH COFFEE" Authentically! Irish Coffee Cups: New, finest china like your own! Delicately designed to please any eye. Hand-painted, intricately detailed with special iridescent finish. Those high. Delightfully sold for irishy purposes, one cup, or cups or boxes in the choice numbers. Set of four only $6.95 plus 35c postage handling. FREE IRISH COFFEE RECIPE

PERSONALIZED CHINA LIGHTER
Flux American China, ivory, trimmed in gold, personalized with 1" script letter in gold. Guaranteed Evans lighter mechanism. ONLY 7.95 plus 35c postage.

* SEND FOR GIFT CATALOG * "...the unusual by mail"

Debra Dale
Drewar 337, Sierra Madre 8, California

FREE! ABYSSINIA to ZANZIBAR
Big Valuable collection of genuine postage stamps from more than 30 different countries in exciting forth African Novel spectacular stamps from the terror-ridden jungles of Dibouti, Congo Coloni, the Congo, Liberia, Tanganyika, and many, many more. Available as singles, sets, and albums. Issues, Ancient 19th Century . . . fabulous varieties picturing savages, native warriors, ferocious jungle beasts, man-eating reptiles. EXTRA! Big Value Collection of genuine postage stamps from more than 30 different countries.
HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

Arlington Hotel & Baths

Come to America’s favorite spa for fun and restful vacations. Enjoy country club privileges on two championship golf courses, cook luncheon and supper in three large, clear lakes that minutes from your room in the Arlington. Be good to yourself with a course of radiotherapy thermal baths. Special continental cuisine. Planned social activities. For color folders, write to E. E. McFarlin, General Manager.

CONNECTICUT

GREENWICH

The Homestead Inn, Colonial Room all with Bath, Quiet, Swimming Pool, Good Food, Philip A. Waldinch, Owner, Tel. 610-SWEN 5-1000.

SAINT SIMON’S ISLAND


MAINE

KENNEBUNKPORT


CAPE MAY

Congress Hall

The historic Congress Hall Hotel overlooks the ocean, bay and superstructure. It offers a relaxed, dignified, completely modern setting for a delightful stay. Extensive, golf, boating, riding, pool, health club, sport, tennis, breakfast-served rooms, separate lounge & service, dinner, dancing & entertain- ment nightly; rooms, elevator. Free parking. A. S. or E. Plus. Write for color brochure & rates, Thomas Leit, Mgr. T-162C 4-1021.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY

Atlantic City

The historic Congress Hall Hotel overlooks the ocean, bay and superstructure. It offers a relaxed, dignified, completely modern setting for a delightful stay. Extensive, golf, boating, riding, pool, health club, sport, tennis, breakfast-served rooms, separate lounge & service, dinner, dancing & entertain- ment nightly; rooms, elevator. Free parking. A. S. or E. Plus. Write for color brochure & rates, Thomas Leit, Mgr. T-162C 4-1021.

NEW YORK

NEW YORK CITY

The New Yorker, Madison Ave. at 36th St., at the corner of business and social life. Winton Court, English Lounge and Restaurant. American Hotel.

The Westbury, Madison Ave. at 69th St. Distinctively plush. Air-conditioned suites & rooms, Polo Bar, Lounge and Restaurant. A Knicker Hotel.

NORTH CAROLINA

CASHIERS

High Hampton Inn & Country Club, Mountain retreat of unsurpassed luxury, golf, stables, & lakes. Amen. plan from $100 per day. Write Dept. H.

PENNSYLVANIA

EAGLES MERE


The Pocono Mountains make one of the loveliest backdrops for a wonderful vacation. Fishing is excellent, as is golf and horseback riding—the people congenial. The weather is usually sunny and warm with pleasantly cool nights.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S TRAVELOG

A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS A READER OF HOUSE & GARDEN WHEN WRITING TO THESE HOTELS FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS

ARKANSAS

Yellowstone National Park

Our oldest and perhaps most famous National Park has been doing business in the northwest corner of Wyoming since 1872. Yellowstone modestly claims the world’s greatest geyser area, spectacular waterfalls, hundreds of bubbling mud volcanoes, paintpots, brilliant pools and the finest population of bears anywhere. August is an ideal time to visit Yellowstone, and its comfortable hotels offer the vacationer many activities beside the number one attraction of sightseeing. The Union Pacific Railroad has an all-expense escorted tour to the park. If you come by train or plane, you can rent a car for an independent excursion. Bus tours are also available to all the interesting points. The last week in August Yellowstone has a unique early Christmas celebration for all its college student employees. For a most visually stimulating and physically relaxing vacation, Yellowstone National Park is hard to match.

VERMONT

STOWE (MT. MASSIEFIELD)

The Lodge at Smugglers’ Notch


BAMMAMAS

NASSAU

Emerald Beach Hotel

Greenport, with private one-third mile beach. Pool, 9-hole pitch & putt course, tennis, shuffle- board, all water sports. Landscaped gardens. Entertainment nightly, completely air-conditioned, open all year. See a travel agent or call M.U. 8-5215, N.Y.; M.U. 8-5216, Washington, D.C. 8-5210, Detroit; 8-6707, Chicago; 8-4-904, Miami; 8-6-904, Atlanta; 8-3-904, Toronto, 8-6-904, Montreal, 8-6-904, Paris.

BERMUDA

Bermuda Cottages


SOBERIDGE

Lantana Colony Club

Vacation luxury at Bermuda’s gated, most sophisticated waterfront Colony. Every cottage air conditioned. Breakfast on private patio; private lounge on the Continental plan; golf, tennis, sailing, and other seasonal sports. Come and see the Governor’s Palace, Capitol and other famous buildings, watch crafts- men at their benches and don’t miss visiting nearby Jamestown and Yorktown. For information write Box 781, Williamsburg, Virginia or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, Telephone Giclee 6-4009.
AMSTERDAM AND FRANKFURT

continued from page 17

dinner at 't Swarte Schaep. (We discovered there was nothing sinister about finding a restaurant called The Black Sheep next door to the municipal police station.) In Amsterdam, as in every other truly cosmopolitan city, you can eat in any language, and we had determined to eat Dutch. Dutch food can be a variable feast, but 't Swarte Schaep was as impeccable as we could have hoped. We shall not soon forget the Kermis cheese that topped off our meal, along with the always superb Dutch coffee. The cheese, a sort of Camembert with muscles (we disregarded a hoarsely whispered complaint about its fragrance from a nearby table), set the seal on a good day. And we had only a few steps to go (fortunately) to reach our pension.

Crystal wonderland

Trying to see Amsterdam in a few days is as painful as swallowing a delicious piece of Dutch chocolate whole. But, at least, we had a fair taste of the most exciting shops. Our first night in the city, I dreamed all night of Dutch citing shops. Our first night in the city. I dreamed all night of Dutch citing shops. Our first night in the city. I dreamed all night of Dutch citing shops.

Our major purpose in visiting the Rijksmuseum was the same as that of hundreds of other Americans who visit it every year—to see the finest collection of postcards and paintings from every corner of the world. We reached the museum and had paid our fourteen cents and passed through the turnstile into the long, cool hall, we paused at the information desk long enough to buy a copy of the poster. It is more than a colorful poster, announcing the current exhibit, pointed the way at every corner. When we reached the museum and had paid our fourteen cents and passed through the turnstile into the long, cool hall, we paused at the information desk long enough to buy a copy of the poster. It is more than a colorful poster, announcing the current exhibit, pointed the way at every corner.

Next, we stopped to browse through the endless selection of handsome art books, a subject so near to the hearts of the Dutch, at Heteren, Rokin 44, then bought reproductions of Picasso’s drawings of the opera at Jongkind-Wellner on Leidestraat.

Next, we stopped to browse through the endless selection of handsome art books, a subject so near to the hearts of the Dutch, at Heteren, Rokin 44, then bought reproductions of Picasso’s drawings of the opera at Jongkind-Wellner on Leidestraat.

I could never pronounce Rijksmuseum. It is the National Museum—a graying, old mosaic building with an art collection comparable to that of the Louvre or Spain’s Prado. We were not long in finding it, because a colorful poster, announcing the current exhibit, pointed the way at every corner. When we reached the museum and had paid our fourteen cents and passed through the turnstile into the long, cool hall, we paused at the information desk long enough to buy a copy of the poster. It is more than a colorful poster, announcing the current exhibit, pointed the way at every corner.

Our major purpose in visiting the Rijksmuseum was the same as that of hundreds of other Americans who visit it every year—to see the finest collection of postcards and paintings from every corner of the world. We reached the museum and had paid our fourteen cents and passed through the turnstile into the long, cool hall, we paused at the information desk long enough to buy a copy of the poster. It is more than a colorful poster, announcing the current exhibit, pointed the way at every corner.

Now, even these most stubborn blemishes fade away! A new formula called ESOTÉRICA can make you proud of your complexion—even if you have these stubborn blemishes: age spots on hands, throat and face that tell the world you’re getting old, perhaps before you really are—blackheads; and the fiery red spots they cause—coarsened skin caused by clogged pores. ESOTÉRICA utterly fades away these blemishes caused by weather and neglect. It is not a cover-up. It acts beneath the skin’s surface where these problems start; breaks up masses of pigment, purifies irritated spots, and pore openings.

Developed and tested by a trustworthy 39-year-old laboratory, ESOTÉRICA is lightly fragrant, cooling, moisturizing—but not greasy. Begin using ESOTÉRICA today. If these certain blemishes mar your beauty you can quickly be proud of your flawless complexion.

ESOTÉRICA

Available at all fine cosmetic counters
AMSTERDAM AND FRANKFURT

Rembrandt's in existence, especially the famed Night Watch. Thrilled by the acres of paintings and dismayed at the small amount of time we had to see them, we hurried on to the (equally formidable to pronounce) Stedelijk Municipal Museum. The Stedelijk has two faces. You enter a sedate traditional building, and emerge at the rear through a brilliant, primary colored, contemporary addition into a sunny maze of gardens. This unique museum houses a world renowned Van Gogh collection from which many paintings were lent to "50 Years of Modern Art" at the Brussels Fair. In addition to the Van Goghs, our personal favorites, Chagall and Braque, were very much in evidence. In the sales gallery, we were captivated by an exhibition of prints by a group of young Rotterdam artists known as "Ara." One of the prints now hangs opposite my two Val St. Lambert bowls. The museums in Amsterdam and many other European cities offer an excellent opportunity to collect the modest, as well as the splendid, works of art. You can be sure of the quality and fair price.

Autobahn to Frankfurt

The day after our trek through the museums, we clutched Europa Touring (promising stay longer next time in Amsterdam) and set out for Utrecht, Apeldoorn, and finally Duisburg, where we found ourselves safely on the Köln-Frankfurt autobahn. The German autobahns certainly must be the most cosmopolitan highways in the world. Travelers whiz by us in scooter-ish Beetles, glossy black Mercedes, wheezing old Rolls-Royces, and scores of snappy sports cars from Italy, France, England and Germany.

Frankfurt am Main, a business, trade and banking center for centuries, is not as famous as a tourist mecca. It has been called "dull," "commercial," and "totally lacking in interest." To each his own. We enjoyed Frankfurt and visited there often during our two months in Germany. In comparison, we found failed Heidelberg reduced almost to the status of a tourist trap.

Shopper's mecca

At the Hauptwache—the main square—in Frankfurt, eight shopping streets filled with the most tempting merchandise converge into one fantastic traffic jam. Within pleasant walking distance we saw: lovely old Meissen and Dresden (and were especially charmed by a rare Dresden hand mirror with a dainty blue design down the handle and topped by two delicate angels for $20); crystal and stemware plus many unusual patterns in Rosenthal china not exported to the United States, at Lorey and Nicolaus Franz; an unrivaled selection of Swiss and German watches at Uhren Christ, Rossmarkt 17; enchanting toys by Steiff at Schenkers (where we bought for $2.50 a Micki porcelain doll, complete with bristly hair, black button nose and red plaid vest, which would have been $8.50 in New York); and the beautiful Maxell leathers at Kaiserstrasse 29. We were particularly intrigued by the new odd pieces in Rosenthal—traditionally one of Germany's finest chinaware—some of which were available at Nicolaus Franz or Antonie Zollfart's in nearby Wiesbaden. Created by Danish designer Wihlind, the whimsical patterns in white bisque march around the edges of fabulous bowls, and top of dainty powder boxes. Ashtrays, figures and monogrammed glassware are also part of this new Rosenthal group and priced at 16 DM or $4.40. A very few of the pieces are now available in the United States, but only in a few places, and prices are at least double.

After hunting contemporary prints and lithographs for days, we were to find Vonderbank right under our noses, just off the Hauptwache at Goethestrasse 11. The collection of oils, watercolors, lithographs and quality reproductions was excellent, and in most cases the prices compared favorably with Paris (where selection and prices are usually the best). We liked an original Marc Chagall lithograph signed and numbered, priced at 300 DM ($75). If you are in Frankfurt and want to top off a day of shopping with a delicious dinner, we heartily recommend der Brückenkeller. Walk, if you have time and low heels, south from the Hauptwache until you reach the Main, then turn left and walk along the river. Between Alte Brücke (Old Bridge) and Obermainbrücke, just off Mainkur, you will find this ancient winehouse. The enormous wooden door is hidden at the end of a short alley-way and, as you step down into the underground cellar, you will be surprised to see all the candlelit tables on half-a-dozen different levels, each level decorated by Gothic carvings. Our table was placed directly in front of a 20,000 liter wine barrel encrusted with carvings from Goethe's Faust. Try traditional Goethe's desk in frankfurt home

sancerre and der Brückenkeller's own 1955 Rhine wine—5 DM ($1.25 for dinner and 10.50 DM for wine. Both the atmosphere and the food of this medieval publckhouse where Goethe wined and dined Mademoiselle de la Roche are unequaled in Frankfurt.

We were amazed at the ingenuity and ambition of the German people. In fourteen short years, they have transformed their major cities from rubble to places of contemporary beauty and utility. Nowhere is this more apparent than in Frankfurt. The Frankfurter that American tourists saw before the war was almost completely destroyed. The Dom (Cathedral of St. Bartholomew) escaped miraculously, though badly damaged. The famous opera house was entirely destroyed, but has been rebuilt to exactly grand proportions. As far as the eye can see, new and finer buildings are sprouting up to replace the damaged. Foresighted architects are experimenting with new materials, forms and brilliant colors. The energy and hustle seem to create an exhilarating atmosphere.

Our special memories continued on page 120

DUTCH HOUSES OVERLOOKING CANAL

GOETHE'S DESK IN FRANKFURT HOME
BIGGEST BEDDING BARGAIN!

You never expected to find this quality at a price so low—and probably never again will you get another opportunity to save like this!

RESTONIC®
FLEXOFORM®
EXTRA-FIRM MATTRESS
Only $39.95
Box Spring to Match—Same Low Price

SMOOTH: no tufts, no buttons
FIRM: no slump, no sagging

In these days of constantly rising material and production costs you’ll agree it’s “little short of a miracle” to find such fine quality, such fashion-right fabrics, such firmly-healthful sleeping comfort—at a price still so drastically low!

HURRY! This offer is strictly limited. Buy and save now at better furniture and department stores throughout U.S.A. and Canada.

SPECIAL OFFER!
“Flexoform” Mattress and Box Spring on Steel Frame with Decorator-Styled Headboard in Washable Plastic. Twin Size only $89.95 Complete Set

Extra-Firm DeLuxe “FLEXOFORM” Mattress and Box Spring $49.95 ea.
©1960 RESTONIC CORP. 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
NEW BOOKLET shows how decorative GLASS can brighten and beautify Your Home

This exciting new booklet, “Make Your Home Distinctive with Decorative Glass”, is yours for the asking. It is filled with dramatic illustrations of ways gleaming glass adds a touch of luxury and smartness to any home or in any room.

Bring new charm to your home with lovely, translucent glass by Mississippi. Available in a wide range of patterns and surface finishes wherever quality glass is sold.

Write today for this beautiful booklet. Plan now to add new luster to your living with decorative glass by Mississippi, the modern material that never rots or warps, never needs painting, always looks new. Address Dept. 3.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

NEW DISPENSER MODEL

an appointment of quality...

sure to please the housewife with years of dependable service.
Delta faucets are available from your plumber... call him today...
and insist on Delta... the faucet with only ONE moving part...

There’s a Delta faucet designed to fit your every need. Free literature upon request.

delta faucet corporation • greensburg, indiana

In Canada: EMCO LIMITED

Tenth in a series on America’s Sterling Classics

Silver souvenir of the Georgian Age

FIDDLE THREAD

Of the many foreign influences that fostered the growth of an indigenous American taste, none has had a more lasting influence than the Late Georgian tradition so handsomely reflected in Fiddle Thread sterling. Its favored position among patterns produced by Webster Company’s Frank Smith Division indicates the popularity that Colonial-style silver continues to enjoy in this country.

Though Fiddle Thread was introduced in 1903, its prototype might well be found among heirlooms dating back to the reign of George III, an era marked by a new simplicity and dignity in design. Inspiration for this marked change lay in the discoveries of ancient Roman cities at the excavations of Herculaneum and Pompeii in 1756. While this extraordinary contact with the past served to launch the British upon a sweeping revival of classicism in the arts, American colonists carried the movement even to their political life, going back to Greek origins, they seized upon the classic style as the perfect symbol of their struggles for democracy and human dignity.

From New England to Louisiana, discreet classicism embellished architecture, furniture and silver alike. Pilasters, fluted columns, frizes and pediments became the familiar dress of even the most modest designs as men like Charles Bulfinch and Duncan Phyfe turned the Georgian motifs of England into the American Federal style, exemplified in the spoon, right.

Fiddle Thread takes its name from the “fiddle back” shape of its broad, plain tip and raised thread border or fluting. This elegant simplicity is typical of the Georgian subordination of ornament to the beauty of the silver itself. Complete service includes fish forks and knives and olive spoons, pleasant relics of a more formal past.

Understated elegance is the essence of Fiddle Thread’s beauty and versatility, pictured full size, above.
Traditional china of the same era makes an apt table companion, left.
Decorate your home with comfort! Now you can take your choice of styling, colors and fabrics in famous Cleve-Liners.

Enjoy life in a two-way or three-way action recliner... relax in the deep foam padding... take it easy, the no-sag springs will support you for a long, long time. A, C & E include TV Lock.

If Your Favorite Store Doesn't Have These, Write Us

CLEVELAND CHAIR COMPANY, Cleveland, Tennessee  •  DIVISION OF JACKSON FURNITURE COMPANIES
From Asters to Zinnias... Fostoria's new "BASIC 18" gives you the right containers for almost any arrangement.

Here are the basic shapes, sizes and styles you need for practically any flower arrangement. All in one place, at your new Fostoria Garden Center (there's bound to be one right near you—they're in better stores everywhere).

And you'll find all the approved shapes in Fostoria's "Basic 18"—vertical, "square" and horizontal. Just the right sizes, textures and colors. In fact, garden club experts helped us design them.

If you're like most flower lovers, you'll want to start a collection of Fostoria's "Basic 18." Then you'll never be caught without the just-right crystal container for whatever flower arrangement you decide to create.

To get you started, let us send you a folder that tells you all about the "Basic 18"—and where to find them. Fostoria Glass Company, Dept. HG, Moundsville, West Virginia.

Fine glassware with fashion flair.

Fostoria's "Basic 18"
What imagination can do for you

To use your imagination is to put together remembered forms and colors and textures in a new way—a feat which requires not a God-given talent but a God-given willingness to experiment. The most imaginative human alive—we were taught in psychology class—cannot create something wholly new out of thin air. So imagination, first of all, takes a roving eye, an enthusiasm for amassing a bank of memories from which to draw the raw materials. Next, imagination takes courage, is, in fact, almost the equivalent of courage. And to achieve success, imagination takes honesty—honesty with yourself in appraising your results, a firm refusal to be lured by originality for its own sake. For mere differentness never made the garish beautiful.

Is the game worth the candle? H&G is convinced that it is, for imagination can give you a home that will delight you as much as it pleases your doctrinaire neighbor or your tied-to-convention Aunt Betty. Imagination can give you a cheerfully elegant room like the one on our cover which manages to be thoroughly comfortable at the same time. Imagination might prompt you to plant a water garden (see page 64) where someone else would have planted a rock garden or perhaps struggled with truculent grass. Imagination might inspire you to display your favorite collection of bibelots in the kitchen, to take blinders off windows that look out on a wonderful view, or to turn over to your children the biggest room in the house.

In this issue you will find innumerable proofs of imaginative thinking. We hope that they will inspire you to put your own imagination to work.
Imagination makes a room sparkle

The imaginative touch that makes the difference between a humdrum room and one that glows with its own singular aura may be one bold stroke—a slash of electrifying color in a muted scheme, a painting hung in an unexpected spot. Or the inventive magic may be a flight of fancy that takes in a wide sweep—one color repeated again and again throughout the room, a whimsical theme expressed with a whole collection of impudent accessories.

Vivid proof of what imagination can do for rooms and table settings was offered recently by a stimulating exhibition sponsored by the San Francisco Museum of Art—the third annual “Tour de Décor” organized by the Women’s Board of the Museum with the collaboration of a number of well-known interior designers. As might be expected, contemporary paintings and sculpture, placed in new and often unexpectedly informal ways, contributed significantly to the distinctive character of the rooms and gave exhibition visitors an uncommon opportunity to judge contemporary art in home backgrounds instead of in the austerity of a museum gallery. The “Tour” was divided into three sections: a collection of model rooms set up within the museum in a special installation designed by architect John Lord King and landscaped by Lawrence Halprin; an array of table settings created by San Francisco hosts and hostesses; and a parade of rooms on view outside the museum in designers’ studios—one of which you see in color on our cover. Beginning here is a generous sampling of these rooms and table settings to give you new ideas on the use of art, color, patterns and shapes, and to stimulate your own imagination.  

Right:
A rugged base of sea-scarred driftwood supports Henry Moore’s “Reclining Figure,” sculptured in elm, and emphasizes its sleek sinuousness by the unexpected contrast in textures.

Opposite page:
Small painting studded with sea shells inspires a shell-encrusted frame for a mirror, a shell and coral side table arrangement as the background for a small dinner. Mirrored flower containers, dishes of silver and crystal, fragile wine goblets sparkle like cool, flowing waters. Designers: Mrs. Richard Walker, Michael Taylor.
Sculpture on a sun deck is set off by outdoor furnishings with varied sculptural qualities of their own. Soaring sunshade sports an exciting shape reminiscent of a pair of flying saucers. Chaise depends on sharp angles for its contemporary look; wide, sloping sides for comfort. Plant stands and tables are sliced from tree-trunks. Even three low cushions seem carved into smooth, disc shapes. Everything is boldly silhouetted against a wall of vivid color. Designer: Elizabeth Banning.

Imagination makes a room sparkle continued

It takes a completely untrammeled fancy to produce fresh stimulants for the eye and the spirit. So when you are casting about for new ways to bring your rooms to life, don't be timid. There's no need to shy away from a jolt of color (such as the bright purple bedspread in the young girl's bed-sitting room on page 55) or from putting familiar objects to unfamiliar uses (for instance: the copper casserole borrowed from the kitchen, stuffed with artichokes and used as a decorative accessory on the sideboard in the country living room, page 54). If you fear your creation may be too outlandish to live with for keeps, try it out for the span of an evening. Inventive backdrops to dramatize party meals (decorative arrangements which might or might not be retained after the party is over) are as much a part of the Tour de Décors table settings on pages 54-55 as the decorations on the tables themselves.

Left:
Like a glorified sundial. José de Rivera's "Construction" casts a steadily changing shadow in the garden as sun rolls across sky. Earthy base for abstract sculpture: slabs of rock topped with chunk of wood.

Opposite page:
A garden vista framed like a painting magnetizes your attention as you enter this lofty sitting room in the studio of interior designer Barton L. Davis. Wide, arched doorway painted white with black trim is left curtain-free to take in as much as possible of the view of the tiny courtyard and its abstract sculpture. Indoors, the yellow walls and sofa give the effect of a burst of sunlight. Imaginative accent for the simple lines of the contemporary and classic eighteenth-century furniture: an exuberantly rococo mirror frame made of silver and mother-of-pearl.
Trophies on the wall instead of a table centerpiece dramatize a simple buffet lunch. The bouquets here, hanging above a modernized version of the traditional hunt table, are compositions of leaves, grasses, rifles and stuffed wild life in the manner of the nineteenth-century school of trompe l'oeil painters. Designer: Mrs. Otto H. Teller.

Sculpture enshrined in a built-in cupboard can hardly escape attention. At one end of this country living room cupboards with fold-back doors were built out from the wall to flank a platform for a Franklin stove. One houses a bar; the other, a TV set which makes a display shelf for the bronze figure. Backs of both niches are covered with fabric to match slip covers. Designer: Clair Young.

Imagination makes a room sparkle

continued

Festive awning for a festive evening turns a thumbnail balcony into an enchanted spot. Separate tables for each guest's cocktails lend a boulevard flavor. Gala additions: small paintings borrowed from indoors and hung on wall of house. Designer: Lowell Groves.

Red can look fresh as a daisy especially when it is daisy-pied and set against a lofty background of plain white. In this library-sitting room in Charles Ackerman's studio, left, and right, everything carries the eye upward: the ceiling-high bookshelves, the floor-to-ceiling jalousies screening the windows, the pair of tall narrow white painted carvings that hang above the fireplace. Designer: Robert Heston of Charles Ackerman, Inc.
The charming confusion of a painter’s studio inspires a gay setting for an informal luncheon. Paintings borrowed from their permanent habitat are hung to be seen at close range, and their fruits, flowers, bowls and pitchers are repeated on the table. Designer: Jack Johanssen.

Slender poles of lavish color instead of curtains frame the window of a young girl’s bed-sitting room. Felt covers the floor to ceiling poles and the shorter ones that suggest back and headboard for studio bed. (Caned panels cover adjoining wall.) Sculpture, casually placed, shares shelf space with books. Designer: Delcena Bair.

Centerpiece of cacti and pebbles studded with fat sculptured quail is the pièce de résistance of a table setting for a small dinner with an oriental menu. To carry out the theme: Buddha framed by wood panels, antique candlesticks. Designer: Frank D. Stout.

An office-at-home in a formal living room is not out of keeping if the desk is an antique architect’s table. Bonus for the home worker (in this case a fashion designer): inspiring propinquity of contemporary painting, sculpture. Designer: Eleanor Forbes of Gump’s.

Two rooms with but a single print present a calm, collected appearance in spite of their divergent furnishings. In the more formal dining room, left, the windows have full length curtains as well as café length. In the sitting room, right, the upper halves of the windows are bared to reveal the better view, a white bear rug adds an informal flavor. Inventive accent over the fireplace: copper lavabo filled with flowers. Designer: K. H. Lengfeld.
What imagination can do for a house

Surprise, delight, individuality—these are some of the qualities imagination can bring to the design of a house, and in a day of creeping conformity and standardization they are precious. But the aim of imagination is not mere novelty or fanciful embellishment. Imaginative design shapes the space enclosed by a house into beautiful form, weaves through it color, texture and light and unites the house happily with the land. Imaginative planning enhances the human values offered by a house—privacy, tranquillity, ease and enjoyment of living. The tangible results of imagination in all its aspects you will see in the house here and two to follow on the next twenty-two pages.

Big dividends in family enjoyment

OLD-FASHIONED VERANDA large enough for buffet suppers and summer parties is an imaginative asset of this decidedly contemporary house near the California coast. Porch roof is partly open to allow sun and light to reach the interiors. In summer, a gay sunshade of bright green, gold and blue canvas is stretched across the uncovered rafters.

Continued
The house is in key with its natural surroundings

The plan stretches to a length of 105 feet so that all major rooms enjoy some part of sweeping half-circle view. Entrance foyer opens on one side to a dramatic roof-high hall that leads past family room and kitchen to living-dining room beyond. On other side of foyer is a door to bedroom wing which is divided equally between parents and children. Long porch and deck at back of house are reserved for adults and parties—no dripping swimmers allowed. The 38' pool and its terrace (a sun trap in the winter) are free territory for teen-agers. Play yard for smaller children is beyond far end of pool.
You can see the fruits of imagination in almost every detail of the design and plan of this house which is built on a secluded knoll among tall oak, pine and eucalyptus trees. One of the most satisfying results is the way the house nestles into its site and takes advantage of the spectacular views on three sides. And the affinity of the house for its surroundings is emphasized by the exterior colors—greens, ochre and silvery buff borrowed from foliage, earth and tree trunks. Other imaginative highlights include a garage built partly below ground so as not to obstruct the view; a dramatic glass-walled hall leading from entrance foyer to living room (see plan, opposite page); a kitchen which is really two kitchens in one (see page 62); a family room carefully planned for the specific activities of the family who live there—a family of four with a teen-age daughter and a six-year-old son.

The family has developed a deep affection for the house and with good reason, for the imaginative plan provides individual privacy and tranquility for everybody. The children's bedrooms and their parents' are in the same wing, near enough to each other for parents to answer nighttime hurry calls, yet comfortably separated by a study. Outdoors, too, the decks and terraces are marked off for the undistracted enjoyment of various age groups. And to top off these delights is one few families can claim—all the storage they need.
The versatility of this imaginative house is eloquently expressed in the contrast between the living room, above, and the family room, opposite page, each of which includes a dining area (see plan, page 58). The quiet elegance of the living room is emphasized by rich fabrics—curtains and wallcovering of yellow-green silk, sofa upholstery of silk and linen. And the high ceilings and large windows looking out on distant views give the room greater scale than the more intimate family room which looks out on the front terrace. Nut-brown mahogany paneling and a variety of built-ins and other conveniences give the family room an atmosphere of contained comfort.
LIVING-DINING ROOM, above left and opposite page, is decorated in colors to blend with outdoor views that dominate room. Window frames are silvery green; fabric, yellow-green; carpet, gold. Hanging over sofa is a Chinese rescript embroidered with "law of activity and repose." Dining area, right, has a bewitching nighttime view of valley twinkling with lights. Since house was planned around specific furniture, each piece clearly belongs where it is placed.

THE FAMILY ROOM, above right and right, is imaginatively planned to take care of everything the family likes to do there. Set into one wall are a hi-fi speaker, a TV set, a pass-through for wood for the prefabricated fireplace. Since the small boy of the house uses the room as a playroom, there is storage for toys, a school desk for drawing. Dining area, right, normally opens to the hall but may be closed off by folding doors. There is also a door to kitchen-pantry.
It takes imagination to plan a kitchen that is compact enough to serve a single worker efficiently yet roomy enough for two. In this house, the trick was turned by the joint inventiveness of architects and owners who had studied and profited by time-and-motion saving principles. The result is a two-part, 21 foot long kitchen that includes one self-contained food preparation area and a pantry with auxiliary kitchen facilities—sink, refrigerator-freezer, oven-broiler—as well as storage and laundry appliances. Thus, extra hands can help with large parties and not be in the way of the major-domo. In addition, the kitchen is full of small conveniences such as a drawer for trading stamps.
U-SHAPED COOKING CENTER, top, opposite page, adjoins dining room, saves steps for one working alone. Built right into wall are main oven, refrigerator, freezer. Duplicate sink on far side of counter serves pantry.

PLANNING DESK, top of page, faces window opposite cooking center. At right of desk, in pantry, are second oven, refrigerator, freezer. Door in far wall, beside laundry appliances, leads to the family room.

SEWING AND IRONING CENTER, right, is in family room (see page 61), close to laundry center in pantry. Ironer may be wheeled from closet to position where mother can enjoy the view.

SHALLOW LARDER, deep enough for one row of cans, reveals contents at a glance.
Enchantment in small space

The spark that gives spirit to a house shines brightly in this one built for interior designer Marco Wolff on a hilltop in Hollywood, California. Though small in size and scope the house displays rare imagination, both indoors and in its outdoor surroundings: The front door is hidden by a high-walled courtyard. The living-dining room is a windowed gallery deftly designed to take in a superb view ranging from the Santa Monica mountains to the Pacific. The garden is a limpid pool, and at its edge is a romantic pavilion for the enjoyment of sun, moon and stars. But the most satisfying element of the whole house is the pervading sense of unity and harmony achieved by the architects who designed both building and grounds. With imagination they molded space, light, site and nature itself into a classically simple design distinguished for its quiet and beauty.

THE WATER GARDEN behind the house affords the delight of a suddenly discovered oasis. Steps and walk of terrazzo lead from living room to pavilion that frames panorama of distant mountains.

Continued
Left:
THE DINING ROOM has a pumpkin colored panel at one end, flanked by ceiling to floor windows—an ingenious device that creates two views instead of one. All other walls of the room are white—a suitably quiet background for the richly textured upholstery fabrics and carpet, the white leather-topped table, the antique accessories and prints.

Below:
THE MASTER BEDROOM opens to its own private terrace, commands an enthralling view of distant hills. With this dramatic mural as a background and furniture as distinctive as the ancient Spanish chest, Italian mirror and contemporary ebony four-poster bed, the floor, walls and curtains are kept extremely simple.
An inventive plan extends every room outdoors

The site of the Marco Wolff house is a flat hexagonal shell of land with a 63 foot street front facing northeast. At the sides and back the land drops off precipitously (leaving room for heating-cooling equipment under the house). The architects had very little elbow room but by planning house and outdoor living areas together they managed to make the limited space seem double the actual square footage.

The garage at the front of the house abuts the street, and a 9-foot high wall (of stucco like the house) extends from the front of the garage to enclose the entrance court which gives absolute privacy and even hushes sound.

Tall double gates, espaliered shrubs and a picturesque arbutus tree make the court an engaging prelude to the house itself. Indoors, the plan is simple. The central living room is flanked on one side, by dining and kitchen and on the other by two bedrooms and baths. The close relationship of the living and dining rooms to the courtyard and the pavilion makes it easy to combine all these areas for a large party. Mr. Wolff’s own bedroom has a bath-dressing room, ample storage and a private terrace. The guest room, with built-in desk, doubles as a study.

Tall lacquered gates opening from the street reveal the first of a series of engaging surprises—an enclosed courtyard sheltered by an arbutus tree. When the door on the other side of the court slides open you can look straight through the living room and across the water garden to the panoramic view beyond. Indoor and outdoor areas are so closely interwoven, the house seems large as you move from one room to another. Yet there are only five rooms plus two baths—a total interior of 1,860 square feet.
The pavilion (at left) and the house both seem to be floating on the water garden since edges of pavilion floor and house wall project over pool. Stucco wall juts from house to give privacy to bedroom terrace.

Imagination makes a small house seem big.

Night lighting in living and dining rooms adds a touch of fantasy to the house. The pool is radiant from concealed lights along the edge of the terrazzo walk. Plants, trees are illuminated by hidden spotlights.
To a free wheeling imagination, a small house need not mean small rooms. Mr. Wolff's living and dining rooms together account for half the house—they total 47 feet in length when the door dividing them is pushed into its wall pocket. Ceilings 9 feet high increase the feeling of spaciousness; so do the long window walls opening to the front court and to the spectacular view at the back of the house. The white plaster walls and the white terrazzo floor establish continuity with the outside walls and walk, and set off the brilliant gold fireplace niche in the living room and the spicy green, gold and blue of the decorative accessories.

The big sofas and chairs (which Mr. Wolff designed as well as the dining table and bedroom furniture) are in keeping with the large scale of the room which is emphasized by the 8 foot high sliding doors to the bedrooms.

Beyond the long stretch of windows, the water garden extends to the boundary of the site (no grass cutting here!). The garden pool, not quite 2 feet deep, is of reinforced concrete coated with plaster and covered completely with heavy gravel. Rocks and planting (juniper, ophiopogon and dichondra) that form an island in the water and frame edges are doubled in mass and interest by their reflections in the pool.

Glass walled living room has many facets and moods. It surveys a magnificent sweep of hills and valleys on one side, looks into an intimate courtyard on another. As the sun crosses the sky, the room changes subtly with the shifting patterns of light. At one end is a semi-circular fireplace niche, lined in gold paper above the black granite mantel. Sofas are covered with a gold-flecked, off-white fabric (similar to that used for curtains) accented by pillows in brilliant colors.

Continued
Imagination: Enchantment in Small Space

Imagination is apparent in small things as well as large.

Myriad details that contribute beauty or convenience or both were devised with meticulous care by the architects and by Mr. Wolff, who planned his own decoration. The architects took time, for instance, to design small tambour-door cupboards for the kitchen and brass handles for the front gates, as well as other little things of great importance. Mr. Wolff chose hardware, lighting and accessories with delightfully attractive qualities to enrich their practical purposes. Antique French and Spanish metalwork and colored mosaics were used for doorknobs. Metal grilles and a cane panel were fashioned to conceal TV in the study and hi-fi equipment in the living room. A great glass lantern for the entrance court was concocted from medieval sconces. Empire candelabra, epergnes, classical bibelots, the miniature Pompeian fountain on the living room mantel all enrich the backgrounds.

In the kitchen, a series of small cupboards with roll-up tambour doors, above, runs behind 12 feet of vinyl work surface, top of page, so that staples, cleaning supplies and other necessities can be stored where they are used. Counter across end window is a snack bar.
IN MASTER BATHROOM, medicine cabinet is artfully disguised by a decorative door covered in gold silk with a black and gold frame. On it is displayed a collection of 18th century porcelain modillions. Surrounding walls are papered in gold and white. Black marble lavatory counter extends across whole wall.

IMAGINATIVE HARDWARE accents doors of built-in storage throughout house. Above: Ormolu swan’s head pulls on doors of dining room china closet are Directoire drapery tie backs. Left: Crown-like doorknob and escutcheon on master bedroom closet is antique Spanish brass.

IN LIVING ROOM, lamp table opens at both ends, contains slide-out drawers for magazines, books, papers.

IN STUDY-GUEST ROOM, television is elegantly screened by folding grille doors. Doors of adjoining clothes closet have ceramic pulls.
Great elegance from simple materials

An imaginative house can inspire an imaginative pattern of living and the two may become so closely interwoven that no one can really say which accounts for the final, inspired result. Certainly it took imagination for a couple with three small children—Mr. and Mrs. Allen Vance Salsbury—to visualize their own growing family living happily in a house designed by and for one man—the painter, Morris Graves.

When the Salsburys first visited this house, which sits in a forest of trees near Edmonds, Washington, it appealed to them as the most truly beautiful house in the area. Partial to "harmonious contrasts," they loved the imaginative combination of extremely simple materials—concrete block and old brick—with a formal dignified plan. They felt the impact of great space and the large scale of the house. A few years later, when Mr. Graves moved abroad, they welcomed the opportunity to buy it.

The imaginative concept of an elegant porticoed house with a walled, formal garden in the midst of a forest was Mr. Graves'. To the Salsburys go laurels for the way they have adapted it to their own pattern of living and entertaining—a pattern which includes the harmonious contrasts of solitude and gregariousness, of elegance for adults and rollicking fun for children.

The Great Portico and walled garden at the back of the house, above and right, give the Salsburys a wonderful place to entertain. Cocktails at one table, dinner at the other, is the customary rule. But for larger parties, Mrs. Salsbury has a bar and a buffet set up at opposite ends of the porch and the guests dine at gay tables for four. Nine doors, 9' high, lead directly or indirectly to almost every room in the house (three doors, to the living room alone). The 75' length of the porch and its 14' octagonal columns of native cedar contribute to the great scale and-style of the house which is built of the simplest materials—concrete block and old brick.
The walled garden is the nucleus of the plan

A lofty reception hall (see page 76) bisects the formal, almost symmetrical, plan of the Salsburys' house, separating the main living areas from the family bedrooms. The three Salsbury children—two boys and a girl, all grade schoolers—share the huge skylighted room at the end of the house (originally Mr. Graves studio) and the walled play yard adjoining it.

In addition to the garden and portico where the Salsburys like to give dressy candlelit "picnics," the house has half a dozen other delightful corners for entertaining, indoors and outdoors. The little loggia at the fountain end of the pool is a quiet spot where three or four can have tea or cocktails. The new south terrace near the kitchen and family room is for barbecue dinners. The Salsburys, who say they are no tray balancers, prefer to sit down at all meals but during the course of a party, Mrs. Salsbury likes to move her guests from one area to another to give them a change of scene.

There is always music since the hi-fi system is piped all over the house and garden.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Allen Vance Salsbury
Designer: Morris Graves
Associated Architects: Robert A. Jorgensen
Tucker & Shields
Decorator: Allen Vance Salsbury
Location: Edmonds, Washington
Size: Approximately 3,600 square feet

Front doorway, 10' wide by 11' high, indicates the soaring scale of the house.
REFLECTING POOL is softly lighted for parties, and jets of water play. In pool are lilies, lotus, cattails, hundreds of carp, a bullfrog.

GARDEN LAWN, crossed by paving, contrasts with the wild forest beyond.

LOGGIA makes a quiet retreat at fountain end of pool.
A serious room and a jolly room offer change of pace

The Salsburys' living room, above, is quietly elegant and they like to reserve it for entertaining. Only exception: the children are given their piano lessons there since the room's formal atmosphere seems to inspire them to their best performance. In contrast, the family room, opposite page, which the Salsburys call the “keeping room,” has a rustic flavor. This easy, informal room next to the kitchen is where the family dines alone—and on Thanksgiving and Christmas, with thirty relatives. Neither living room nor family room is decorated in the conventional sense. The Salsburys say they have merely put together things brought home from their travels, things which have meaning to them.
THE FAMILY ROOM, above and right, is literally the Salsbury's "keeping room" for things they have brought home from all over the world. Flanking Piranesi engraving of the Pantheon, over the fireplace, is Mrs. Salsbury's collection of hand-wrought keys, and above them hangs an antique Japanese rifle. Long coffee table is made of Swiss floor tiles on an iron base. Huge country cupboard, right, was designed by Morris Graves, is accented with antique brass hardware from France. Wall paneling like that in all the other rooms of the house is made of 5" fir boards washed with lime. All the floors are fir, painted a darkened gold and waxed.

THE LIVING ROOM, opposite page, top, has a lofty 12' ceiling and a handsome fireplace of onyx and marble, designed by Morris Graves. Above it hang red and gold gesso doors from a Spanish cathedral. Sofa is covered in orange and red striped silk; Louis XV chairs in champagne velvet; Dutch marquetry settee in orange velvet.

RECEPTION HALL, opposite, that divides the house affords a view straight across garden to the reflecting pool. In the center of the hall is an Italian stone garden sculpture.

Continued
In the children's domain, young imaginations can blossom freely.

Large enough for any miniature railroad, doll house or hobby collection, the room that was once the studio of artist Morris Graves makes a wonderful world for the Salsbury children. Here in their own private quarters they can enjoy the same luxury that makes the house so appealing to their parents—great space. Built-in cupboards and a store room leave child-size acres of floor free for games and projects. The big skylight and the window wall let in plenty of light, leaving lavish stretches of wall for pin-ups and the children's own decorations. In addition the young Salsburys enjoy both the coziness of their own fireplace and the freedom of their own private spot outdoors. When the children are older, a new bedroom wing will be added on the west side of the south terrace (where they now have the biggest baseball field in town), and the dormitory will revert to its original status as a studio.

The raftered dormitory with its 14' ceiling and almost 770 square feet of floor has far more space than most children enjoy in a series of separate rooms. Walls are wood ship-lap siding, whitewashed to match wood ceiling. Though room seems remote it is only a few steps from parents' bedroom, has doors to portico and north end of garden.
24 original treatments for your windows include a refreshing diversity of curtains, shutters and shades, all designed with imagination

Wonderful new ways with Windows

Not so long ago window treatments were bound by strict convention. If shades or blinds were used, they were always accompanied by curtains, for which the choice of fabrics was a meager four or five—Nottingham lace, damask, velvet, chintz or organdy and their variations. No room was thought complete or respectable without yards and yards of one of these. The purpose of all this muffling was twofold: decoration and privacy. Today we still like our privacy, but we also welcome the outdoors, whether it be for a pretty view, an illusion of added spaciousness or a window's worth of sunlight. And because windows make direct contact with the weather, we need devices to help us control the flow of heat, light and air. Today's window treatments must also contribute to the good looks of a room and disguise obtrusions such as air conditioners and radiators.

In meeting these numerous demands imagination can do as much for you as it can in creating an exciting color scheme. Fortunately the range of materials and devices to abet your inventiveness is tremendous: traverse draperies that glide smoothly across a large expanse of glass or even an entire wall provide an excellent means of changing the dimensions of a room or camouflaging a bulky radiator. Austrian curtains or Roman shades can lend distinction to conventional double-hung windows and soften the effect of an otherwise severe room. You can make patterned shades or hand-woven blinds the pretty accent in your bedroom, thereby replacing the blank look of plain white shades. Folding shutters with adjustable louvers give you complete control over light and ventilation (they can add a charming country look to a city room, too). If you have a well-designed, ample-sized window you can emphasize its good points with an unusual cornice, frame or canopy. You will find examples of these and other ingenious ideas to brighten your windows on the following nine pages. To carry out some of them you may want professional aid and advice. Others are easy to make at home with new short-cut materials such as pleating tapes and ready-made trimmings. Still others come ready to hang, demanding only your own good sense of color, style and proportion to be successful.

Opposite page:

THREE-TIERED CAFÉ CURTAINS of emerald-and-white provide a bright, flexible solution for a contemporary floor-length window. A second window, too narrow to curtain, is screened with a handsome matchstick blind. Both treatments are integral parts of this living room because of their strong color alliances: Jofa's tropical green print blends with felt wallcovering in H&G's Empire Green; beige blind complements wheat-toned sofa and Magee carpet. Designer: Stanford Squire. Furniture by Directional.

Continued
WONDERFUL NEW WAYS WITH WINDOWS continued

ACCORDION FOLD SHADES of Woolsuede bring a gay, fresh look to a pair of commonplace study windows. Permanent pleats are machine stitched to fold up like Roman shades when raised. A decorative cornice conceals pulley hardware. Designers: Mallory-Tillis.

FLOOR TO CEILING SHUTTERS mask a poor arrangement of standard-sized windows in the corner of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Meisberg’s New York dining room and add a charming note of country informality. Louvers can be adjusted. Designer: Everett Brown.

A ROMAN SHADE PLUS HAND-PAINTED PANELS stand in for the traditional curtain and drapery twosome where space is precious. White Belgian linen with green tape accents the window of Mrs. Sylvia Edwin’s guest room in New York. Designers: Mallory-Tillis.

A ROLL-UP WOVEN WOOD BLIND, shading a deep-set window, is an inexpensive window treatment that needs only a touch of color. Here color is supplied by green-painted window reveals, hanging baskets of greenery. Designer: Everett Brown. Furniture by Directional.
Above: A fabric-covered wood frame and a sill-high cabinet conceal an unsightly radiator in a boy's room. Avisco rayon tartan is used for frame and shade; ready-made Avisco rayon fishnet curtains hang at window, are used as cabinet grille. Designer: Paul Krauss.

Right: Sun-reflecting café curtains coated with aluminum on the outside and pierced for ventilation provide excellent screening for a sunny bedroom window. Tiers of curtains open and close independently. Designer: Everett Brown, Furniture by Directional.

Below: Traverse draperies draw together adjacent but unconnected windows to unify a corner area. This lavish treatment is a good way to add warmth to a room. Rich upholstery fabrics, a Venetian painted cabinet complete the big effect. Designer: L. Raymond Tucher.
Shades and shutters combine the softness of fabric with the backbone of wood framing.

**WIRE GRILLE SHUTTERS** curb an unattractive view from a city kitchen and are marvelously easy to keep clean. In this custom-designed installation, wire mesh is stretched on black painted frames. An airy fabric backing is shirred on rods. Designer: Ethyl Alper.

**DECORATIVE SHADES** with a flocked leaf design offer an unbeatable combination of practicality and elegance, ideally suited to the window wall of this oriental-inspired living room. Shades for lower panes pull to the floor from rollers attached beneath the main cross brace. Shades above it pull upwards, are tailored to fit odd-shaped panes.

**FOLDING SCREENS TO MATCH WALLS** make a small area like this sitting room snug and inviting. When their small hinged panels are closed, pretty French-style shutters look like doors of a built-in cabinet. Designer: Lillian Jankelson.

Right:

Opposite page:
Movable screens sift sun and air and put a new face on your windows.

Right:
A PLEATED PLASTIC SCREEN is a simple, decorative and washable covering for a bathroom window. The screen is made of squares of plastic, strung together on rods that slide on a heavy drapery track overhead. Slots between squares act as small air vents. Screens come to fit any window and can be re-used in other windows by adding or subtracting squares to fit. Interior designers: Mallory-Tillis.

Below:
A ROW OF CANE PANELS screens a glass wall giving it pattern and depth. One of the door-height panels swings open for convenient access to the adjoining terrace, closes flush with stationary panels to present a uniform front. Large-scale caning permits a glimpse of the outdoors, turns a steady diet of sun to a soft glow. Designer: Barbara D'Arcy of Bloomingdale's.
CEILING HIGH SCREENS fit over a row of many-paned, double-hung windows to give them a contemporary look. Simple treatment of dark-framed cane panels takes the place of curtaining where full privacy is not essential and would be an excellent candidate for a man’s study or a bachelor apartment. Frames are hinged to fold back so windows can be reached and opened. Designer: Tommi Parzinger.

FREE-STANDING WINDOW SCREENS and a room divider perform allied functions, are logical decorative partners in a living-dining room. Tall, foot-wide, interchangeable panels are made of ramma fretwork and have pull-pin hinges so they can be reassembled easily in another room to fit a different space. Screen at window hides both radiator and air conditioner. Designer: Isabel Harringer.
AN AWKWARDLY WIDE WINDOW looks narrower when flanked with a pair of shutters. A pretty companion to the shutters is a felt café curtain, hung on a large brass rod with inverted pleats between each scallop. Designer: Barbara D'Arcy of Bloomingdale's.

WONDERFUL NEW WAYS WITH WINDOWS continued

In a small room
keep your window treatments simple and unobtrusive

SMALL DEEP-SET WINDOWS take to curtains that fit inside the embrasure on spring-type rods. Here blue-and-white stripe ticking shows its party manners in café curtains with headings that were shaped with cardboard templates and bound with blue.

OVERSIZED CORNER WINDOWS can be made to look in scale with a small room by the use of two tiers of café curtains. These ready-made café curtains of beige drip-dry cotton with bands of dark embroidery add a Scandinavian flavor to the breakfast corner of a kitchen.

AN UNDERSIZED WINDOW assumes more importance within a frame of decorative plywood. In this informal dining room a variation on a nipped-in French country curtain covers the glass, screening an undistinguished view without rationing the sunlight.

For shopping information see page 112
With dramatic effects you can camouflage odd-shaped windows or unify a series.

Right:
A LONG, NARROW WINDOW is broadened visually by adding built-in bookcases on either side of the sash, creating a deep niche. Ready-made curtains of embroidered Swiss organdy hang straight to floor in an untethered treatment that effectively shows off borders of delicate openwork.

Above:
A ROW OF STANDARD WINDOWS takes on an air of formality and importance within a wall-wide arched frame. Walnut plywood is set out from windows to provide space for hanging Austrian shades and striped curtains of heavy satin. Designer: Alex Bennett Kahn.

Left:
A WINDOW WALL hung with the simplest white Dacron ninon curtains is dressed up dramatically but inexpensively with swagged cord and tassels. This wall-to-wall treatment would also serve to unify a row of unevenly spaced windows where ceiling is high. Designer: Everett Brown. Furniture by Directional.

Below:
A BIG BAY WINDOW with a spectacular view needs only a striped canopy to set off its good proportions. In this dining area a spread of awning looks particularly appropriate above the luxuriant planting at bottom of the window. Canopy is made of cotton satin trimmed with tassels. Designers: Falasco-Smith.
Windows can account for as much as 30 to 40 per cent of the exterior wall of a traditional house and up to 70 per cent of the exterior of a contemporary house. So if you are building or remodeling a house, naturally you'll want windows of top quality. Any window you buy will consist, at least, of frame and hardware. Many include the glass as well; some even include the screen and storm sash. Here is a guide to help you obtain the best windows for your house.

- **Which type better, wood or metal frames?** It's not a question of which are better but which are the more appropriate for the particular construction of your house. Though wood is a traditional building material and steel is modern, you will find metal windows made in traditional designs, as well as large window walls framed in wood. Follow the advice of your builder or architect who will base his choice on the manufacturer's specifications or on his own past experience.

- **Which type of glass should be specified?** When a window is sold without glass, the type of glass to be used with it is usually specified. Glass is graded according to clearness and thickness: Grade B (least expensive) and Grade A (clearer than B) come in two thicknesses (3/32 inch and 1/8 inch). Polished plate, a still finer grade, comes 1/8 inch and 1/4 inch thick. Insulating glass, often used for picture windows, consists of two layers (each 1/8 inch or 1/4 inch thick) separated by an air space of 1/4 inch or 1/2 inch. This type costs more than polished plate, but the air space eliminates the need for storm windows.

- **Which way should a window open?** Some styles of traditional architecture require windows that open in a prescribed way. But in contemporary houses, the choice is limited only by the imagination of the architect or builder. The quality of a window is not determined by the way it opens but by how easily it opens. Any moving part should work well in all types of weather, fit snugly and lock securely from the inside.

**The value of good windows**

Awning, jalouise, casement, bow—a sampling of windows you can buy today for all architectural styles.
Jalousie window is made up of many pieces of glass set in a metal frame

Designed like a large scale Venetian blind, the jalousie is made of slender sections of glass attached to metal clips at each side. Window is easily cranked open by small handle at the bottom of aluminum frame. When jalousie windows are shipped to the building site, the glass is packed separately. The aluminum frame is set in the wall first, then each piece of glass is inserted (from the inside) into place. Specially designed clips prevent the glass from slipping out and the sections cannot be removed from the outside. In the summertime a screen mounted in a matching frame is attached to the inside of the window but does not interfere with working the handle. Jalousies can also be mounted in doors. A wide variety of sizes is available. This jalousie measures 2' by 4'. Fleetlite.

Stacking window combines fixed glass panel with awning sash

The stacking window (so called because it consists of two windows, one above the other) is often used for window walls since it provides large expanses of uninterrupted view plus necessary ventilation. Both sections are incased in a wood frame that has been treated to resist moisture and decay. The awning sash at the bottom swings up and out, so that it does not interfere with floor length curtains or furniture placed in front of it. Insulating glass can be used in the upper part of the window so that the storm sash will not be needed. Interchangeable screen and storm sections can be mounted on the inside of the lower sash and will not get in the way of the cranking handle. This window measures 3' 2½" by 5' 8". Several other sizes are also available. Crestline.

Casement window swings out like a door

This window frame is made of steel concealed by wood trim. Steel construction makes the window heavier than conventional wood designs, but the well-engineered cranking handle requires only a light touch to swing the window out. The screen and storm sash sketched below are optional. They can be installed at the factory and shipped to the site as one package, or ordered later and put in place as needed. Always check to see if storm windows and screens are included in the price you are paying for windows. Some manufacturers do not provide them. This window measures 2' 4" by 4' 6". Pella.

Five-sectioned bow window is pre-assembled at factory to simplify installation

This bow window measuring 7' 9" by 5' 8" can be used in a house of traditional design to frame a view. The ponderosa pine frame, trim, moldings and sill (all included in one package) are pre-treated to reduce damage by moisture and attack from insects. Wood can be painted or stained after installation. A window of this size is very bulky to handle and requires the services of at least two husky men to set in place; manufacturer's directions should be carefully followed both by the do-it-yourselfers or professionals. Curtis.

Window is carefully packaged to prevent breakage
THE VALUE OF GOOD WINDOWS continued

Windows should be easy to open, simple to maintain and in close harmony with your house design.

Removable muntin frames can change the style of a window

If you are considering double-hung or casement windows with single, undivided panes, these ingenious panels made of ponderosa pine can be slipped into place to give the effect of a multi-paned sash. The panels fit on the inside of the frame close to the glass and are easily removed to simplify washing (only one large section of glass to clean) and to speed up painting jobs (minimizing nuisance of paint getting on glass).

Muntin panels can be used in either old or new windows that correspond in size to the panel sizes.

Wabash Screen and Door.

You will find a variety of window styles to choose from. But in the interests of good design you will want to use no more than two types at most in your house.
Horizontal sliding window can solve special ventilating problems

Short, wide windows are designed to be used where ventilation is needed but privacy is desired. If the top of the window, above, (measuring 4' 4" by 2') is placed so that it lines up with the top of a door (about 6' 8" from the floor) you will have 4' 8" of solid wall underneath the window. This type of installation not only gives privacy but preserves valuable wall space in small bedrooms where every inch is needed for beds, chests and other furniture. The aluminum frame is fully weather-stripped and contains several tracks for the two regular window sections as well as for screen and storm sash manufactured in matching frames. Fleetlite.

Large sliding window opens a room to a broad view

Within one big frame, this window has two sliding sections. Wood frames are ponderosa pine treated to resist rot, termites and decay. The movable sections can be lifted in and out, but only from inside the house (for security reasons). Two-section window is 5' 3" wide and 5' 10" tall but similar windows are also made in smaller sizes for areas of the house where extra privacy is called for. (Most major window manufacturers make windows of many sizes in the same style so that windows for all rooms in a house can be chosen from one source.) Andersen.

Slender aluminum frame permits more glass area in double-hung window

The double-hung window is perhaps the most familiar type used in homes, but the aluminum version is a fairly recent development. If you see such windows stacked against a wall before they are installed, don't be alarmed if the frames seem fragile and unbendable. Once they are properly put in place, they become rigid and strong.

The window, above, measures 1' 10" by 4', and companion screen and storm windows are available. Alwintite.

Traditional wood double-hung window has many up-to-date innovations

This double-hung window is called a "six over six" because the upper and lower portions of the window are divided into six equal parts by wood divider strips, or muntins. The glass portion can also be divided into as many as eight sections or into as few as four; but the "six over six" is the most common division. The over-all dimensions are 2' 4" by 4' 6", and the window is usually placed about 30 inches from the floor. Both moving parts of the window are removable (from the inside only): storm and screen frames, sketched below are interchangeable. R-O-W.
Modern gardening is full of miracles, but today's revolution in hybrid lilies tops the lot. For years, the introduction of new lily varieties has been the result of painstaking hybridizing and selection followed by laborious replication of a single original bulb. Comes the revolution and bulbs, similar but non-identical, are grown in carload lots from the seeds of an original hybrid or hybrid group. This means that disease-free bulbs are now the rule rather than the exception (since every bulb that starts from seed starts clean). These remarkable lilies are presented not variety by variety, as formerly, but type by type and strain by strain. And as true seedlings, the plants you grow from these bulbs will produce flowers that differ, however slightly, from all others of their type.

You can now shop in a hundred catalogues among a whole seasonful of hybrid lily strains in myriad shades of white, pink, yellow, orange, red and purple—or combinations. Flowers come cup-form, trumpet-like, bowl-wise and bell-shape. The earliest open in May and the latest in October.

Here are some of the key names to look for in the dealers' lists: Golden Chalice, Rainbow and Bellingham; Mid-century, Olympic and Green Mountain; Fiesta, Aurelian, Potomac and Golden Harvest. Does this sound a little like a timetable? Well, it is—a timetable of hybrid strains that begin flowering about June, July and August, respectively. The pictures opposite merely suggest some of the enticements of the season's new catalogues. Order confidently, because all those words of wonderful promise are quite likely to be true.

Centifolium lilies of early summer
This variety of the leucanthemum species comprises with its many hybrids some of the finest white “landscape” lilies of July, still holds an aristocrat’s place in the border hierarchy.
Early Backhouse hybrids
Originally a cross between hansonii and martagon species, this strain has been ramified and improved as the colorful Painted Lady and Paisley Hybrids.

Late blooming formosanum
This strain of the wilsonii variety is a tall white trumpet lily, flowering after all others have gone in mid-autumn; excellent in the border’s background.

“Original” hansonii
One of the most important of all garden lily species, it is valued not only as a parent of June hybrids but for its own orange-yellow reflexed blooms.

The unique madonna
Best known and best loved June lily, the white candidum species is different from all others in habit of growth. For further details, see page 114.

July’s Olympic hybrids
Several trumpet species and varieties, including centifolium, give these midsummer flowers subtle variations in shape and in tones of pink, green, white.

August’s gold-band lily
The auratum species is one of the most beautiful and least dependable—but still worth growing. It is a parent of auratum-speciosum Potomac hybrids.

Martagon’s dainty bells
Like all true species, Lilium martagon and its natural varieties may be raised from seed (for less disease), a slow, costly but often rewarding process.

Still royal regal
While new strains compete for favor with the regal lily, none has really displaced it for the statuesque beauty of its pink-white or pale yellow trumpets.

Flaming Mid-century hybrids
Many of the group are sold as seedling mixtures, in all shades from cream to fire red. They are vigorous, long lasting, multiply lavishly year after year.
Grass, of course, was the first wall-to-wall carpet. It is still the largest and the most costly one you are likely to find around the average house. It is also the most durable, since it is resistant to almost everything except human fallibility. This is about all the philosophy the subject will support. Getting down to cases: Every owner of a house and lot makes or maintains a lawn at some time or other. Few people remain satisfied for long with the result, although most of them keep trying. Given the right conditions, you can win. Given the wrong ones you cannot. For the right conditions, and their possible consequences, see below. For others, see opposite.

Green grass

Site requirements for a permanent lawn begin with a daily minimum total of four hours’ sunlight between April and September. With anything less, maintenance and renewal will invoke the law of diminishing returns against you. In addition, the ground must be reasonably well drained, free from the surface competition of such invasive tree roots as those of elms, maples. Moving sunlight (tree shade) is as good as any other in the right amounts, but cast shade (north side of your house) is no good.

Soil requirements for successful turf development include: porous texture, a good initial supply of organic matter, high fertility (adequate initial supplies of balanced fertilizer), and as much moisture as would accrue in a “normal” season in regions where the annual rainfall approaches 30 inches or more.

Seed specifications vary with geographical region, local climate conditions, amount of available sunlight, uses to which the turf is to be put. Most temperate-region lawns consist of Kentucky blue grass strains combined with fescue strains—more of the former if sunlight is plentiful, more of the latter where shade becomes heavy. In the South, zoysia or Bermuda strains may be best. The bent grasses, requiring high maintenance, are for the perfectionist.

Lawn building time is, ideally, late summer and early fall. Then soil preparation is easiest, weed encroachment least troublesome, approaching cool weather most favorable to development of new grass. Spring is satisfactory from the point of view of the grass; drawbacks for you are heavier spring soils, onset of weed-sprouting weather, oppressive effect of heat and drought on tender turf grasses.

Lawn maintenance will take about as much of somebody’s time as keeping your living room habitable (and a lawn costs about as much as a living room to “furnish”). If the foregoing conditions are met, green grass not only is worth a try but should succeed.

GARDEN OF MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL CASSERLY, BURLINGAME, CALIF.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY BAILEY
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• Groundcovers are the lawn maker’s best friends. They are not, as so many thwarted lawn lovers seem to think, symbols of defeat and frustration. Nor are groundcovers substitutes for a good lawn—rather they are supplements and alternatives. Adaptable to many situations that are unfavorable for turf, groundcovers are agreeable landscape elements in their own right. Whatever your reason for growing these special plants as surfacing material, explore their full potentialities as well as their requirements for survival. If, in addition, you will give groundcovers half the devotion you give your lawn, their virtuosity as well as their long life will delight you.

or just green

Requirements for groundcovers are much the same as those for turf except that some green cover plants will thrive perennially in full shade and lawn grasses will not. In other words, groundcovers are plants, too. They grow best in fertile, loamy ground. While they need no mowing, they may require seasonal weeding and, in times of drought or where root competition is heavy, extra watering and fertilizing.

Selection of good groundcovers requires more thought than selection of grasses because choice is far wider, attributes more varied. Some grow best only in shade or semi-shade: English ivy, pachysandra, creeping myrtle, lily-of-the-valley, gaultheria, sarcococca. Some grow best in sun: achillea, arabis, arctostaphylos, nepeta, germander, thyme. Some grow well in both: akebia, ajuga, pachistima, aegopodium.

Evergreen groundcovers are more highly esteemed as alternatives or supplements to turf than are those that lose their leaves in autumn. Ivy, pachysandra, creeping myrtle, gaultheria, arctostaphylos, sarcococca are notable. Myrtle and gaultheria have conspicuous flowers; arctostaphylos and sarcococca best berries.

Deciduous groundcovers lose their leaves in autumn but all have better flower effects than any of the evergreen ones. Deciduous sorts are also likely to withstand greater extremes of temperature (especially cold) than evergreens by “going dormant” in winter.

Planting groundcovers is something like painting a floor: You start at one side or at one corner of the area concerned and work your way across—trying not to “plant yourself” into the far corner. Some groundcovers can be walked on occasionally when well established, but none thrive on abuse. Groundcover soil should be as well prepared for planting as any other garden (or lawn) soil.

Groundcover maintenance is about as onerous as cleaning the basement; You do it but once a year. The total cost, yard for yard, about equals that of a lawn.
**IMPROVING ON AUGUST** calls for gathering all your greenery in a big bowl or massing all your flowers in one strong shape. Witness these three designs by Judith Garden.

Lavish pyramid of carnations achieves height with short-stemmed flowers. A fringe of ivy balances height of the arrangement, softens line between flowers and container. 1. For foundation, use blocks of Oasis—a foam-like plastic that absorbs enough water, renewed daily, to keep flowers fresh. Cut blocks to shape; soak for half an hour in water, place in container and fasten together with florist’s green wood picks and wire. Note: a simple brass container here is placed on a brass candlestick to give added height, present a more interesting shape. 2. Push flower stems in Oasis to cover foundation. 3. Place completed arrangement to form a composition with a group of paintings and enhance their colors. Alternates to carnations: any other fluffy flowers—marigolds, geraniums.
A generous bowl of mixed greens is put together with an eye for textures and tones and a nose for fragrance. 1. Assemble a variety of greens. Left to right: boxwood, spiral eucalyptus, podocarpus, green huckleberry, rose geranium, red huckleberry, Boston fern, pittosporum, flat cedar. 2. Place double thickness of chicken wire in container to support arrangement. (Seal wire edges with floral tape.) Insert the longest, best-shaped branches first, to make a pleasant composition. 3. Using outline of main branches as a guide, fill in arrangement with other foliage in contrasting colors and textures. Note: With any informal arrangement make it where you will use it, so that shape and proportion will be right.

Ivy in topiary trim lends itself to many decorative variations. 1. Choose a dense plant with long runners. You will need green plant stakes to train the ivy and small plastic tubes filled with water to preserve the flowers. 2. Place stakes around edge of pot and wire together at top. 3. Twine ivy, and fix in place with plastic covered wire. Note: Ivy leaves will be upside down at first and will take several days to reverse themselves, so don't try this just before the party. 4. Dot tree with white geraniums (carnations would work as well), placing in tubes wired to stakes. Alternate designs: spirals, bands of flowers, a ring of flowers at the base or a large pouf at the peak.
A whimsical theme makes a kitchen fun to work in

A kitchen can be just as enchanting as the other rooms in your house without losing one jot of its workability. Although efficient equipment, plenty of cabinets and a step-saving plan obviously take pride of place in any kitchen, there is no reason why you cannot combine these essentials with the bonus of a scattering of pretty objects for your eye to linger on while you work. Interior designer Albert O. Higgins in his Chicago kitchen has surrounded up-to-the-minute equipment and trim cabinets with whimsical paintings and antiques, all quite at home in the kitchen since their themes are either chickens, eggs or fruit. And because these gay accessories are either on the walls or in small plots of their own, they do not interfere with the running of the kitchen—nor do they eat up valuable space. Other eye-magic in the room that is practical as well as pretty: an array of decorative cooking tools, imaginative lamps in place of standard lighting fixtures, gleaming copper pots.

Bar between kitchen and dining room has vintner theme: marble-topped, Italian wine-shop table; winetaster’s chair; 18th century, 140-bottle English wine rack; vineyard motif on wallpaper.

A brick fireplace wall camouflages cooking equipment, above, and gives inviting country flavor to a city kitchen. Highly-efficient equipment—a stainless steel oven, six gas burners, a flue with fan—is combined with a cast-iron grill and antique firedogs, and the whole is surrounded with rosy, antiqued bricks. Glazed terra-cotta floor tiles make cooking surfaces heat proof. Pecky cypress wall is warm accompaniment to bricks, barnyard paintings. Lighting: French street lamp, 18th century chandelier.
Chickens, eggs and fruit are the decorative motifs in a kitchen that delights the eye as much as it promotes efficiency. A collection of Russian and French egg-shaped gift containers displayed in an antique china cabinet gives cook something pretty to look at while working on other side of room. Bright pink interior of cabinet echoes color of fireplace bricks (see opposite page). On adjoining wall, contemporary paintings of eggs and fruit are clustered around a French train lamp. In keeping with style of china cupboard, steel cabinets have antique brass pulls. On countertop is a trio of square canisters which Mr. Higgins transformed into fanciful houses by painting doors and windows, adding roofs. Door next to egg collection leads to a larder lined with a chicken-motif wallpaper. Stored here: daily cooking supplies, baking utensils in antique tole bin. Other door opens to bar, opposite page, bottom.
FOOTNOTES ON FAVORITE MIXERS BY JAMES A. BEARD

Bottled nonalcoholic beverages suitable for adding to hard liquors are fairly recent inventions. A hundred years ago, the whiskey or gin drinker took a little "branch water" in his drink, if he took anything. Even today, purists among Scotch fanciers, particularly in Britain, insist that nothing should be added to their favorite liquor except perhaps a little plain water and no ice. Yet a good mixer, judiciously used, can improve many a drink. It dilutes the alcoholic content—often a wise move. It can enhance the flavor. On hot days, it can make the drink a more refreshing thirst quencher.

I said "judiciously used" with reason. Too often the amateur bartender drowns the liquor with mixer, robbing it of all its character. Bottled soft drinks should not be permitted to submerge the personalities of fine whiskies, good gins with well-balanced flavorings, or the best rums. So take care and be gentle with the mixer. A little is usually enough.

The variety of mixers on the market is vast and confusing. Some are excellent; others are middling to poor. In addition to the many bottled fizz waters, plain and flavored, there are also ready prepared mixers for almost every occasion. Bottled soda waters of the natural variety are also available. Among those I particularly like are Saratoga water from New York and Sanitaris water from Michigan. Manufactured sparkling waters are plentiful, and they vary in their characteristics almost as much as whiskies do. Some are lighter and more effervescent than others; some seem to have more body and less sparkle. The "right" one is a matter of personal taste.

Soda Water: After plain water, this product is the classic mixer. One of my early childhood memories is of seeing the seltzer water bottle on the sideboard flanked by two decanters: whiskey and brandy. Our seltzer bottle in the Pacific Northwest always contained something called Shasta water.

It is interesting to note that the term seltzer is the name of a famous mineral water spa in Wiesbaden, Germany. The natural carbonated waters of the region's springs were the first to gain international fame, and the name still clings to the elegant bottles that became the vogue for dispensing soda water. Many companies still supply seltzer bottles that can be turned in for refunds. If you live in an area where they are available, by all means add them to your sideboard or bar for an old-fashioned gracious touch. Now for the contents of the bottles. There are two general types of soda water: natural and manufactured. Of the natural sparkling waters, Perrier water is known as the "champagne of the poor"—and with good reason. For Perrier water is a delicately bracing drink even without the addition of liquor. The French enjoy it plain with a twist of lemon peel, or with lemon juice and bitters added. I think of it as the perfect soda for a whiskey drink.

Domestic soda waters of the natural variety are also available. Among those I particularly like are Saratoga water from New York and Sanitaris water from Michigan. Manufactured sparkling waters are plentiful, and they vary in their characteristics almost as much as whiskies do. Some are lighter and more effervescent than others; some seem to have more body and less sparkle. The "right" one is a matter of personal taste.

Ginger Ale, Ginger Beer: Both of these are also long time favorites as mixers. A good ginger ale has plenty of sparkle and a bit—no too sweet—flavor. It should have a true, delicate ginger taste. Some of these alas have a heavy overtone of other spices and too much sugar to please my palate; they lack the zip that refreshes.

Ginger ale drunk plain makes an excellent thirst quencher. Be sure it is icy cold and add a dash of lemon juice or a twist of lemon rind. Lemon, in fact, goes very well in almost any drink made with ginger ale. Try gin or rum with this mixer plus a bit of lemon zest. Some people enjoy ginger ale with whiskey. Personally, I think the ginger kills the flavor of the whiskey; if you do like this combination, may I suggest that you do not put the finest bourbon, rye or Scotch in your drink.

Ginger beer, a great favorite in England, has never gained sweeping popularity in this country. I am saddened by this neglect, for I find ginger beer one of the greatest of soft drinks. In the strictest sense it is not a soft drink, because it sometimes develops up to 2% alcoholic content and can be made stronger. Ginger beer is made from fermenting ginger, cream of tartar, sugar, yeast and water. It is bottled before the fermentation is completed. The brisk, piquant flavor of this beer makes it a delightful cold drink by itself. It combines well with gin or vodka, is also good when mixed with regular beer, and when mixed with dark rum and a dash of lemon becomes the English stand-by, Rum Mac.

Tonic Water: Of late years this mixer, long known in England and in the tropics, has reached our shores and taken us by storm. Tonic water, sometimes called quinine water, was originally invented as a tonic to ward off tropical sickness. Colonials took a daily dose of it with their gin or rum. Its protective powers may have been slight, but its cooling powers and its slightly bitter tang made it a natural for hot weather.
Holiday from Apron Strings

Frigidaire Wall Ovens

New Pull 'N Clean Ovens mean "stand-up" cleaning..."more-fun" automatic cooking!

For everyday holiday living, build-in the Frigidaire double-oven Imperial Wall Oven. Wonderful Cook-Master Control lets you cook whole meals, turns oven on and off—automatically. And the amazing Spatter-Free Broiler Grill lets you broil time after time without oven cleaning! For "cook-out" fun, indoors, specify optional big-roast Rotisserie.

Best of all, cleaning is quick 'n easy with any of the 8 new Frigidaire Wall Ovens—keeps the fun in cooking! New Pull 'N Clean Oven models, shown, bring the lower oven to you for cleaning. Drop-Leaf Doors and French Doors swing completely out of your way. Five Kitchen Rainbow colors* ... with matching Built-In Cooking Tops or Satin Chrome Fold-Back Surface Units. Frigidaire Division, General Motors Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio.

*Sunny Yellow, Mayfair Pink, Turquoise, Charcoal Gray, Aztec Copper—plus Satin Chrome.

3 Easy-Cleaning Frigidaire "Firsts"

Pull 'N Clean Oven slides out like a drawer, Clean standing up.

French Doors swing out of the way for easy cleaning.

Drop-Leaf Doors swing clear down for up-close cleaning.

At Last, Custom Imperial double-oven model BB9-92 with French Doors and Pull 'N Clean Oven.

You'll feel like a Queen!

Advanced Appliances designed with you in mind

FRIGIDAIRE Product of General Motors
Sweet are the uses of fruit in cooking. Not only is fruit delectable when eaten out of hand, dewy cool and juicy, on a sweltering summer’s day or served year-round in the familiar forms of pies and preserves, fruit cups and compotes, but it can also lend a sweet and subtle flavor to any course of a meal. The Scandinavians, for instance, favor cold, luscious fruit soups. Inspired alliances of fruit with fish, poultry or meat crop up in the cuisines of many countries. Most of us have savored the unique combination of roast duck and oranges or cherries in those French masterpieces, caneton à l’orange and caneton Monmorcency, but have you ever considered offsetting the solidness of a stew with a refreshing orange garnish as the Brazilians do with their national bean dish, feijoada, or the Pakistanis with a lamb and rice pulao, or teeming boiled beef with a delicious plum sauce? The fruits of the earth and the fruits of the sea are natural partners. Try combining delicate white fish fillets with white grapes and a creamy sauce in the classic Véronique style or adopt the South American seviche, scallops or fish fillets marinated in lime or lemon juice and spices, for an appetizer.

If you welcome summer as an opportunity to revel in the natural sun-ripened lusciousness of seasonal fruit, try this trick to bring out their full flavor: thin half a cup of a jam of the same ilk with a quarter cup of fruit brandy (framboise for raspberries, kirsch for cherries, mirabelle for plums) and bathe the fruit in it. Even when summer is over, you will find this practice enhances the taste of canned or frozen fruits.

For shopping information see page 112.

**SOUPS**

**Almond and Malaga Grape Soup**

- ¾ pound (% cup) shelled almonds
- ¾ pound green finger or Malaga grapes
- 1 small loaf French bread (about 4 ounces)
- 1 clove garlic, sliced fine
- 2 tablespoons olive oil
- 1 tablespoon tarragon vinegar
- 1 teaspoon salt
- ½ teaspoon pepper
- 1 teaspoon ground cumin seed
- 2 slices white bread
- 2 tablespoons butter

Blanch the almonds. Slice the French bread in 4 pieces, cover with 2½ cups cold water and soak 15 minutes. Drain off the water and save it. Place the wet bread in an electric blender, and add the almonds, garlic, olive oil, tarragon vinegar, salt, pepper and cumin seed. Run the blender at low speed for about 2 minutes, then add the water drained from the bread and run at high speed until the whole is smooth and the consistency of Vichyssoise (about 5 minutes). Place in covered container in refrigerator and chill for several hours. Shortly before serving, peel the green finger or, better still, Malaga grapes, split them in two and remove seeds. Cut the white bread in tiny cubes. Melt the butter in a small heavy frying pan, add the bread and cook, stirring lightly with a fork until cubes are a light golden brown and crisp. Serve the soup in chilled plates, and pass the grapes and crumbs separately to be added to the chilled soup at table. Serves 4.

**German Bean and Pear Soup**

- 1 pound dried marrow beans
- 1 pound (8) ripe Seckel pears
- 1 small loaf salt pork, scalded
- 5 white onions
- 2 whole cloves
- Salt, pepper
- 2 carrots
- 5 tablespoons butter
- 1 tablespoon chopped parsley

Wash and pick over the marrow beans. Soak in cold water overnight. Pour off water, cover with 6 cups cold water and bring gently to simmering point—this takes about 1 hour. Add the lean salt pork and 1 onion stuck with the 2 whole cloves. Simmer for about 4 hours, skimming as necessary. When half cooked add 2 cups hot water, and then another 2-3 cups as the mixture boils down. When cooked, season to taste with salt and pepper, discard the salt pork, and rub through a fine sieve. In the meantime, finely chop remaining onions, peel carrots and cut in tiny cubes. Cook the carrots in 2 cups water until tender. Sauté the onions in 3 tablespoons butter until transparent or for about 5 minutes, but do not allow to brown. In the meantime, peel, quarter and core the pears and slice them thin. Add the pears, onions and carrots with their cooking water, to the bean puree. Simmer until the pears are done. About 30 minutes. Place 2 tablespoons butter in large hot soup tureen; pour the hot soup over it. Sprinkle with chopped parsley. Serves 6.
Cold Avocado Soup

- 2 tablespoons white rum
- 1 cup heavy or light cream
- 2 tablespoons white rum
- ½ teaspoon curry powder
- ½ teaspoon salt
- Coarsely ground pepper
- 1 lemon, quartered

Place in an electric blender the pulp of the ripe avocado, the chicken broth (preferably homemade), cream, white rum, curry powder, salt, and a pinch of coarsely ground black pepper. Blend until perfectly smooth and serve at once in well-chilled bouillon cups. Place on each saucer a lemon quarter to be squeezed into the soup at table. Serves 4.

Apple and Onion Soup

- 2 large green apples
- 1 large Bermuda onion, peeled and finely sliced
- 3 tablespoons butter
- ½ teaspoon good curry powder
- Heavy cream

Melt butter in top part of large double boiler, and add the onion. Cook gently over direct heat, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon until soft and transparent, about 5 minutes. Peel, quarter and core the apples, and slice them paper thin directly into the onion. Continue looking, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon until very tender, about 20 minutes. Discard the green part of the leeks, split white part down the center and wash well. Put beef in a big pot and cover with 3 pint of cold water. Add marrow bone. Bring very gently to boiling point and skim well. Add the carrots, turnips, onion, leeks and herb bouqet and bring gently to boiling point again, skimming carefully. Season to taste with salt, add a few peppercorns and simmer gently, partially covered, for 6 to 7 hours.

In the meantime peel the Bermuda onion and chop, not too fine. Wash blue plums, split and remove pits. Cover with 1 cup of red wine, add a few peppercorns and simmer gently for about 25 minutes longer, skimming as necessary. Rub the mixture through a fine sieve with a wooden spoon or puree in an electric blender. Place over boiling water and add 1 cup of beef stock. Skim off the fat from the boiling broth. Add the plum purée, add the pepper, add to the plums and continue cooking for 10 minutes. Add another ½ cup red wine and simmer for a further 30 minutes. When the beef is done, place it on a hot platter, cut in thin slices, garnish with parsley and serve accompanied by plain boiled potatoes and the plum and onion sauce. Serves 6.

Lamb Chops with Peaches and Chutney

- 4 double loin lamb chops
- 4 ripe peaches
- 3 tablespoons butter
- Chutney
- 2 lemons

Butter a large rectangular baking dish with 1 tablespoon of butter. Blanch peaches and remove skins. Split in two, discard pits and place in dish, hollow side up. Fill each half with a heaping teaspoon of chutney, dot with remaining butter, and pour over them the strained juice of ½ lemons. Bake in a 450° oven for about 20 minutes, then reduce heat to 300° and continue cooking about 20 minutes longer, adding a little more lemon juice if necessary to prevent peaches from sticking. Serve hot with broiled double loin lamb chops. Serves 4.

Boiled Beef with Plum Sauce

- 3 pounds center chuck of beef
- 4 leeks
- 1 large marrow bone
- 6 carrots, peeled
- 1/2 teaspoon turmeric, peeled
- 1 onion, studded with 2 whole cloves
- 1 teaspoon thyme
- ¼ teaspoon salt
- ¼ teaspoon pepper
- 1 large Bermuda onion, weighing about 9 ounces
- 1 pound small fresh blue plums (about 18)
- 1/2 cup red wine
- 2 tablespoons butter
- 1 tablespoon granulated sugar
- 1/2 teaspoon pepper

Discard the green part of the leeks, split white part down the center and wash well. Put beef in a big pot and cover with 3 in of cold water. Add marrow bone. Bring very gently to boiling point and skim well. Add the carrots, turmeric, onion, leeks and herb bouquet and bring gently to boiling point again, skimming carefully. Season to taste with salt, add a few peppercorns and simmer gently, partially covered, for 6 to 7 hours.

In the meantime peel the Bermuda onion and chop, not too fine. Wash blue plums, split and remove pits. Cover with 1 cup of red wine, and stew gently for 10 minutes. Cook the onion slowly in the butter until soft, about 10 minutes, sprinkle with the sugar, ½ teaspoon salt and the pepper, add to the plums and continue cooking for 10 minutes. Add another ½ cup red wine and simmer for a further 40 minutes.

When the beef is done, place it on a hot platter, cut in thin slices, garnish with parsley and serve accompanied by plain boiled potatoes and the plum and onion sauce. Serves 6.

Pork Chops with Pineapple

- 4 pork chops, weighing about 1 pound each
- 6 tablespoons butter
- 1 13/4 ounce can frozen pineapple chunks
- Salt, pepper

Preheat oven to 350°. Fry pork chops gently in 1 tablespoon of butter for about 15 minutes. Transfer to hot ovenproof rectangular baking dish. Pour off the fat from the frying pan, add 2 tablespoons butter and the frozen pineapple chunks. Stir until chunks are melted and the brown glaze in the pan is incorporated with the juice, then pour over the chops. Salt and pepper lightly, cover tightly and bake for about 30 minutes. Reduce heat to 325° and continue baking until very tender, about 1½ hours in all, adding a little hot water toward the end to make sure there is sufficient clear gravy. Serves 4.

Baked Ham with Peaches

- 1 center cut of precooked ham 1" thick
- 2 large peaches
- ½ cup granulated sugar
- ½ cup peach jam
- 2 tablespoons butter

Preheat oven to 375°. Peel peaches and slice thin. Cover the bottom of a shallow rectangular ovenproof glass baking dish—12" x 7" x 2" deep—with peach slices and sprinkle them with
Rice with Bananas, Eggs, and Sausages

1 1/2 cups long grain rice
Herb bouquet of parsley, thyme, bay leaf
1 small onion, peeled
1 clove garlic
2 teaspoons salt
10 tablespoons butter
3 shallots, peeled and chopped fine
6 bananas
1/4 pound little link pork sausages, frozen
6 fresh eggs
1 teaspoon curry powder
1/2 teaspoon coarsely ground pepper

Wash the rice. Place the herb bouquet in a large pan with 3 quarts of water, the onion, garlic and salt. Bring to a boil and gradually add the rice. Cook for 15 minutes or until barely tender. In the meantime melt 3 tablespoons butter in an earthenware casserole on a low flame, add the chopped shallots and cook gently until they are soft and just beginning to brown. Remove from fire. In a large frying pan melt 4 tablespoons butter and add the bananas, peeled and split in two lengthwise. Brown lightly on one side, turn and cook until browned on other side, or for about 10 minutes. In another frying pan, cook the sausages slowly until brown on all sides, following directions on the package. This will take about 15 minutes. Place eggs in a deep sieve or colander and dip the sieve down into a large pan of boiling water so as to cover the eggs. Simmer gently for exactly 5 minutes. Remove sieve from the water and allow cold water to run over the eggs, then crack them gently all over and remove shells. The whites should be solid but the yolks will be soft inside. When shelled, place in a small pan of warm, not hot, water to keep warm. By this time the rice should be done. Drain thoroughly, discard the bouquet, garlic and onion, and add the rice to the shallots in the casserole. Add 3 tablespoons butter, the curry powder and coarsely ground pepper. Stir lightly with a large fork, over low flame, until well mixed and hot. Put the well drained sausages and the fried bananas in the center and serve at once with the eggs in a separate dish. An excellent brunch dish. Serves 6.

Nanny's Wax Beans and Pears with Pork Chops

4 pork chops
3 small cooking pears
1 package frozen cut wax beans
1 teaspoon arrowroot or flour
Salt, powdered cinnamon
2-3 teaspoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon granulated sugar
1 tablespoon butter

Peel, quarter and core the pears, and slice them thin lengthwise. Cover with 1 cup cold water, bring to a boil, skin and cook until tender, about 10 minutes. In the meantime cook frozen beans in 1 1/4 cup lightly salted boiling water until tender, about 10 to 12 minutes. Dissolve arrowroot or flour in 3 tablespoons of water. Add the beans with liquid to the pears and stir in the arrowroot. Bring to a boil. Season to taste with salt, add a large pinch of cinnamon, the strained lemon juice and granulated sugar. Lastly, add butter and stir gently over low heat until melted. Serve immediately with pork chops, broiled or pan-fried. Serves 4.

Fillets of Sole with White Grapes

3 pounds sole fillets
1 1/2 cups white seedless grapes
1 cup dry white wine
5 tablespoons butter
1 lemon
3 bay leaves
2 small shallots, peeled and sliced
12 white peppercorns
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup milk, warm
1/2 cup heavy cream
Salt, cayenne pepper

Peel the grapes and soak them immediately in the white wine. Preheat oven to 350°. Wash the sole fillets and pat dry. Butter a large flat ovenproof glass or enamel dish with about 1 1/2 tablespoons butter. Lay the fillets in the dish. Pour over them 1/2 cup cold water, the strained juice of 1 lemon, and the white wine in which the grapes have been soaking. Cover the grapes and put aside until ready to use. Scatter over the fish the bay leaves, shallots and whole peppercorns. Dot with 1 1/2 tablespoons butter. Bake in 350° oven until fish is opaque throughout, about 25 minutes, basting occasionally. When done, remove from oven and carefully drain off the juices into a small pan. Keep the fish warm while you make the sauce. Make a white roux by cooking together over a very low flame 2 tablespoons of butter and the flour, stirring constantly with wooden spoon. Cook very slowly for 5 minutes, then gradually add the strained juice reserved from the fish to make a light, smooth sauce. Continue cooking for about 5 minutes longer. Remove from fire and stir in the warm milk. Put back on fire and bring to a boil, stirring vigorously, then gradually add the heavy cream. Do not allow to boil after the cream has been added. Season to taste with salt and a very small pinch of cayenne. Add the grapes to the sauce, and pour it over the fish. Serve at once. Serves 6-8.

Fillets of Pompano with Orange

4 fillets pompano
Bones from the fish
2 navel oranges
Juice of 1 lemon, strained
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup sherry
1 cup heavy cream
Salt, pepper
1/2 teaspoon paprika
3 egg yolks, well beaten
1 cup white wine
1 shallot, chopped fine

Place fish bones in an enamel pan, cover with 1 cup cold water and simmer 15 minutes. Strain and save the fish stock. Wash navel oranges, and with a sharp knife or a potato peeler cut off the orange apart only of the rind. Cut in thin slices, and cover immediately with strained lemon juice. With a sharp knife, cut off the remaining white pith from the oranges, and cut between sections to extract the pulp in neat crescent-shaped pieces.

Melt 2 tablespoons butter in the top part of small double boiler over boiling water. Add the sherry. When hot, stir in the heavy cream. Season to taste with salt and pepper and the paprika. Cook for a minute or two, then pour hot mixture over the well beaten egg yolks. Return to top of double boiler and cook, stirring constantly, until the sauce is smooth and thick like custard, about 2-3 minutes. Remove top pan and set aside to keep warm.

Put the white wine in a shallow enamel pan, add the shallot. 1 tablespoon of butter, the fish stock and the prepared orange peel, drained of lemon juice. Season lightly to taste with salt and pepper and lay on this bed the 4 fillets which have been washed in cold water. Poach very gently until opaque, about 10 minutes, turning fillets over once with a pancake turner when half done. Transfer fillets gently to a hot platter and keep warm. Reduce the stock in the fish pan to 1/2 its original quantity by boiling rapidly. Add this gradually to the egg sauce, place over hot water and stir constantly until warm, not hot. Pour sauce over the fish, garnish with the orange sections and serve at once, accompanied by tiny boiled potatoes. Serves 4.
DESSERTS

Greengage Plum Mousse

12 ripe greengage plums
1 cup granulated sugar
1 lemon
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup milk
1 cup heavy cream
¼ cup powdered sugar

Make a syrup of the granulated sugar and ¼ cup of cold water by boiling it 5 minutes. Carefully remove gray foam as it forms. Remove from fire. Wash 6 plums, peel with sharp knife and slice them into the hot syrup, discarding the skins. Boil for 5 minutes or until soft, then reduce to a fine purée by rubbing through a coarse sieve with a wooden spoon or puréeing in an electric blender. Flavor with the lemon rind and juice and vanilla. Stir in milk. Lastly, stir in the heavy cream, beaten until not quite stiff. Put the mixture into a large mold and freeze until stiff, about 2 hours. Stir well with a spoon and continue freezing until stiff, beating once more during the freezing process. Your refrigerator takes about 3 hours in all.

Shortly before serving, wash and peel the remaining 6 plums, slice them fine, as you would peaches, sprinkling them as you peel them with powdered sugar. Pile the mousse in a pretty dish, garnish with the sliced plums and serve at once. Serves 6-8.

Sliced Plums with Slivovitz

16 ripe plums
¾ cup (approx.) powdered sugar
¼ cup slivovitz (plum brandy)

Plunge the plums in boiling water, one at a time, count twenty, remove from water and peel and slice fine. Sprinkle with powdered sugar as they are sliced. When all the plums have been sliced and sugared, pour over them about ¼ cup of slivovitz. Chill for about 1 hour and serve. Or omit the slivovitz and serve with heavy cream. Serves 6-8.

Ripe Figs with Honey and Kirsch

Topped with Vanilla Ice Cream

24 ripe white figs
¾ cup clear honey
1 quart vanilla ice cream

Wash and peel the figs, and cut them in half. Dissolve honey in about ¼ cup boiling water. Pour over figs and refrigerate for several hours before serving. When ready to serve, pour kirsch over the figs and serve topped with vanilla ice cream. Serves 6-8.

Clafoutis

2 cups stemmed fresh dark cherries
2 tablespoons butter
1¼ cup granulated sugar
2 eggs
6 tablespoons flour
Confectioners' sugar
½ pint heavy cream

Preheat oven to 400°. Wash, stem and pit the cherries. Melt the butter with ⅛ cup of granulated sugar, mix and spread over the pie plate. Make a smooth batter of the milk, eggs, 1 tablespoon melted butter, flour and ⅛ cup granulated sugar. If you use an electric blender, place the ingredients in the glass container in the order given and run at low speed until stiff, about ⅛ hour. Stir well with a spoon and continue freezing until stiff, beating once more during the freezing process. Your refrigerator takes about 3 hours in all.

Clafoutis

3 large navel oranges
⅛ cup strained fresh orange juice
3 egg yolks
⅞ cup granulated sugar
⅛ cup heavy cream

Crate the rind of 1 navel orange and add immediately to the orange juice. Peel all the oranges and with a sharp knife cut off all the white part, then carefully remove the pulp sections by slicing between the skins. Place sections in a serving dish and refrigerate until ready to serve. Beat the egg yolks until light with a rotary beater, then gradually beat in the granulated sugar. Stir in the strained orange juice. Place entire mixture in top part of large 2-quart enamel double boiler over boiling water and cook, beating constantly with rotary beater until it foams up way and is well thickened, about 4 minutes. Remove from fire and cool. When cold, refrigerate until ready to serve, at which time beat heavy cream until stiff and fold it carefully into the orange sauce. Pour over the sliced oranges and serve at once, with or without angel cake or lady fingers. Serves 4.

Oranges with Orange Cream

3 large navel oranges
⅛ cup strained fresh orange juice
3 egg yolks
⅞ cup granulated sugar
⅛ cup heavy cream

Crate the rind of 1 navel orange and add immediately to the orange juice. Peel all the oranges and with a sharp knife cut off all the white part, then carefully remove the pulp sections by slicing between the skins. Place sections in a serving dish and refrigerate until ready to serve. Beat the egg yolks until light with a rotary beater, then gradually beat in the granulated sugar. Stir in the strained orange juice. Place entire mixture in top part of large 2-quart enamel double boiler over boiling water and cook, beating constantly with rotary beater until it foams up way and is well thickened, about 4 minutes. Remove from fire and cool. When cold, refrigerate until ready to serve, at which time beat heavy cream until stiff and fold it carefully into the orange sauce. Pour over the sliced oranges and serve at once, with or without angel cake or lady fingers. Serves 4.

Oranges with Orange Cream

Fruit Compote

4 peaches
4 blue and 4 red plums
4 apricots
4 pears
1 cup granulated sugar

Wash peaches, plums, apricots and pears. Make a syrup by boiling granulated sugar with ⅛ cup water for 5 minutes in top part of a 2-quart enamel double boiler. Drop peaches into boiling water, and allow to stand for a minute or two, then peel. Cook peaches in the syrup until tender. Remove them from the syrup and put them into a serving dish. Peel the pears, leaving them whole. Cook until tender in the same syrup in which you cooked the peaches. Add them to the peaches. In the remaining syrup, cook the whole apricots and the red and blue plums. Cook until the plums pop open, then add them and the apricots to the other cooked fruit, arranging them prettily. Pour the syrup over all, cool and refrigerate. Serve very cold. Serves 4.

Table companions for fruit desserts: fruit pattern plates, banana basket, a permanent potted strawberry plant, ceramic coconut.

Peaches à la Bordelaise

4 large ripe peaches
¼ cup powdered sugar
1¼ cups red Bordeaux wine
½ cup granulated sugar
2" stick cinnamon

Immerse peaches in boiling water while you count twenty slowly. Peel immediately, cut in half, remove pits and place cut side up in shallow dish. Sprinkle with powdered sugar. Refrigerate for one hour. Place red Bordeaux wine in enamel pan and add granulated sugar and cinnamon stick. Boil 1 minute and add the peaches and their juice. Cook until peaches are tender, about 10 minutes. Place in serving dish. Continue cooking syrup 5 minutes longer, then pour it over the peaches. Serve hot or ice cold. Serves 4.

Raspberries with Blanched Cream

2-3 small boxes ripe raspberries
⅛ cup powdered sugar
⅛ cup kirsch
2 cups heavy cream
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
6 egg whites
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 teaspoons orange flower water (optional)

Wash berries and drain well. Place in serving dish, and sprinkle with powdered sugar. Pour over them and refrigerate for about 1 hour. Serves with blanched cream made as follows: Scald ⅛ cups heavy cream in top part of double boiler. Sweeten with granulated sugar. Beat together the egg whites and ⅛ cup heavy cream for 100 turns of hand rotary beater. Add gradually to scalded cream, stirring constantly. Continue cooking over boiling water, stirring continuously, until well thickened, about 4½ minutes. Remove from fire and cool, stirring occasionally. Flavor with vanilla and orange flower water and chill until ready to serve with the raspberries. Serves 4.
How to make Fruit Tart

1. Roll out pastry, halve lengthwise.
2. Fold over one half. Cut three-sided 1" rim.
3. Unfold rim on other half, on wet cookie sheet.
4. Score rim diagonally, prick center, to stop puffing up. Brush rim with egg.
5. Fill baked pastry with custard and peach halves. Glaze peaches with strained apricot jam.
6. Sprinkle peaches with the almonds. Dust edge with confectioners' sugar, shaken through sieve.

Key Lime Pie

1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons vegetable shortening
3 tablespoons butter
2 1/2 teaspoons ice water
1/2 cup fresh lime juice
1 1/4 ounces cream sweetened condensed milk, chilled
4 eggs, separated
Sour cream
2 tablespoons heavy cream of tartar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 tablespoon granulated sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

Sift flour with salt. Work into this with fingers, the vegetable shortening and butter. Moisten with ice water. Form into flat ball, wrap in waxed paper and chill. Roll out and line an 8 1/2" pie plate with the pastry, trim and roll the edges under. Prick with fork and bake at 425°-450° about 15 minutes or until crisp and delicately browned. Cool.

Squeeze the juice from 4 or 5 limes (preferably Key limes) and strain. You should have 1/2 cup of juice. Place the chilled, sweetened condensed milk in a bowl, add the lime juice and 4 egg yolks. Stir well. When it is smooth and thick, pour into cooled crust. Beat the egg whites until frothy, add cream of tartar and beat until stiff enough to hold a peak. Gradually add granulated sugar, flavor with vanilla and pile over the pie, being sure the meringue touches the edge of pastry all around. Bake at 400° until delicately brown, about 10 minutes. Serve as soon as possible. Serves 4-6.

Fruit Tart

3 recipe puff pastry (see H&G's Pastry Cook Book, October 1958)
Beaten egg
7-8 ripe peaches or apricots
3 tablespoons cornstarch
2 cups milk
1/2 cup granulated sugar
4 egg yolks
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup strawberry jam
1/2 cup strained apricot jam
Confectioners' sugar

Preheat oven to 375°. Butter and flour 4 cake tins with removable bottoms, 8 1/2" in diameter. Cream together until very fluffy the butter and 1/2 cup powdered sugar. Work in the flour, and flour with the vanilla. Divide into 4 equal parts and, using your hands, form into 4 balls, pressing the dough together. Place on floured pastry cloth, 1 ball at a time, and roll out thin. Place an inverted 8" plate on the pastry and trim to that size. Discard outer scraps and slip the removable bottom of buttered and floured tin under the dough so that it is centered on the tin. Place back into its rim, and repeat the process making thereby 4 thin large rounds. Bake 2 at a time at 375° until lightly and evenly browned all over, about 10 minutes. When the 4 layers have been baked and have cooled slightly, remove the bottoms from the tins and with a pancake turner slip 3 of the rounds onto wax paper, leaving the fourth on its tin bottom.

When ready to assemble the torte, preheat oven to 225°. Beat the egg whites until stiff and gradually beat in 1/3 cup of powdered sugar. Carefully fold in the strawberry jam. Place the tin with the cake round on a flat cookie sheet and spread the round with 1/3 of the filling. Cover with another cake layer and repeat process, using all the filling, ending up with filling on top. Bake in preheated oven until meringue is lightly browned, about 15 minutes. Remove from oven and cool. In the meantime stem the strawberries, wash, and pat dry. Place cake on a round flat plate, large enough to hold it comfortably and decorate with the strawberries. Sprinkle generously with confectioners' sugar and serve. Eat soon after making.

Blue Concord Grape Refrigerator Ice Cream

1 cup blue Concord grapes
1/4 cup granulated sugar
1 cup heavy cream

Stem grapes, wash, place in fruit jar, add sugar, cover with 1 cup boiling water, seal and place in refrigerator for about 5 hours. Rub through a fine sieve, discarding seeds and skins. This should make 3/4 cup of thick juice. Add heavy cream, stir well, place in freezing tray of refrigerator, place in freezing compartment, set control to coldest and freeze until partially frozen or for about 1/2 hour, stir well, and continue freezing until stiff or for about 1 1/2 hours. Set control to normal position and allow to remain in freezing compartment for about 15 minutes before serving. Serves 4.
DEEP DISH GOOSEBERRY TART

2 quarts ripe gooseberries
3/4 cup granulated sugar
1/4 pound butter
1 egg, well beaten
3 cups pastry flour sifted with
1/2 cup milk

Cut off ends of the gooseberries with scissors. Wash gooseberries and arrange them in a large—
least 2 1/4-450° for about 1/2 hour, stirring occasion­ally, then reduce heat to 350° and continue cooking about 45 minutes longer, still stirring occasionally. Remove from oven. Strain the juice into a saucepan, adding to it 1/2 cup of sugar. Boil down 10 minutes and pour back over the berries. Cool completely in the dish. When ready to bake the tart, make a cookie dough as follows. Cream together the butter and remaining 1 cup granulated sugar. When light and fluffy add the well beaten egg. Beat well and gradu­ally add the flour sifted with salt and baking powder. Moisten it with the milk. The dough should be very stiff. Roll out on a heavily floured board to approximately the size of the large dish in which you baked the gooseberries. Quickly roll up the dough onto a rolling pin, unroll over the dish and let the dough fall on top of the berries. Trim off any dough that hangs more than 1/2" over the rim of the dish. Roll out the scraps and cut 6 diamond-shaped pieces. Lay these in the center to form a design. Poke your finger down into the center to make a hole or vent. Roll out remaining scraps and cut a 2" wide x 6" long strip. Roll this around your finger and insert the row you have made into the hole, managing however to still leave space for the steam to escape. Crimp the edges with floured fingers. Preheat oven to 400°. Bake until lightly browned, about 10 minutes, reduce heat to 300° and continue baking about 20 minutes longer, or until an inserted toothpick comes out clean. Serve hot with sour cream, or sweet cream if you prefer. This tart may be made ahead of time and warmed in a 450° oven for a few minutes before serving.

PRESERVES

CRANBERRY SAUCE DE LUXE

1 pound fresh cranberries
4 dozen almonds
2 cups granulated sugar
6 tablespoons orange or citrus marmalade
Strained juice of 2 lemons

Blanch almonds by pouring boiling water over them. Let them stand a few minutes, then pour off the water, rinse in cold water and pinch off the skins. Cover with cold water and place in refrigerator for several hours.

Wash and pick over cranberries. Moisten granulated sugar with 1 cup of cold water, stir, bring to a boil, skin carefully and boil 5 minutes. Then add the cranberries and cook 3 to 5 minutes longer or until they have all popped open and become transparent. Remove from fire and add 6 generous tablespoons of orange or citrus marmalade. Stir, and add the lemon juice. When cold, add the blanched almonds, which have been well drained. Serve this cranberry sauce well chilled with cold roast chicken, turkey or pheasant.

MELON CHUTNEY

1 large unripe cantaloupe or small unripe honeydew melon
4-5 long, light green Italian peppers
1 pound light brown sugar
5 cups cider vinegar
1 tablespoon whole allspice and 2 hot dried card seeds and slice fine. Place light brown sugar onto the melon, then in 1/2" slices crosswise. Add them to the other ingredients and continue simmering for 45 minutes longer, stirring frequently, especially toward the end of cooking time, and adding another cup of cider vinegar as it cooks down. In the meantime, sterilize 7 half-pint jars, remove from boiling water and drain well. When the chutney is cooked, remove the bag of spices and spoon mixture into hot jars. Melt 2 cakes of preserving wax and pour a little over the chutney while still hot, repeating the process later when the first coating has set. Adjust covers and seal.

CITRUS MARMALADE

1 thin-skinned grapefruit
2 navel oranges
2 lemons
3 tablespoons powdered pectin
1/4 cup ruby red seedless grapes
1/2 cup (2 cakes) preserving wax

Wash grapefruits, oranges and lemons. Cut each in 8 pieces, and then, using a sharp knife, slice crosswise through pulp and skin in very thin slices. Do this on a platter so as not to lose any juice. Discard seeds and rough part of white mem­brane in centers. Measure and place in large gallon-size enamel pan. Cover with twice the measured amount of water. This amount of fruit should make about 2 cups of fruit, so you should cover it with about 14 cups of cold water.) Soak overnight. The next day bring gently to a boil and simmer 20 minutes. Let stand until third day. Measure again. The fruit will have absorbed some of the water, so the chances are you will have only 14 to 15 cups. Bring gently to a boil and add an equal amount of granulated sugar, about 14 to 15 cups. Stir well and cook until thick and a light amber color, about 2 to 2 1/2 hours. Watch carefully as the marmalade boils over easily, and stir and skim frequently during the cooking process. When done, add the candied grape cherries and continue cooking 5 minutes longer. Ladle into hot sterilized 1/2 pint-size glass jars, distributing the cherries equally. Melt 1/2 pound of paraffin in small pan, but do not heat to smoking point. Pour a small quantity over the hot marmalade and repeat a few hours later, tiling glasses so that the paraffin covers entire sur­face well. This recipe will make about 13 half pints of marmalade.

How to peel and core pineapple

1. Cut off sharp leaves; slice off outer rind.
2. Starting at top, slit on both sides of eyes to remove a spiral strip, counterclockwise.
3. Continue cutting until all eyes are removed.
4. Slice. Remove core with round pastry cutter.

PINEAPPLE, STRAWBERRY AND ORANGE CONSERVE

1 large ripe pineapple
1 quart ripe strawberries
3 navel oranges
2 cups water
7 cups granulated sugar
1/2 pound preserving paraffin

Peel and core the pineapple and shred fine. Pick over, wash and stem strawberries. Peel navel oranges, keeping skins as whole as possible. Remove the pulp from the oranges by cutting be­tween the sections with a sharp knife. Discard as much of the white pith as possible, saving the pulp and juice. Boil the skins in plenty of water until very tender, then remove from the water, and with a spoon scoop away as much of the bitter white part as possible, leaving just the orange part. Then with a sharp knife sliver the skins into tiny thin strips about 1/8" long. Place the pineapple in a large white enamel pan, add 2 cups water. Boil for 20 minutes. In the meantime, put the orange pulp and juice into another enamel pan, add 2 1/2 cups granulated sugar and boil for about 15 minutes, then add the orange rind and cook 5 minutes longer. Add the straw­berries and 4 1/2 cups of granulated sugar to the cooked pineapple, stir well and bring to a boil. Add the orange skins and pulp and continue cooking until thick and transparent or for about 1/2 hour. Skim as necessary. Fill 6 sterilized pint-size jars with the hot conserve and pour a little melted preserving paraffin over each. Later add another coating, adjust covers and seal tight.
drinking. There are several tonic waters on the market and the flavor range is wide.

Tonic water seems to call for the added dash of lemon or lime. With a touch of one of these, it is a good thirst quencher by itself; and it can be used with gin, vodka, or rum plus lemon or lime. It is a pleasant change in Pimm’s Cup (July 1960 H&G, page 114) in place of ginger beer or ale.

7-Up: One of the big American favorites is 7-Up, a sparkling water with citrus flavoring and sugar added. It, too, is a nice change as a mixer for Pimm’s Cup and also goes well with vodka or gin. Add a twist of lemon to sharpen the citrus flavor and you will find your drink more zestful. If you like 7-Up plain, try adding a little lemon or lime juice.

Lemonade and Squash: These two zesty bottled drinks are especially good in hot weather. Like tonic water, they are English in origin. I prefer the lemon squash, which by British law must be made of pure lemon juice and oil with a bit of sugar. It is a delicious soft drink and a fine citrusy mixer. Excellent with gin, vodka or rum and as a mixer for Pimm’s Cup.

The bottled lemonade is really lemon soda pop. It is made of citric acid, blending agents, sugar and carbonated water. With fresh lemon added, it can be a pleasant change for tall drinks.

Lime Juice Cordial: This mixer, the ancestor of all bottled fruit juices, is made of filtered and evaporated lime juice with sugar and water added. It is essential in making the traditional Gimlet: one half English gin and one half lime juice. Or try adding just a dash of this cordial to gin or vodka on the rocks.

Here is a list of liquors and suggestions for the mixers to go with each.

**Whiskies**
- Plain water
- Soda water
- Some people like ginger ale.
- 7-Up or cola with whiskey. If your choice is one of these mixers, do not use a fine whiskey.
- Gin
- Soda with lemon twist
- Soda with lemon juice and sugar (Collins)
- Tonic water with zest of lemon or slice of lime
- Ginger ale with zest of lemon or lemon slice
- 7-Up with lemon slice
- Lemon squash with zest of lemon

**Quick Gourmet Recipe of the Month**

**Ham with Bananas**

6 thin slices boiled ham (about 10 ounces in all)
6 ripe bananas
Paprika, monosodium glutamate, coarsely ground pepper
1 cup heavy cream
6 tablespoons freshly grated Parmesan cheese

Preheat oven to 450°. Peel bananas and sprinkle lightly with paprika, monosodium glutamate and pepper. Butter a 12" x 7 1/2" x 2" deep ovenproof baking dish. Roll each banana in a thin slice of ham and place side by side in the dish. Pour over them the heavy cream, sprinkle with the cheese and bake at 450° for 15 to 20 minutes, basting with the cream once or twice. Allow to brown toward the end of the cooking time. Serve hot. Serves 6.

**21 Quick Gourmet Recipes**

As vintage is to champagne

VIRGIN

is to olive oil

The natural flavor of the fruit—that’s POMPEIAN Virgin Olive Oil. For the choicest olives. For the choicest meals.

POMPEIAN

The classic taste you can depend on for tastier salads, more flavorful meat, fish, fowl. Specify Pompeian!

**FREE RECIPE BOOK!**

Write Dept. HG, Pompeian, Balto. 24, Md.
In Canada: Wm. E. Taylor Ltd., Toronto

**A new way to serve scotch**

Scotch fanciers for years have enjoyed King’s Ransom in highballs and cocktails. But now, we recently learned, they are also serving it in a most imaginative way—after dinner as a liqueur.

We warmly approve. King’s Ransom has mood. Its classic bouquet and full body invite delicate savoring and sensuous sipping. Its Highland Malt Whiskies are the very best.

**King’s Ransom**

**BARBECUE WITHESCOFFIER**

Vive la Difference!

It will taste better with

ESCOFFIER SAUCE

**FREE RECIPE BOOK!**

Write Dept. HG, Pompeian, Balto. 24, Md.
In Canada: Wm. E. Taylor Ltd., Toronto

**GOURMET’S GUIDE**

to the finest in Foods, Beverages and Table Delicacies

**H & G’s**

Continued on page 113
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A LEADING HOME SCHOOL STUDY

Course includes: Furnishings, Furniture Arrangement, Textiles, Pictures, Antiques, Lighting and scores of other subjects. No classes—no wasted time. Course includes: Furnishing, Furniture Arrangement, Textiles, Pictures, Antiques, Lighting and scores of other subjects. No classes—no wasted time.

No textbooks—all material in loose-leaf form, tested, step-by-step, "learning-by-doing" method... under qualified instructions. Diploma awarded. Low tuition, easy payments. Interior Decoration Kit furnished. FREE BOOKLET. Send Coupon Today

83S Diversey Parkway, Dept. 184C, Chicago 14, Ill.

NAME

ADDRESS

City Zone State

Clip and mail coupon below at once and full particulars. This obligates me in no way.

FREE BOOKLET. Send Coupon Today

83S Diversey Parkway, Dept. 184C, Chicago 14, Ill.

Please send me FREE and postpaid your booklet, "Adventures in Interior Design and Decoration," and full particulars. This obligates me in no way.

NAME

ADDRESS

City Zone State

IMPORTED FRENCH CHESTNUT PICKET

A truly distinctive fence for discriminating people. We are the only company importing this finest hardwood fence. Each panel is BRANDED MADE IN FRANCE. Many installations sold five years ago are still standing. Write for Booklet.

RUSTICRAFT FENCE CO. & A King Road, Malvern, Pa.

BUY

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

WINDOW TREATMENTS

* Through decorators.


Carpet, "Habor View." Acrylic rayon, textured; 12' and 15' widths, $12.95 sq. yd. By Maggee Carpet Co.

Sofa, 84" long, covered in bronze felt; wing chair, covered in black leather; serving cart, marble top, 36" x 19", all designed by Paul McCobb. Side table, white Carrara glass top, 25" x 25", 20" h., designed by Kipp Stewart. By Directonal.*

Rattan trunk, brushed hardware; 35" x 22". 17 h., $89. At Mayhew Shop, 683 Madison Ave., New York.

NAME

ADDRESS

City Zone State

All accessories on serving cart from Bonniers, 683 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Page 82, top, right:

Plaided shades and walls, orange "Woolsuede." At Isabell Scott.*

Table, brass base, white top; 22" x 60". Custom made. At Mallorey-Tillins.*

Rug, white raffia; 4' x 6'. By Stark.*

Bottom, left:

Screens, hand painted by Richard Neas. Shade fabric, white Belgian linen, 30' w. At Eashleigh Prints.*

Tape binding, woven Cotton, 1' w., custom dyed. By Scaramandret Silks.*

Bedspread, white Belgian linen with green tape; table, custom painted. Lamp, papier-mache milliner's form, custom made. By Mallory-Tillins.*

Chair, covered in white Belgian linen. At H. Harmon Co.*

Bottom, right:

Woven matchstick roller shade, "Cliffhouse," 4' x 5'. By Tropicana of San Francisco.*

Wood rug, "Houndstooth," with borders; 9' x 12', custom order in any two colors. By Edward Fields.*

Sofa, 95' long, upholstered in white textured fabric; table, white Carrara glass top, 18" x 48"; 22" h., cocktail table, 36" x 48", 15" h. Stools, 20" x 20", 16" h., upholstered in Naugahyde. By Directonal.*

Bottom:

Screen, rafia and wood, "Verelite" 3' squares; custom made. By Jaylis Fashions.*

Caning, $1.75 sq. ft.; Widdicomb upholstered side chair, $289.20 each; Baker cocktail table, $225. Lesta Loom cotton rug, $9.50 sq. yd.; cushions covered in Siamese silk, 24" x 24", $85 each; all accessories. At Bloomngdale's, New York.

Page 85, top:

Kitchen designed by Ethyl Alper for "International Colletcrs" suite at Washington Square Village, N. Y., recently shutter installation. By Window Modes.*

Wallpaper, "Good Morning." By Pageant Wallpapers.*

All accessories from La Cuisiniere, 903 Madison Ave., New York.

Bottom:

Wardrobes, "Woodland"ocked pattern on white cambric; vinyl finish; flameproofed; widths up to 54". 6' x 3'. $49.50 each. By Joanna Westen Mill Co.

Expandable hanging brass lamp. By Finland House Lighting Corp.

Page 86, top:

Traverse screen, translucent Dow "Verelite" 3 squares; custom made. By Jaylis Fashions.*

Cane panels, tables, stools, designed, custom made by Parzinger Originals.*

Page 87, left:

Screen, rafia and wood, "Verelite" 3 squares; custom made. By Jaylis Fashions.*

Bottom:

Screen, rafia and wood, "Verelite" 3 squares; custom made. By Jaylis Fashions.*

Page 88, top, left:

Curtains, "Loverly Lady," embroidered medallions on Swiss organdy; 90' long, $15.95 pair. At Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

Bottom, left:

Curtains, white Dacron nain, tailored, 84" x 96 pr., 108"; $11.95 pr. By Royal Fairchild Mfg. Co.

Cord, tassels, custom made, By Lois Gundlaffter Inc.*

Sectional sofa; table, oil table top, oil ed walnut base; chairs, oil ed walnut, natural cane back, leather seats; mahogany lamp table, lamp top, mahogany cocktail table, 62" x 24", travertine top. By Directonal.*


Bottom, right:


Fruit cook book

Page 105:


Paper napkins, watermelon, lemon, or lime slice design, $2.50 package.

Bowl, scalloped watermelon, $4; desert plates, apple or pear pattern, $3 each; bowl, half cantaloupe, $4; metal tray, 16" diam, orange slice pattern, $17.50; Glass pineapple jar, ceramic top, bamboo pick, $3; individual tomato baker, $1.50. At Lang-
How to choose and use

AN ICE CREAM FREEZER

For parties or family treats

Homemade ice cream has a special flavor all its own—creamy and delicious. Today’s home ice cream freezers do almost everything except dream up the recipes. They vary in size starting with a small 1 1/2 quart unit (powered by electricity) that fits into the freezer compartment of your refrigerator. The refrigerator door, incidentally, will close right on the cord and, presto, ice cream in about 15 minutes. The large cylindrical freezers will make up to eight quarts of ice cream. There’s even one that still operates with the good old hand crank method; another shown here runs electrically, turns out up to four quarts in 20 minutes.

Freezer compartment ice cream maker operates within regular refrigerator freezer—plugs into outlet outside refrigerator. Door closes easily on flexible cord. This compact aluminum freezer—only 11 3/4” long—makes 1 1/2 quarts of ice cream in about 15 minutes. $19.95. Proctor-Silex Corp.

Electrically operated tall copper-trimmed ice cream bucket in natural wood. Copper-toned compact motor clamps securely on top. Freezer weighs about 17 pounds, makes from 1 to 4 quarts of ice cream in 20 minutes. $36.95. Proctor-Silex Corp.

Cylindrical ice cream maker works in refrigerator freezer or deep freeze. Refrigerator door closes on electrical cord. In chrome, this 12 1/2” freezer makes 1/2 gallon of ice cream in 25 minutes. $34.95. Knibb Industries.

Hand-cranked model smoothly turns out ice cream—has tinned cast-iron dasher and gears. Durable wood bucket has spatter-paint finish. Freezer comes in 2, 4, 6 and 8-quart sizes. Two-quart size costs $15.95. Richmond Cedar Works Mfg. Co.
Put this Dramatic New
TWO-COLOR TREE
in your home landscape

Bright Golden
Yellow on Every Branch Tip

Finest ornamental shade tree you can plant

No other tree gives you so much colorful beauty for so little cost. SUNBURST's unique two-color foliage makes it look like a flowering tree in full bloom all summer. It is strong and hardy, grows almost anywhere. Its graceful form and lacy shade make it ideal for your lawn. See it in full color in catalogs or at your nursery or garden store. Don't miss this season. Order now. Enjoy it for years.

For more efficient postal service
Learn the "A.B.C.'s" of good mailing habits!

A
Postal delivery zone number helps speed your mail!

B
Certain to include your return address on all letters and packages!

C
That the delivery address is correct and complete!

and

Mail early in the day
It's the better way

H&G's Gardener's

It's a long, lovely road from the bulb fields to your garden

Wherever you live, the road your spring bulbs travel before they bloom is sure to be a long one. Most of the fine tulips and hyacinths are developed and grown in Holland. Most of your daffodils, originating in Holland, England or Ireland, come either direct from Europe or from the great growing fields of our Pacific Northwest. By far the most important groups of lilies current today were developed and are grown, often from seed, in the northwestern states, especially Oregon. Most bulbs start on their way from six to twenty years before you receive them, as untried but hopeful seedlings. Along the way (each according to the rules for its kind) they progress through seedbeds, trial grounds and growing fields to the catalogues, the shipping sheds and your garden. With this slow and deliberate progression, you would think gardeners would have plenty of time to choose carefully, order early, plant in proper season. But they never do. We can but cherish the hope that you may reform this year and insure delivery of the flowers you want most on schedule next spring—in other words, that you will order now. So we present a double quartet of pictures that may put some of the guesswork—informed guesswork—back into bulb gardening. It is not nearly so automatic a process (the hasty eleventh-hour purchase, the inevitable springtime reward) as you may have been misled to believe.

How to increase madonna lilies

It is just as important to order lily bulbs as soon as the catalogues come out as it is to get your word in on other bulbs. (Don't worry if you do not receive your lily shipment before late fall or early winter; most lily bulbs need a full season to ripen.) Madonna lilies (see page 94), unlike all the others, ripen by midsummer, lose their tops entirely, and push up new leaves in fall. The time to lift, separate and replant madonnas, therefore, is after all the foliage has browned off. Buy your bulbs from a reliable supplier; replant the increase every third year.

Divide madonna lily clumps when eight or ten foliage crowns have emerged from original bulb. With vigorous clump, right, this may be soon as third year.
To punctuate your annual estivation, here are a few timely asides about planning next year’s flowers from bulbs; also a mid-month miscellany for die-hards

Year-old daffodils, half life-size, idle away their youth on the sandy floor of what was, only a hundred years ago, Holland’s biggest lake (at the Warnaar & Co. bulb fields). In a few years the hybridizer will look sharp at the first flowers: a decade or so hence, he may think one is worth offering for your approval.

Unique double daffodil has two to four blooms per stalk, retains clearly defined perianth and cup despite multi-petticoat center. Named White Marvel, this was a sport or mutation of Tresamble, a triandrus variety. Introduced in 1954, this year it costs $14 a bulb—a figure based on scarcity (it will come down in time).

Tulip bulb, left, develops same way as many other true bulbs in that next spring’s flower develops within this year’s bulb. It differs from many (daffodils, for example) in that while flower is blooming from last fall’s bulb, the new bulb for next spring grows alongside it. Only well planted, healthy bulbs produce fine blooms.

Buy good bulbs; grow them well; replant often
NOTES FOR AUGUST GARDENERS

Four practical exercises in good gardening that may be agreeably accomplished during the dog-days

First Weekend

Creeping compost. Since the optimum practical height of a hand-operated compost heap is three to four feet, most piles tend to spread laterally unless confined. There is no natural law that says you will get better or quicker compost if you enclose your garden refuse in a bin or pen. But the convenience of such a container may well inspire you to collect more organic waste, arrange it for readier decomposition, apply it sooner and in more ways than you would be likely to do with an unconfined mound. But who is to say what size any man’s compost bin should be? Because we lack the temerity to answer this less-than-earth-shaking question, we suggest the H&G Dandy Open End Running Compost Corral. This consists of two simple parallel walls of concrete blocks, set without mortar from four to six feet apart and four blocks (32") high. By definition, this chute-like structure has open ends, into one of which you cart waste to be composted and from the other end of which you haul your decomposed (preferably partially decomposed) supplement for garden rows, planting holes and general soil renewal purposes. Obviously, as the season progresses, the pile is going to lengthen on the fresh end and shrink on the finished end. So you simply move as many blocks as may be required from one end to the other. When you have moved as far as you have room to move (or at season’s end) you start building up the pile—and the walls—in the other direction. So here are our requirements: elbow room, elbow grease.

Second Weekend

Support problem. The question of proper support can harry the home gardener as perennially as it haunts farmers and their Congressmen. Nowhere is the problem more troublesome than among your chrysanthemums. There are almost as many ways to keep chrysanthemums from flopping as there are plants. Effective but laborious: individual staking and tying of the clumps. More elaborate, less attractive, but surely most effective: a running grid. The whole idea works outdoors: At the end of your chrysanthemum rows (or at intervals not greater than 12 feet or so) drive stout 2"-by-2" corner posts (see sketch). Using two other stakes as lateral stretchers at the ends, support wires or strong strings lengthwise between plant rows. Then run bamboo stakes transversely across lines—again between plants. The whole resulting grid arrangement, something like a weaver’s loom, is raised as the plants increase in height, with the corner posts holding the cross stakes that in turn keep the lines taut. This is not as complicated as it sounds. And for neat plants, with blossoms held ready either for cutting or for massed color effects, this elevator grid idea is hard to fault.

Water, water your chrysanthemums as bud initiation starts. Too many gardeners, alas, think that as soon as flowering promise is affirmed, the plants can somehow slake their own thirst. ‘Tain’t so. Keep your plants growing till the end. And what goes for watering goes also for spraying against insect attack. As cool weather comes, insect attacks may increase, with resultant harm to blossoms.

Third Weekend

Proper steps. Somewhere between the giant strides of a healthy teen-age boy chasing his healthy teen-age girl friend across the lawn and the mincing steps of your mother-in-law prowling the rows beds, lies the correct distance between garden stepping stones. You will never find this golden mean. But before you lay down a stepping stone path (as against a continuous walk of some paving material or other), spend a few moments trying to figure out what spacing will be best to help the prevailing traffic. Nothing is more upsetting (even literally) than stepping over a step.
Laying stones in turf, without sand or gravel underneath, is both easy and decorative in final effect. However, in regions of winter frosts, the stones will sink annually—sometimes as much as an inch or two if there is alternate freezing and thawing of the ground surface. Stones will settle consider­ably even during the summer where the ground is soft and moisture plentiful. Hence this general rule: Set stepping stones with their upper surfaces even with or slightly above ground level in the turf; check stones each spring, bringing them up to level with a cushion of sand or sandy loam spread beneath.

hard put to it to keep your de­veloping plants from becoming vulnerable to cold. For this rea­son (or these reasons), we sug­gest a special transplanting frame in which vigorously growing potted transplants may be pro­tected during the winter lay-up with the application of a simple mulch and no shifting about of the plants. Four boards nailed to­gether to form a rectangle will make the frame. Lay this re­ctangle on a raised bed of gravel or sandy soil to facilitate drain­age. Pack the transplanting pots (peat-and-pulp pots are fine, be­cause they need not be removed at final planting) closely inside the frame; keep plants watered right up to the time freezing weather comes; apply mulches of dry straw, salt marsh hay, buckwheat hulls or the like to a depth that will prevent plant crowns from heaving. That is all. . . Except, of course, that you will reverse the process in the spring. Final planting takes the plants, pots and all, into the borders.

Reading notice. Of three new books that command late summer attention, one may be placed on each of two horticultural stools and the third will fall somewhere in between. On the beginner’s stool, place Carlton B. Lees’ Bud­get Landscaping (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $3.95). This is a warm, literate informed guide for home owners who wish to “lay out” their grounds, either alone or assisted by a landscape specialist. The author presents his material by the case method, citing and elaborating on actual problems with which he dealt during several years of teaching the subject at the Kingwood Center. . . . On the other stool, way out yonder in the fields of expertise, look for the joint effort of Hudson T. Hart­mann and Dale E. Kester, Plant Propagation, Principles and Prac­tices (Prentice-Hall, $7.95). In both text and illustrations it is easily the most complete coverage of the subject presently available. It is not bedside reading for the novice, but it will be understand­able to the intelligent amateur in proportion to the scope of his in­terest. . . . Between stools, a flower picture book, sometimes beautiful, sometimes dramatic, sometimes humdrum, Treasures of the Gar­den (H anvore House, $4.95). Not the ideal hostess present, perhaps, but pretty and safe.

Fourth Weekend

Stock taking. Most gardeners who take pleasure in growing their own flowers are concerned, about this time of year, with tak­ing account of stock, building up inventories. Now almost all the early sown seedlings of biennials and the first of the perennials will be ready for “affirmative” trans­planting. (We say affirmative to differentiate the transplanting of sizeable seedlings into nursery beds or pots from that first “pricking out” of tiny seedlings as they emerge from the ground and get their first true leaves.) With plants that you hope will produce flowers next year, and especially the biennials that will flower next year only, continuous healthy growth is of the utmost impor­tance. Yet with winter inevitably about to interpose a check on un­interrupted growth, you may be
PARMA WALL-CABINET

Furnishes an important and dignified center of interest in your home. Available in fruitwood as shown, or in your choice of decorated colors. Width 66", depth 16", height 74". At better furniture and department stores. Send 20 cents in coin to Dept. Q8 for booklet describing the many sizes and finishes available.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Looking and listening

TAKE MUSIC WITH YOU

A harvest of music makers
—all portable, all battery-operated

Whether you scale the Sierras or camp on Cape Cod this summer, you can keep your favorite music and radio programs at fingertip. Portable, battery-operated music equipment is, of course, the means to this delightful end, since it packs easily, weighs little and works faithfully even when you’re miles from the nearest electrical outlet.

Perhaps the most versatile vacation companion is a tape recorder. You can use it to record all the unusual sounds you encounter. When you get back home, you can play the tapes to synchronize with movies or slides of your vacation and recreate the colorful, holiday mood. You can also use a tape recorder to play pre-recorded entertainment. For instance, transpose everyone’s favorite records onto tape before leaving; slip the reels into waterproof, polyethylene bags and carry them along in sturdy containers.

A radio is an essential baggage extra if you want to keep in touch with world events, the presidential campaign or sports news. If you take to the sea, a shortwave radio is a necessity for receiving storm warnings and distress signals.

Unless you’re fiercely determined to escape all traces of civilization, you will find any one of the portables here an ideal vacation link with everyday living.

America’s Number One Color Guide to the Best in Home Decorating

Forecasting a new color era—shop with H&G’s 1960 Color Chips. They’ll help you coordinate colors in all types of quality home products made by America’s leading manufacturers—available at stores across the country. Look for the H&G Color Seal when you shop—your assurance of the best, most-wanted colors for every room in your home.

H&G’s 1960 Color Chips (36 fashion-fresh colors!) in a handsome wallet case. Only $4.00 per set—order yours now.

To: House & Garden, Dept. 60, Greenwich, Conn.
Please send me 1 set (or sets) of H&G’s 1960 Color Chips—3½” x 5½”.
I enclose $4.00 per set."

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE
*Check or money order

Fully equipped tape recorder works equally well in tropical or polar climates, in the mountains or at seashore. Records full fidelity tapes. Weighs 15 lbs, Nagra.

Tiny radio that fits in a pocket provides you with music wherever you roam. In one color or two-tone combination. Optional earphone attachment for private listening. Its weight: ½ lb, RCA Victor.
Shortwave radio is an essential companion for sea-going vacationers. This one has AM and longwave bands, too, and weighs only 4 lbs. Admiral.

Easy-to-carry tape recorder can be slung over your shoulder or held in your hand. Records at 1 3/4 or 3 3/4 inches per second. Weighs less than 6 1/2 lbs. Stands a scant 9 3/4" tall. Leather case. Steelman.

Miniature tape reels combine with a compact recorder to provide almost one hour of sound. Match-book size microphone can pick up sound from 25' away. Weighs 5 lbs. Grundig Majestic.

Compact phonograph can play both 33 1/3 and 45 rpm records of all sizes. Fits into palm of your hand and weighs less than 2 lbs. Emerson.

Movie camera that makes “talkies” captures both action and sounds simultaneously on 8mm film. Separate earphones help to monitor the level of volume. Camera weighs under 5 lbs. Fairchild.

**POTPOURRI OF RECORDS TO PACK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Music for a Summer Night</th>
<th>RCA Victor LM1910</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starlight Concert</td>
<td>Capitol PR276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Under the Stars</td>
<td>Urania 7096, 8004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing Along With Mitch</td>
<td>-Folk Songs Columbia CL1316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Voices Together</td>
<td>We Sing (Pete Seeger) Folkways 2452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Field Guide to Bird Songs</td>
<td>(Two 12&quot; LP's) Houghton Mifflin Co. 2 Park Street, Boston, Mass.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H&G values for your home**

...where to find them

...how to use them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automobiles</th>
<th>Household Aids, Appliances &amp; Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadillac</td>
<td>Bell Telephone Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cascade Dishwasher Detergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*The D-Con Co.—Rid-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finish Dishwasher Detergent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Materials &amp; Equipment</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Fleetlite Windows 116</td>
<td>*Fostoria Glass 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Mississippi Glass 46</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Windows &amp; Doors 10</td>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floors &amp; Floor Coverings</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Armstrong Vinyl Floors</td>
<td>*Fostoria Glass 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Front Cover</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foods &amp; Beverages</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escoffier Sauce 111</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s Ransom Scotch 111</td>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pompeian Olive Oil 111</td>
<td>*Fleetlite Windows 116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Baker Furniture 120</td>
<td>*Fostoria Glass 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Chromcraft Dining Furniture 120</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Cover 120</td>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garden Seeds &amp; Materials</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*All Products 118</td>
<td>*Fostoria Glass 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Nursery Company 114</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Ginden Nursery Company 117</td>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heating, Ventilating &amp; Air Conditioning</th>
<th>Decorative Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Gas Association 3</td>
<td>*Fostoria Glass 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Goodyear Pliotron Filters 12</td>
<td>L-O-F Parallel-O-Plate Mirrors 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York Gas Fired Furnaces 3</td>
<td>*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this guide to House & Garden’s advertisers you will find the nation’s leading manufacturers—the ones you are most likely to rely on for top quality products and services for your home.

An asterisk (*) next to the products or services listed below indicates an offer of booklets, catalogs or other information. Please refer to their ads and write to these manufacturers today!
Frankfurt include: the profusion of beautiful flowers—50 cents an armful at the Saturday market in Wiesbaden; the complacent Frankfurt policemen under gaily striped umbrellas, waving white gloved hands at the cyclists; the Sunday concerts under the trees in nearby Wiesbaden and Bad Homburg; a twilight excursion on the Rhine; The Merry Widow in lusty German; and, most of all, the gracious welcome for thousands of Americans visiting in Germany.

ADDRESS BOOK
Here is a list of shops worth visiting and easy to find:

AMSTERDAM
Crystal
G. A. Müller—Rokin 66
Delftware
De Porcelainine Fles—Munt­tower, Muntplein 12
Fabrics
Hirsch and Cie—Leidseplein (Merchants to the Royal House of the Netherlands)
Art
Hetseren—Rokin 44 (books)

FRANKFURT
Crystal, China, Gifts
Lorey—Schillerstrasse 16
Nicolaus Franz—Steinweg 5
Jewelry, Watches
Uhren Christ—Rossmarkt 17
Leather
Meiler—Kaiserstrasse 29
Toys
Schermers—Friedensstrasse 8
Art
Vonderbank—Goethestrasse 11 (originals and reproductions)

WIESBADEN
Crystal, China
Antoinette Zollner—Wilhelmstrasse 40
Stiller—Haeferngasse 16
Linens
Friedrich Stolte—Mühlgasse 7
Furniture
Mobelhaus am Markt—am Markt 7

SAVE THE BIG IDEAS!
If you’re like most House & Garden readers, you’re constantly gleaning ideas about building, remodeling, shopping, decorating, refinishing. The ideas you clip out are valuable to you—if you can keep them in a handy place. So we’ve devised the handiest place imaginable: a House & Garden IDEA FILE BINDER, to hold the pages you consider worth saving and using. Clipped pages are easy to insert as the pinch-back springs open, and when your collection grows you can index-tab your ideas under their proper subjects. You’ll never lose one this way. Order your binder with its sturdy, attractive wood-grained cover. Send $1.50 with the coupon below.

TO: HOUSE & GARDEN'S READER SERVICE, DEPT. IF-B, GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT
Please send Idea File Binder. I enclose $1.50 check (or money order.)
Name
Address
City
Zone State

WONDERFUL WINDOWS
Roman shades offer a decorative way to combine the functions of curtain and shade in one window treatment, particularly in deep, narrow embrasures such as these. Shades are easy to make with ready-made Roman-shade tape by Consolidated Trimming Corporation and any medium-weight fabric like ticking, canvas or this striped Indian cotton. Reproduction Louis XVI table at Chodot; bench and accessories at Kean Associates. For do-it-yourself data, write HaG Reader Service.
"The Bath" by Mary Cassatt

The "Continental" Towel by Wamsutta

Masterpiece for the bath... from the distinguished Wamsutta Heritage Towel collection.

Sumptuous thick ribbed texture. Radiant palette of decor colors. The complete collection on view at the finest stores, at wonderful reductions during August.

Richness of wood tones... blended in classic simplicity

Introducing formal elegance for dining...

Tapered legs meticulously grained by hand... complement the exquisite Kasmir walnut table top, the china... your home. Aristocratic beauty with extreme durability... because of ChromCraft's exclusive HIDDEN DIFFERENCES.

LET US DEMONSTRATE CHROMCRAFT'S HIDDEN DIFFERENCES:

1. Seats won't sag. Exclusive all-steel formed seat pan and 100% vinyl foam cushion maintains neat, full-seat contour... assures soft relaxing comfort and years of wear.

2. Back won't break or punch through... no hollow framework. Exclusive solid lumber-core, fully cushioned back makes the difference.

3. Table opens with a touch instead of a tussle... starts to open when lock is released, then glides smoothly on patented Feather-touch all-steel ball-bearing slides... won't stick.

4. Legs won't scuff or chip because of specially treated Epon finish.

WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET, "WHICH CHROMCRAFT SHOULD I BUY?" ROOM-PLANNING GUIDE PLUS HINTS FOR HOSTESSES.

Distinguished for Quality Honored for Style

CHROMCRAFT CORPORATION • 4321 SEMPLE AVENUE • ST. LOUIS 20, MISSOURI